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Introduction
The present textbook "English for Law Students” is a 
modest attempt to provide students of the Law Faculty of 
Tartu State University with materials on Soviet law in Eng­
lish and is meant for second- and third-year students of 
law.
The experience gained in the course of a dozen years 
when teaching English at the Law Faculty led the compiler 
to the opinion that the main bulk of the material taught to 
law students should be devoted to Soviet law, while only a 
small portion of time should be allotted to getting ac­
quainted with juridical systems and problems of Great Brit­
ain and the USA,
The urgent need for such a textbook arose due to the 
fact that most of the textbooks published for law students 
in the Soviet Union up to the present time either include 
exclusively foreign materials (N.V. Lebedeva, A Eeader for 
Law students, M. 1964* И.В. Салтыкова, Н.Д. Колосанова. По­
собие по английскому языку для Ш - 1У курсов юридических 
институтов и факультетов. М.,1974)or contain only a few 
texts on Soviet law, while the larger part of the textbook 
deals with the juridical problems of Great Britain and the 
USA (И.В. Салтыков, H.C. Моркова, Н.Д. Колосанова, Пособие 
по английскому языку для I - П курсов юридических институ­
тов и факультетов. М., 1971).
The present textbook contains 21 lessons, each of which 
includes a basic text, 13-15 exercises to drill the vocabu­
lary of the basic text and to suggest some ideas for con­
versation on the topics, and a text (or texts) for supple­
mentary reading. The latter might be studied in class as 
well as used for students' independent work.
The book is not necessarily supposed to be studied in 
the order it is written, and no attempt has been made to
give simple texts before difficult ones. The compiler pro­
ceeded from the order given to those subjects in the cur­
riculum for the Law Faculty, since it is certainly natural 
that students must have covered the corresponding themes 
in the course of lectures and seminars on speciality be­
fore they start studying them in their English class.
The main bulk of the material (lessons 1-11, 13-21) 
has been taken from "Moscow News", but in nearly all cases 
adaptations as well as rearrangements of the material have 
been made. Only the basic and supplementary texts of Lesson 
12 and the supplementary text of Lesson 13 have been drawn 
from other souroes indicated after the respective texts.
We should like to acknowledge our indebtedness to Se­
nior Lecturers J.Pold and H.Pisuke of the Law Faculty of 
Tartu State University for their kind assistance in produc­
ing this revised edition of the textbook.
E.Bahi
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L E S S O N  1
THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is a federal 
state, formed on the basis of a voluntary union of equal 
Soviet Socialist Republics. The USSR was formed at the 1st 
Congress of Soviets of the USSR, at which the Russian Fed­
eration, the Ukraine,Byelorussia and the Federation of Trans­
caucasian Republics were represented. The Congress legally 
registered the formation of the USSR on December 30, 1922.
The USSR is a socialist state of workers and peasants. 
According to the census held on January 17, 1979 the popu­
lation of the USSR is over 260 million.
The state flag of the USSR is of red cloth with the 
sickle and hammer and above them a five—pointed red star* 
The sickle and hammer are symbolic of the unbreakable «ni nr» 
of the working class and the peasantry, and the red five- 
pointed star - of the union of working people all over the 
world.
At present the USSR consists of 15 Union Republics 
which include 20 Autonomous Republics, 8 Autonomous Regions 
and 10 Autonomous Areas, 6 territories and 105 regions.
A Union Republic is a sovereign socialist state which 
has its own organs of state power and administration, its 
Constitution and laws, its territory and citizenship. Each 
Union Republic has its own capital, state emblem, flag and 
anthem. Uniou Republics are free to secede from the USSR. 
All Union Republics have equal rights, regardless of the 
size of their population, territory, and their importance 
in the economic and cultural life of the country.
An Autonomous Republic is a Soviet socialist national 
state within the Union Republic. Each Autonomous Republic 
has its own Constitution which takes account of its specif­
ic features as well as its own highest organs of state pow­
er and administration.
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Besides Union and Autonomous Republics there are also 
smaller national-territorial formations - Autonomous Re­
gions and Autonomous Areas.
The USSR is a multinational state which unites over 
100 different nations and nationalities.
Notes to the Text
legally registered - fikseeris juriidiliselt 
five-pointed red star - punane viisnurk 
are symbolic of - sümboliseerivad
organs of state power and administration - riigivõimu— ja
haldusorganiA
citizenship - kodakondsus
are free to secede - võivad vabalt lahku luua 
national-territorial formations - rahvuslik-territoriaal­
sed üksused
B x e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words:
voluntary, equal, Transcaucasian, peasant, census, autono­
mous, region, nation, national, multinational, nationality, 
to secede, citizenship, anthem.
II. Answer the following questions*
1. When and where was the Soviet Union formed?
2. Which anniversary of the USSR did we celebrate in 1935?
3. Which Soviet Socialist Republics formed the USSR in 
1922?
4. When did Estonia join the USSR?
5. When was the last census held in the USSR ?
6. What do the sickle and hammer and the red star on our 
state flag symbolize?
7. What national-territorial formations does the IJBSR con­
sist of?
8. What rights has each Union Republic?
9. What rights has each Autonomous Republic?
10. Why can we say that the USSR is a multinational state?
III. Pill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. Union Republics are ... states. 2. The USSR is a ... 
state. 3. The 1st Congress of Soviets of the USSR legally 
registered the ... of the USSR. 4. According to the last ... 
the population of the USSR is over 260 million, 5. Union Re­
publics are free to ... from the USSR. 6. All Union Repub­
lics have ... rights. 7» Union Republics have their own or­
gans of ... and ... . 8. The Constitution of an Autonomous 
Republic takes ... of the specific features of the Autono­
mous Republic.
(equal, formation, account, sovereign, census, secede, ad­
ministration, socialist, power)
IV. Pill in the blanks with prepositions wherever necessary:
1. We celebrated the 60th anniversary ... the USSR ... the 
30th ... December, ... 1982. 2. The state flag ... the USSR 
is ... red cloth. 3« The red five-pointed star is symbolic 
... the Union ... working people all ... the world. 4. The 
USSR consists ... 15 Union Republics. 5« The population ... 
the USSR is ... 260 million. 6. An Autonomous Republic is a 
Soviet socialist national state ... the Union Republic. 7» 
... Union and Autonomous Republics there are also smaller 
national-territorial formations. 8. All Union Republics have 
equal rights, regardless ... their size.
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V. Fill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary?
1. ... USSR is ... multinational state. 2. ... Russian Fed­
eration, ... Ukraine, ... Byelorussia and ... Federation 
of ... Transcaucasian Republics were represented at ... let 
Congress of ... Soviets of ... USSR. 3. ••• sickle and ... 
hammer are symbolic of ... unbreakable Union of ••• working 
class and ... peasantry. 4. ... last census was held in ••• 
January of ... 1979* 5* ••• Autonomous Republics also have 
... highest organs of ... power. 6. ... red star symbolises 
... union of working people all over ... world. •
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1. The sickle and hammer on our state flag symbolize the 
union of the working class and the peasantry. 2. The popu­
lation of the USSR is more than 260 million. 3* Estonia is 
a se If-ко ve г п!пк state. 4. The USSR is made up of 15 Union 
Republics. 5« Union Republics are free to withdraw from the 
USSR*
VII. Give the three forms of the following verbs:
to break, to hold, to include, to take, to unite, to form, 
to be, to consist, to have
VIII. a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following
nouns:
nation, culture, symbol, economy, importance, au­
tonomy 4
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own.
IX. a) Give antonyms to;
breakable, equal, legal, capitalist, to join, in­
ternationalist, low, larger
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own.
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Z. Erp lain the meaning of the following:
1. voluntary; 2. legally; 3* peasantry; 4. sovereign; 5* an 
organ of power; 6. a capital; 7. an anthem; 8. a national- 
territorial formation; 9» a multinational state; 10. a so­
cialist state.
XI. Find in the text the words answering the following def­
initions :
1. the system of laws according to which a state is govern­
ed; 2. a number of states under one central government; 3. 
a meeting of representatives for discussion; 4. official 
counting of all the people in a country; 5. being a citizen«
XII. Beact to the wrong statements below using some of the 
following phrasess
I am afraid you are wrong; I am afraid you are mistaken; 
just the reverse; on the contrary; I can't agree with you. 
(to that).
1. The last census in the USSR was held in 1968.
2. The USSR was formed in 1924.
3. The USSR consists of 16 Union Republics.
4. Over 200 different nations and nationalities live in 
the USSR.
5. Autonomous Republics are free to secede from the 
USSR*
XHI. Translate into English:
1. NSV Liit moodustati 1924.a. 2. Vene NFSV, Ukraina, Val­
gevene ja Taga-Kaukaasia vabariigid olid esimesed liiduvaba­
riigid. 3. Millal viidi NSV Liidus labi viimane rahvaloen- 
dus? 4. Igal liiduvabariigil on õigus lahku lüüa M3V Liidu 
koosseisust. 5. N3V Liit on paljurahvuseline riik. 6. Kõi­
kidel liiduvabari. kidel, vaatamata nende suurusele, on-võrd­
sed õigused. 7 NSV Liidus on 6 kraid ja 105 oblastit. 8. 
Ukrainal on ciuur tähtsus NSV Liidu majanduslikus ja kultuu­
rielus. - 10 -
XIV. Speak on the following topics:
1. Different national-territorial formations in the DSSE.
2, A Union Republic as a sovereign state.
■SUPPLEMENTARY READING
Soviet Citizenship
As distinct from the legal requirements of bourgeois 
countries, the Sovet laws on citizenship do not envisage any 
special conditions obligatory on foreigners who apply for 
Soviet citizenship. There is no need to have lived for a 
certain period of time in the USSR, to know the Russian lan­
guage or possess property.
In conformity with the operating Law on Citizenship of 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, adopted by the USSR 
Supreme Soviet in December, 1978, foreigners can be grant­
ed Soviet citizenship irrespective of nationality or race.
Foreigners, living in the USSR, are granted Soviet cit­
izenship upon application by the Presidium of the USSR Su­
preme Soviet or the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the 
Union Republic on whose territory they live.
Foreigners living outside the USSR who wish to become 
Soviet subjects file an application, addressed to the Pre­
sidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet with a Soviet Embassy Mis­
sion or Consulate abroad. These applications must be banded 
in by the applicant personally. In exceptional cases (ill­
ness or obstacles put up by foreign authorities), the ap­
plication may be handed in through other people or sent in 
by poet.
Foreigners who apply for Soviet citizenship must hand 
in any other necessary documents, together with their ap­
plications, to the respective Soviet organs.
Forms of National Statehood
A Union Republic has three objective features which 
distinguish it from other forms of statehood. Firstly, it 
should not be entirely surrounded by the territories of 
pther Union Republics. This is necessary to ensure the right
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of every Union Republic, as guaranteed by the Constitution 
of the USSR, to freely secede from the USSR. Secondly, the 
nationality which has given its name to the Republic should 
represent a considerable part of the population of the 
given Republic.
The territory of a Union Republic may not be altered 
without its consent. One of the guarantees of sovereignty 
of the Union Republics is their right to enter into direct 
relations with foreign states and to conclude agreements 
and exchange representatives with them.
The difference between an Autonomous Republic and a 
Union Republic is that the former does not have the right 
to secede from the Union Republic, and does not have the 
right of foreign relations with other states. Besides this, 
the Constitution of an Autonomous Republic is approved by 
the respective Union Republic, while the Constitution of a 
Union Republic is adopted by the Supreme Soviet of the Re­
public alone, and is not considered by any other body.
What is Socialism?
History tells of many people who dreamed of a social 
order tinder which there would be no oppression of man by 
man, and equality, justice and abundance would flourish 
everywhere. They, however, believed that these ideals could 
b§ realized without fighting against the peoples' oppres­
sors. These thinkers were, therefore, called Utopian So­
cialists.
Marx and Engels studied how human society develops, 
and proved scientifically that history is made by the peo­
ple, by the masses of the working people, who create all 
the material wealth, that the struggle against the oppres­
sors is inevitable, and that, in the long run, the people
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would triumph. Thanks to these discoveries, socialism, no 
longer a utopia, developed into a revolutionary science. 
The conclusions of Marx and Engels were enriched by Lenin. 
Lenin elaborated the plans for building socialism, which 
became a reality for the first time in mankind's history 
in the Soviet Union.
Marx, Engels and Lenin proved scientifically the in­
evitability of the revolutionary, socialist transformation 
of society. Marxist-Leninist teaching declares that the 
working class constitutes the leading force in this pro­
cess. The working class is the best organized, the most 
class-conscious and revolutionary part of society. The lead­
ing role of the working class is also determined by the 
fact that it produces the overwhelming volume of the world's 
material values.
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L E S S O N  2
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OP THE SOVIET UNION
The Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) is the 
guiding political force in our country. Pounded by Lenin in 
1903, it has been developing, growing and gaining in strength 
ever since*
The CPSU is a Party of the working people, of the en­
tire nation. Its membership today runs into 19 million. More 
than 73 per cent of the Party's entire membership works in 
various spheres of material production.
The CPSU in its composition is an internationalist Par­
ty. There are people of over 100 different nationalities 
among CPSU members.
•The supreme organ of the CPSU is the Party Congress. 
Congresses are convened at least once every five years. Be­
tween congresses the Central Committee directs the activities 
of the Party. The Central Committee holds at least one ple­
nary meeting every six months.
The Central Committee elects a Politbureau to direct the 
work of the Central Committee between plenary meetings, and 
a Secretariate to direct day-to-day work.
The Central Auditing Commission is to supervise the pro­
per handling of affairs by the Party's central bodies.
The organizational structure of the CPSU corresponds to 
the role of the CPSU as the political vanguard of the Soviet 
people. It comprises the 14 Central Committees of the Union 
Republics, 4,176 other Committees (from Territorial to Dis­
trict) and, finally, more than 414,000 primary organizations. 
The latter are actively functioning in practically all the 
labour collectives of the country.
The chief task of the CPSU in our socialist society is 
to work out a scientifically grounded political line in the 
fields of internal and foreign affairs.
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As our society advances towards communism, the impor­
tance of the leading role played by the Communist Party will 
increase due to the growing magnitude and the increasing 
complexity of the task connected with communist construc­
tion in our country.
Notes to the Text
founded by Lenin - Lenini rajatud
has been gaining in strength ever since - on tugevnenud sel­
lest ajast saadik
directs the activities of the Party - juhib partei tegevust 
a plenary meeting - pleenum
the Central Auditing Commission - Eeskrevisjonikomisjon 
to supervise the proper handling of affairs by the Party's 
central bodies - kontrollima asjaajamist partei keskorgani- 
te poolt
a scientifically grounded political line - teaduslikult põh­
jendatud polii­
tiline joon
due to the growing magnitude and the increasing complexity 
of the tasks connected with communist construction - kuna
kommunismi ehitamisega seo­
tud ülesanded muutuvad üha 
suuremaks ja keerukamaks
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words;
guiding, entire, sphere, internationalist, supreme, to conr- 
vene, plenary, to supervise, vanguard, primary, complexity.
II. Answer the following questions:
1. When and by whom was the CPSU founded?
2. Why can we say that the CPSU is a party of the working 
people?
3. Why can we say that the CPSU is an internationalist par­
ty?
4. What is the supreme organ of the CPSU?
5. When was the last CPSU Congress held? When will the next 
one be held?
6. What are the functions of the Central Committee (the Po- 
litbureau, the Secretariate, the Central Auditing Com­
mission) of the CPSU?
7. Who is the General Secretary of the CPSU Central Commit­
tee?
8. What do you know about the organizational structure of
the CPSU?
9. What is the chief task of the CEBU in our socialist so­
ciety?
10. Why is the importance of the leading role played by the 
CPSU increasing?
III. Pill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. The Politbureau directs the work of the ... between ...
2. The CPSU membership ... 19 million. 3# The CPSU is an ... 
Party. 4. There are more than 414,000 ... of the CPSU* 5. 
The chief ... of the CPSU is to work out the scientifically 
... political line in ... and ... affairs. 6. The Secretar­
iate consists of the ... and ... 7. Congresses ..* once 
every five years.
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(General Secretary, primary organizations, Central Commit­
tee, Secretaries, to convene, plenary meetings, foreign, 
grounded, internal, to run to, internationalist, task)
17. Fill in the blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1. The membership ... the CPSU runs ... 19 million. 2. Our 
Party was founded ... Lenin ... 1903. 3. The organization­
al structure ... the Party corresponds ... the role per­
formed ... it. 4. The CPSU works ... the political line of 
... USSR ... the field ... foreign affairs. 5. The role... 
the CPSU will increase due ... the fact that our society 
advances ... communism. 6. The CPSU comprises ... 14 Cen­
tral Committees.
7. Fill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... Communist Party of ... Soviet Union is ... politi­
cal vanguard of ... Soviet people. 2. ... General Secre­
tary and Secretaries of ... Central Committee of ... CPSU 
direct day-to-day work. 3. ... CPSU is ... party of 
working people. 4. ... chief task of ... CPSU is to work 
out ... political line of ... USSR in ... field of ... in­
ternal affairs. 5. ... Soviet society advances towards ... 
communi sir .
71. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1. Congresses of the CPSU are held once every five years.
2. The CPSU is the most advanced section of the Soviet peo­
ple. 3. The CPSU pays great attention to the tasks connect­
ed with builrHrip- up Commnni ят in our country. 4. Over 73 
per cent of the total number of Party members work in the 
sphere of material production. 5* The Central Auditing Ccm- 
mission exercises control over the proper handling of af­
fairs by the Party's central bodies.
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VTI. Give the three forms of the following verbs;
to comprise, to grow, to play, to run, to lead, to found, 
to hold,
VIII, a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following
nouns:
strength, science, policy, socialism, importance, 
organization, communism;
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own,
IX, a) Give synonyms to:
to lead, whole, to include, activities, correct, 
no less than;
b) use the synonyms in sentences of your own,
X, Explain the meaning of the following:
1, a sphere of material production; 2. an internationalist 
Party; 3, a primary organization; 4. a labour collective;
5, a scientifically grounded political line; 6, internal 
affairs; 7. foreign affairs; 8, communist construction, 9* 
the Party's central bodies,
XI, Find in the text the words and phrases answering the 
following definitions:
1, a front or leading part; 2, a way in which something is 
organized; 3, somebody's task or duty in an undertaking; 4, 
the number of members; 5. a meeting of the Central Commit­
tee of the CESU.
XII, Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases:
I quite (fully) agree with you; you are right: that's right; 
yes, indeed; exactly so; quite so: I am of the same opin­
ion; I think so; I believe so or that's wrong; you are not
-  19  -
9 *
(quite) right; I can't agree with you (to that); you are
mistaken; on the contrary; .lust the reverse.
1. Our society advances towards socialism.
2. The CPSU membership runs to 15 million.
3. The CPSU comprises the 15 Central Committees of the Ш.- 
ion Republics.
4. The CPSU Congresses are convened at least once every 
four years.
5. The Central Auditing Commission directs the activities 
of the Party between congresses.
XIII. Translate into English:
1. Partei-algorganisatsioonid on peaaegu kõikides töökol­
lektiivides. 2. Parteikongressid kutsutakse kokku kord. iga 
viie aasta tagant. 3. NLKP KK peab aastas 2 pleenumit, kus 
arutatakse NSVL sise- ja välispoliitika tahtsamaid 
probleeme. 4. Kes on EKP KK esimene sekretär? 5» Kommunis­
mi ülesehitamisega seotud ülesandeid arutatakse nii NLKP Ж  
pleenumitel kui ka algorganisatsioonide koosolekutel. 6. 
NIKP on nõukogude rahva poliitiline avangard.
XIV. Speak on the following topics:
1. The role of the CPSU in our country.
2. The organizational structure of the CPSU.
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SUPPLEMENTARY HEADING
How Are People Admitted to the CPSU?
Members are admitted to the Party on the principle of 
individual selection. The CPSU Rules entrust the primary 
Party organizations and district and city Party committees 
with the admission of new members to the Party.
Article 1 of the CPSU Rules declares: •’Membership of 
the CPSU is open to any citizen of the Soviet Union who 
accepts the Programme and the Rules of the Party, takes an 
active part in communist construction, works in one of the 
Party organizations, carries out all Party decisions and 
pays membership dues.”
The system of individual selection for the Party in­
cludes the necessity of submitting recommendations to the 
primary organization, together with an application stating 
the person's desire to become a member of the CPSU. Recom­
mendations may only be given by members who have a Party 
standing of not less than five years. Applicants for Party 
membership must submit recommendations from three members 
of the CPSU, a short biography and a filled-in form. YCL 
members must submit a recommendation from the district 
(city) YCL Committee, which is equivalent to the recommen­
dation of one Party member. Young people of 18-25 years 
may join the Party only through the Leninist Young Commu­
nist League of the Soviet Union.
All applicants must pass through a probationary peri­
od as candidate members, necessary in order to more 
thoroughly familiarize themselves with the Progamme япД the 
Rules of the CPSU, and to prepare for admission to full 
membership of the Party.
Applications for Party membership are discussed at 
closed and open Party meetings. The applications are re­
ported by the secretary or a member of the bureau of the
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Party organization. After that the applicant outlines bis 
biography, and answers questions put by the participants 
in the meeting. Then follows an exchange of views concern­
ing the professional, political and moral qualities of the 
applicant. Only after this has been done the Ccmnunists de­
cide whether he should be admitted or not. The decision of 
the primary Party organization is considered valid if not 
less than two thirds of the Party members attending the 
meeting have voted in favour of the applicant. The decision 
comes into force only after endorsement by the district or 
city Party Committee.
Congres^ - the Supreme Organ of the Party
According to the Rules of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, the congresses hear and give the appraisal 
of the reports of the Central Committee and of the Central 
Auditing Commission, and elect the executive bodies of the 
CPSU. Lenin referred to the Party congresses as the most 
responsible Party meetings.
Since the convocation of the 1st Party Congress till 
the jresent time, i.e., over a period exceeding 80 years, 
27 congresses have been held - 6 before the Great October 
Socialist Revolution and 21 in the postrevolutionary peri­
od.
The regular convocation of the congresses ensures Com­
munists' participation in the elaboration and implementa­
tion of the Party policy. Congress delegates as authorized 
representatives of the Party, discuss collectively and make 
decisions concerning the development of the country and 
the inner-Party life. The importance of the Party con­
gresses has increased particularly after the victory of the 
October Revolution, when the Communist Party became Soviet 
society's leading and guiding force. Lenin emphasized the 
ed for the Party congresses to pay particular attention
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to the economy as the cornerstone in the development of so­
cialist society.
The draft documents submitted to Party congresses are 
printed in the press in advance, and discussed nationally* 
large-scale precongress discussions develop around them* 
Communists make suggestions, amendments and remarks. The 
decisions of the CPSU congresses are obligatory for Party 
organizations and each individual member.
Party Meetings
Party meetings hold an important place in the life of 
Party organizations. Party meetings map out programmes for 
the activity of the entire Party organization. At the meet­
ings Communists implement their right to freely discuss the 
policy and practical activities of the Party, to make sug­
gestions, and to openly express and uphold their views be­
fore their organization passes a decision on a given ques­
tion* After a decision has been taken, all the members of 
the organization must abide by it*
The general meeting is the supreme organ of a primary 
organization. According to the Party Rules, it must be held 
at least once a month. The agenda at the Party meetings in­
clude the most topical problems of inner-Party life, eco­
nomic management, cultural work, and Communists' participa­
tion in increasing the efficiency of production, in promot­
ing technical progress, in the ideological and political 
education of the masses, etc.
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Ь В S S О N 3
THE ECONOMIC BASIS OF THE SOVIET STATE
The economic basis of the Soviet state is the social 
ownership of the means of production.
The Great October Socialist Revolution established 
the social ownership of all the means of production - the 
land, the factories and plants, the banks and. railways.
Since the means of production are the main element of 
social wealth, those who own them appropriate their re­
sults. The October Revolution abolished the private owner­
ship of the means of production and as the result of this 
the exploitation of man by man was also done away with.
Another characteristic feature of the Soviet economic 
system is the planned organization of production which made 
it possible to secure the high rates of growth in economy.
Thanks to the social ownership of the means of pro­
duction the Soviet Union has become a highly developed in­
dustrial country which produces about one-fifth of the 
world's industrial goods.
The system of social ownership has brought about rad­
ical changes in the social structure of society. All 
classes of private owners disappeared in the course of so­
cialist construction.
The chief aim of the development of national economy 
in our country has always been the raising of the living 
standards of the Soviet people. From the very first years 
the Soviet government has paid great attention to the im­
provement of working conditions, reduction of the working 
day and the raising of real wages of workers and collec­
tive farm peasantry.
The supreme task of social production under socialism 
is the most complete satisfaction of the material and cul­
tural needs of the people.
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Notes to the Text
the social ownership of the means of prodnctioa - tootmis­
vahendite ühiskondlik omand 
the private ownership of the means of productiom - toot­
misvahendite eraomand 
the planned organization of production - tootmise plaani­
pärane organiseerimine,
р Т яягИжя janH iia
the high rates of growth - kõrged kasvutempod
the social structure of society - ühiskonna sotsiaalne
struktuur
in the course of socialist construction - sotsialismi üles­
ehitamise kaigus 
the raising of the living standards of the Soviet people - 
nõukogude rahva elatustaseme tõstmine 
real wages of workers - tööliste reaalpalgad 
the most complete satisfaction of material and cultural 
needs of the people -cahva materiaalsete ja kultuuriliste 
vajaduste kõige täielikum rahuldamine
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Head the following words:
economy, economic, wealth, to abolish, characteristic, fea­
ture, to secure, to develop, private, improvement.
П. Answer the following questions:
1. What forms the economic basis of the Soviet state?
2. When was the social ownership of the means of produc­
tion established in our country?
3. What means of production became the property of the 
people after the Great October Socialist Revolution?
4. Why is there no exploitation of man by man In our coun­
try?
5. What are the main characteristic features of the So­
viet economic system?
6. Why can we say that the USSR is a highly developed in­
dustrial country?
7. Why are there no classes of private owners in the So­
viet Union?
Õ. What is the chief aim of the development of national 
economy in our country?
9, What does the Soviet government pay great attention to? 
10. What is the supreme task of social production under 
socielism?
III. Pill in tbe blanks with suitable words given In brack­
ets below:
1. All the ... of production in the USSR belong to the peo­
ple. 2. There is no ... of man by man in the Soviet Union.
3. One of the characteristic ... of the Soviet economic 
system is the ... organization of production. 4. The own­
ers of the means of production ... their results. 5» Thanks 
to the planned organization of production it was possible
-  2 6  -
... the high rates of growth in ... 6. There are no classes 
of ... in our country. 7. The Soviet government pays great 
attention to the ... of working conditions and the ••• of 
real wages of workers and collective farmers.
(to appropriate, improvement, means, planned, raising, to 
secure, exploitation, private owners, feature, economy)
IV. Fill in the blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1. Thanks ... the system ... social ownership all classes 
... private owners disappeared ... the course ... socialist 
construction. 2. There is no exploitation ... man ... man 
... socialism. 3. ... the October Revolution the private 
ownership ... the means ... production was done ... ... .4, 
The factories and plants in our country belong ... the peo­
ple. 5. ••• the very first years the Soviet government has 
paid great attention ... the improvement of working condi­
tions. 6. The USSR produces ... one-fifth ... the world's 
industrial goods.
V. Fill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... Great October Socialist Revolution abolished ••• pri­
vate ownership of ... means of ... product!ж, 2. ... high 
rates of ... growth are characteristic of ... Soviet eco­
nomy. 3. ... great changes took ••• place in ••• social 
structure of ... society. 4. ... Soviet Government pays ... 
great attention to ... raising of ... living standards of 
... workers and ... collective farm peasantry. 5. ... high­
est task of ... social production under ••• socialism is 
... most complete satisfaction of ••• needs of ••• Soviet 
people.
4 *
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VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1. After the Great October Socialist Revolution the private 
ownership of the means of production was dona away with. 2. 
The economic foundation of the Soviet state is the social 
ownership of the means of production. 3» The USSR is a coun­
try with highly developed industry. 4. Thorough and ocmflete 
changes have taken place in our country. 5» The task of so­
cial production in socialist society is to satisfy the ma­
terial and cultural needs of the people.
VII. Give the three forms of the following verbss
to dot to plan, to make, to grow, to become, to bring, to 
pay, to raise, to disappear,
VIII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs:
to produce, to satisfy, to improve, to reduce, to 
exploit, to secure, to grow, to develop, to pay, 
to depend;
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
IX. a) Give antonyms tot
to establish, social, to appear, possible, devel­
oped, the first, high;
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own.
X. a) Arrange the following words and phrases in syno­
nymous pairs:
to abolish, to own, chief, to set up, to have,
greatest, as, main, during, since, to do away
with, supreme, to establish, in the course of;
b) use the synonyms in sentences of your own.
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IXI. Explain the meaning of the following:
1. the means of production; 2. the social ownership of the 
means of production} 3* the private ownership of the means 
of production; 4. the living standards; 5« the eag)loita- 
tion of man by man; 6. the rate of growth; 7. an Industrial 
country; 8. the social structure of society; 9* real wages;
10. social wealth.
III. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases, (see Sr. XII, p. 19 ):
1. A characteristic feature of the capitalist economic sys­
tem is the planned organization of production.
2. There is no exploitation of man by man in the Soviet Ш -  
ion.
3. There are classes of private owners in the USSR,
4. The Soviet Union is a highly developed industrial coun­
try.
5. The USSR produces about one-tenth of the world's indus­
trial goods.
XIII. Translate into English:
1. Nõukogude riigi majanduslikuks aluseks on tootmisvahen­
dite ühiskondlik omand. 2. Tanu sellele pole Nõukogude Lii­
dus eraomanike klasse. 3» Sotsialism Nõukogude Liidus ehi­
tati üles 1936.aastaks. 4. Tööliste reaalpalk on palju kas­
vanud. 5* Kõik tehased ja vabrikud Nõukogude Ididus kuula­
vad rahvale. 6. Eaks nõukogude majandussüsteemi iseloo—  
tavat joont on tootmisvahendite ühiskondlik omand ja toot­
mise plaanipärane organiseerimine.
XIV. Speak on the following topics:
1. The advantages of the Soviet economic system.
2. The chief aims of the development of national economy 
in our country.
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SUPPLEMENTARY BEADING
Economic Management in the USSR
The scientific foundations of the Socialist economic 
management were laid by V.I* Lenin, the founder of the So­
viet state. He devised the economic laws governing the de­
velopment of socialist production and defined the vital 
tasks of the system of national economic management. So­
viet people refer to these as the Leninist principles of 
economic management. Here are the most important of them: 
unity of political and economic management; unity of pub­
lic, collective and personal interests, with public inter­
ests coming first; planning; thriftiness; systematic moral 
and material encouragement of good work; responsibility 
for the fulfilment of pledges undertaken; democratic cen­
tralism - the organizing and guiding role of the centre 
which represents nationwide interests and, at the same time, 
extensive use of the working people's initiative and crea­
tive endeavour.
The Leninist principles of management are realized in 
practice in the national economy. A new system of plan­
ning and economic incentives was introduced into industry. 
The further development of democratic foundations was ex­
pressed in a broader enlistment of the working people in 
production management, in the broadening of the economic 
range of the Republics and regions, and in the industrial 
enterprises' independence in dealing with their own eco­
nomic problems.
The Council of Ministers is the supreme economic or­
gan in the USSR. On the basis of the laws adopted by the 
Supreme Soviet and the decisions of the CPSU, it exercises 
general guidance over the entire national economy. In its 
organizational work, the USSR Council of Ministers has the 
cooperation of the following state committees: planning,
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science and technology, construction, material and tehnical 
supply, labour and wages, prices, the Central Statistical 
Board, etc. These committees make up' the government machin­
ery, and help the government solve problems within their 
respective terms of reference.
The ministries are the main organs of economic manage­
ment. Bach is responsible for a certain branch. The minis­
tries carry out planning, make capital investments, manage 
production, set the technical policy, deal with the prob­
lems of financing, labour, wages, material and technical 
supply, study market requirements and see that these re­
quirements are satisfied.
Is There Personal Property in the USSR?
The means of production cannot be owned by private 
citizens in socialist society, and therefore cannot be util­
ized for obtaining unearned incomes. Personal property is 
of a consumer kind. Let us consider some examples.
Savinge accumulated from earnings constitute one as­
pect of the personal property of Soviet citizens. These 
savings are, as a rule, deposited in state savings banks by 
opening various accounts there. The right to personal pro­
perty also includes the ownership of a dwelling. Individu­
al and cooperative building of bousing is widespread in the 
USSR. The dwellings built on this basis are considered as 
personal property. Cars are also included in personal 
property in the USSR. Soviet citizens also enjoy the right 
to personal ownership of objects of household economy and 
domestic appliances. The objects of household economy in­
clude, in particular, productive cattle, poultry, etc. The 
citizens may also keep vegetable gardens and orchards on 
plots of land allotted to them by the local organs of power. 
The vegetables, fruit and berries harvested by them on these 
plots are their personal property, and can be freely sold on 
markets, at the prices operating there.
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The right to personal property is not only formally 
proclaimed, but also practically safeguarded by Soviet law. 
The right to inherit personal property is also maintained 
in socialist society.
Wages and Public Consumption Funds
The most important source of meeting the personal re­
quirements of the working people and their families is the 
factory and office workers' wages and salaries, and the col­
lective farmers' incomes derived from their social economy.
Public consumption funds play a big part in enhancing 
the living standards of the Soviet population. These funds 
have existed since the very outset of Soviet power and are 
used to provide free medical aid and free education and fa­
cilities for the improvement of qualifications, as well as 
various allowances, pensions, student grants, annual holi­
days, free and discount vouchers to sanatoriums and holiday 
homes, and other benefits. Public consumption funds add to 
the real incomes of the population. Furthermore, they con­
tribute to the satisfaction of people's intellectual, social 
and cultural requirements. The Soviet state has tirelessly 
been striving to increase the public consumption funds and 
to use them to meet the nation's needs.
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L E S S  О Я 4
LEADING STATE ORGANS OP THE USSR
The Supreme Soviet of the USSR is the highest organ of 
state power and the chief legislative body In the USSR.
The Supreme Soviet of the OBSR is elected by the en­
tire population for a term of five years and consists of two 
Chambers - the Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of Na­
tionalities. Both Chambers have equal rights.
The Soviet of the Union, which represents the inter­
ests of the whole population of the state, is elected on 
the basis of the number of inhabitants.
The Soviet of Nationalities is an organ of representa­
tion of national-territorial formations. Each Union Repub­
lic elects 32 deputies to the Soviet of Nationalities. Tbs 
Soviet of Nationalities guarantees the equal participation 
of all Soviet people in the management of state affairs. Tor 
example, the biggest of all the Union Bepublice - the Rus­
sian Federation with its population of over 140 million - 
elects 32 deputies; while Estonia with 1.6 million inhabit­
ants has the same number of representatives. Each Autono­
mous Republic elects 11 deputies to the Soviet of National­
ities, every Autonomous Region - 5, and each Autonomous 
Area - 1 deputy.
The USSR Supreme Soviet adopts resolutions on the more 
important questions of state, economic and socio-cultural 
construction, determines the basic trends in foreign policy 
and exercises supreme control over the activities of the 
state administration apparatus.
The USSR Supreme Soviet forms other supreme organs of 
the USSR: elects the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, fores 
the Council of Ministers of the USSR and elects the Supreme 
Court of the USSR.
5
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The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR con­
sists of the Chairman, First Vice-Chairman, 15 Vice-Chair­
men ( one from each Union Republic), the Secretary and 21 
members. The Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet issues 
decrees and explains the laws operating in the USSR.
The USSR Council of Ministers is the highest executive 
and administrative organ of state power in the USSR. It со» 
ordinates and directs the work of the ministries and state 
committees of the USSR,
The highest organ of state power in a Union Republic is 
the Supreme Soviet of the Union Republic. It forms the Coun­
cil of Ministers - the supreme executive and administrative 
body.
Notes to the Text
the chief legislative body - peamine seadusandlik organ
on the basis of the number of inhabitants - elanike arvu
alusel
the equal participation of all Soviet people in the manage­
ment of state affairs - kõikide nõukogude inimeste võrdne
osavõtt riigi juhtimisest 
determines the basic trends in foreign policy - määrab kind­
laks välispoliitika põhi­
suunad
exercises supreme control over the activities of the state 
administrative apparatus - kontrollib riigi haldusaparaadi
tegevust
the laws operating in the Soviet Union - Nõukogude Liidus
kehtivad seadused 
the highest executive and administrative organ of state 
power - kõrgeim riigivõimu täidesaatev ja haldusorgan
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words:
chamber, basis, to represent, representative, representa­
tion, to guarantee, foreign, policy, apparatus, vice-chair­
man, decree, executive, to coordinate, administration, ad­
ministrative,
II. Answer the following questions*
1. What is the highest organ of state power in the ОВБЕ?
2. What is the highest legislative organ in the H5SB?
3. What chambers does the USSR Supreme Soviet consist of?
4. Which of the chambers is more important?
5. Why are there two chambers in our highest organ of 
state power?
6. What other supreme organs of the USSR do you know? By 
whom are they formed?
7. How many deputies are elected to the Soviet of tho 
Union?
8. How often are the elections to the Supreme Soviet of 
the USSR (Estonia) held?
9. By how many deputies is the REFER (the Ukraine, Esto­
nia, the Komi ABSR, the Tatar iSSR, the Tuva Autono­
mous Region, the Chucktchi Autonomous Area) represented 
in the Soviet of Nationalities?
10. What are the functions of the Presidium of the Supreme 
Soviet of the 05SB (the USSR Council of Ministers)?
III. Till in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. The Supreme Soviet of the USSR is the chief ... body im 
our country. 2. The Soviet of Nationalities ... the equal 
participation of all ... in the management of ... . 3* 
There are 32 ... from Estonia in the Soviet of ... .4. The
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5*
USSR Supreme Soviet adopts ... and determines the basic 
trends in ... • 5* The Presidium of the USSR Supreme So­
viet issues *.. . 6. The USSR Council of Ministers is the 
highest ... and ... organ of state power in the Soviet Un­
ion.
(executive, foreign policy, deputies, resolutions, Nation­
alities, to guarantee, legislative, national-territorial 
formations, administrative, decrees, state affairs)
17. Till in the blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1. The USSR Supreme Soviet is elected ... the entire popu­
lation ... a term ... five years. 2. The Soviet ...lie Un­
ion is elected ... the basis ... number ... 
inhabitants. 3* The number ... representatives ... theBSES 
and Estonia is equal. 4. The USSR Supreme Soviet adqste 
resolutions ... the more important problems and exercises 
control ... the state administration apparatus. 5* The Su­
preme Court ... the USSR is elected ... the Supreme Soviet 
... the USSR. 6. The Council ... Ministers ... the USSR is 
formed ... the Supreme Soviet ... the USSR.
V. Fill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... two Chambers of ... Supreme Soviet of ... USSR are 
... Soviet of ... Union and ... Soviet of ... Nationali­
ties. 2. ... Autonomous Region elects 5 deputies to... So­
viet of ... Nationalities. 3. ... USSR Supreme Soviet; adopts 
... resolutions. 4. ... Presidum of ... Supreme Soviet of 
... USSR issues ... decrees and explains ... laws operat­
ing in ... Soviet Union. 5« • •• Russian Federation is ... 
biggest Union Republic and ... Estonian SSR is ... smal­
lest one.
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VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1. The USSR Supreme Soviet is the highest body of state pow­
er in the USSR. 2. There are two Chambers in the TBSB Su­
preme Soviet. 3. The basis of representation is one deputy 
for each 300,000 inhabitants. 4. The Supreme Soviet checks 
the work of the state administration organs. 5* The two 
bouses of the Soviet Parliament are the Soviet of the Union 
and the Soviet of Nationalities.
VII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs:
to represent, to form, to manage, to administer, to 
participate, to inhabit, to construct*
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own,
VIII. a) Arrange the following words in synonymous pairsi
organ, chief, fundamental, each, body, whole* bas­
ic, every, main, entire*
b) use the synonyms in sentences of your own.
U. Sxplain the meaning of the following:
1. a national-territorial formation; 2. a resolution; 3* 
foreign policy; 4. the state administration apparatus; 5* a 
decree; 6. a law; 7. an executive and administrative organ;
8. a state committee.
X. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases (see Sr. 2П, p. 19 )i
1. The USSR Council of Ministers is the highest legislative 
body in the country.
2. Each Union Republic elects 32 deputies to the USSR Su­
preme Soviet.
3. Both Chambers have equal rights.
4. The USSR Supreme Soviet issues decrees.
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5* The Supreme Court of the USSR is elected by the USSR Su­
preme Soviet.
XI. Translate into English«
1. Milline on kõrgeim riigivõimu organ NSV Liidus? 2. Mitu 
HB VI ülemnõukogu Rahvuste Nõukogu saadikut on valitud Sea­
ti Ш Т -st? 3* Ses kuuluvad NBVL ülemnõukogu Presiidiumi 
koosseisu? 4« HBVL ülemnõukogu maarab kindlaks NSV Liidu 
välispoliitika põhisuunad. 5. SSVL Ministrite Nõukogu koor­
dineerib ja juhib ministeeriumide ning riiklike komiteede 
tegevust. 6. HSVL ülemnõukogu valitakse tähtajaga viieks 
aastaks.
XII. Speak on the following topics;
1. Leading state organs of the USSR.
2. Leading state organs of the Estonian SSR.
SUFFEBMEHTABT BEADIHG
The Democratic Mature of Soviet Imme
The mmfr-ing of a law commences with a proposal for
aiaanHirtg an outmoded act, or for adopting a new lav. The pro­
posal may be introduced by any citizen, official, state body, 
or public organisation. These proposals are considered im 
keeping with the adopted procedure. On the basis of the pro­
posals made, or on their own initiative, the relevant state 
and public bodies elaborate a new draft law. The legisla­
tive practice of the USSR Supreme Soviet indicates that many 
laws, like the fundamentals governing marriage and the fam­
ily, and many pension laws were originally initiated by 
citizens who addressed their proposals to the Supreme Soviet 
or its organs. The law governing the status of deputies to 
the local Soviets, a number of other laws, and the present 
revision of the text of the USSB Consitution were initiated 
by the Communist Party. There are many instances of Soviet 
specialists and scientists initiating the drafting of new 
laws. The Scientific Council of the Forestry Department of 
the Forest Engineering Academy in Leningrad suggested the 
drafting of the fundamental law on forest legislation. Many 
Soviet laws are initiated by the deputies, by the TBSB Su­
preme Soviet Presidium, by the Standing Commissions of the 
two Chambers, the USSB Council of Ministers and by the su­
preme organs of state power in the Union Bepublics.
Legislative Procedure in the USSB Supreme Soviet
The power of legislative initiative in the USSB Supreme 
Soviet is enjoyed by its Chambers - the Soviet of the Union 
and the Soviet of Nationalities, the Presidium of the USSR 
Supreme Soviet, the Standing Commissions ef the Chambers, 
deputies to the Supreme Soviet, the Council of Ministers of
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the USSR, the UBSR Supreme Court, the AUCCTU and the Union 
Republics represented by their supreme organs of state po^ '- 
er. There were cases in legislative practice when the USSR 
Supreme Soviet considered draft laws submitted by some other 
public or state organs.
The power of legislative initiative means the right to 
introduce draft laws for consideration by a legislative or­
gan. This is matched by an obligation on the part of the 
legislative body to consider the submitted draft and pass a 
decision on it.
Deputies to the Supreme Soviet thoroughly discuss the 
draft laws submitted to the USSR Supreme Soviet at its ses­
sions. As a rule, a representative of the body which sub­
mitted the draft to the Supreme Soviet delivers the report 
on the draft law, while the subsidiary repot is delivered 
by a representative of the appropriate Standing Commission. 
The bearings of reports and the discussion of drafts js con­
ducted either at joint or separate sessions of the Chambers.
The law of the USSR is considered approved if both 
Chambers of the USSR Supreme Soviet endorse it by a major­
ity vote, taken in each Chamber.
Standing Commissions of the Chambers
The Standing Commissions of the Soviet of the Union 
and the Soviet of Nationalities of the USSR Supreme Soviet 
contribute substantially to the drafting of laws. They func­
tion not only during the sessions of the USSR Supreme So­
viet, but in between sessions as well. The two Chambers have 
parallel Standing Commissions which affiliate a con­
siderable number of all deputies.
The Standing Commissions, above all the Commissions of 
Legislative Proposals, are most actively engaged in the 
drafting of laws. They have the right of legislative initia­
tive. They formulate draft laws of the USSR and submit con­
clusions on drafts placed before the USSR Supreme Soviet for 
consideration.
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In this work the commissions are assisted by the Un­
ion Republics, Ministries and Departments, public organi­
zations, scientific establishments and individuals«
The work of these commissions is coordinated by the 
UBSR Supreme Soviet Presidium,
6
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L E S S O N  5
LOCAL ORGANS 0? STATE POWER
According to the Constitution of the USSR, the local 
Soviets of People's Deputies are local organs of
state power. The Soviets of People's Deputies con­
stitute the political foundation of our state. The local 
8oviets are elected by the given regions, districts, cities 
and villages for a term of 2.5 years. Any citizen (over 18 
years of age) can be elected deputy of a local Soviet*
The local Soviets deal with all the state, economic and 
social problems in their localities, draw up the local bud­
gets and exercise control over the activities of local en­
terprises, institutioms and economic organizations. They are 
also concerned with town improvement, trade, public cater­
ing, education, public health and culture, and allocation 
of housing. The local Soviets also ensure that the rights 
and lawful interests of citizens are observed, that pensions 
and benefits are paid promptly and correctly. They see that 
the decisions of the superior organs of power are carried 
out.
The sessions of the district, city, settlement and vil­
lage Soviets are held no less than once every two months. 
The local Soviets have a special role in developing 
the socialist state. They are the most numerous and the mass 
organs of power; they are closest to the population and know 
best its needs and wishes.
The deputies of the local Soviets are workers, collec­
tive farmers, office employees and intellectuals. They com­
bine their activities in the Soviets with work at enter­
prises and offices.
The executive and administrative organ of the Soviet of 
Working People's Deputies of a Territory, Region,Autonomous 
Area, district, city or rural locality is the Executive Com-
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Imittee elected by it, consisting of a Chairman, Vice-Chair­
men, a Secretary and members. The Executive Committees are
directly accountable to the Soviets of people's Deputies, 
uties.
To perform their functions the local Soviets form
standing commissions to take care of the separate spheres of 
the Soviet's work.
Notes to the Text
constitute the political basis of our state - on meie riigi
poliitiliseks aluseks 
draw up the local budgets - koostavad kohalikke eelarveid 
chey are also concerned - nad tegelevad samuti 
ensure that the rights and lawful interests of citizens are 
observed - tagavad, et kodanike õigused ja seaduslikud hu­
vid oleksid kaitstud 
the decisions of the superior organs of power - kõrgemate
riigivõimuorganite otsused 
needs and wishes - vajadused ja soovid 
are directly accountable - vastutavad otseselt 
to perform their functions - selleks, et taita oma funktsi­
oone
standing commissions - alatised komisjonid
to take care of the separate spheres of the Soviet's work -
tegelema nõukogude tõõ 
erinevate lõikudega
6*
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words:
local, locality, catering, promptly, superior, mass, em­
ployee, function, sphere, separate.
П. Answer the following questions:
1. What organs constitute the political foundation of the 
Soviet state?
2. Who can be elected deputy of a local Soviet?
3. What are the functions of the local Soviets?
4. When were the last elections to the local Soviets held? 
When will the next ones be held?
5. How often are the sessions of the local Soviets held?
6. Why can we say that the local Soviets are the mass or­
gans of power?
7. In what does the special role of the local Soviets lie?
8. What is the executive and administrative organ of the 
Soviet of People's Deputies?
9. Who is the Chairman of the Executive Committee of the 
Tartu Soviet of People’s Deputies?
10. What do the standing comissions of the local Soviets 
deal with? What kind of standing comissions do you 
know?
III. Pill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. Any citizen can be elected ... to a local Soviet. 2. 
Local Soviets draw up local ... . 3» They also deal with ... 
and ... of housing. 4. The ... and ... interests of Soviet 
citizens are observed. 5* Each local Soviet has a number 
of ... . 6. The ... of local Soviets are held once every 
two months. 7. A local Soviet elects its ... which is ... 
to the Soviet of People's Deputies.
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I(sessions, lawful, allocation, rights, Executive Commit­
tee, standing comissions, deputy, public health, budgets, 
accountable)
IV. Pill in the blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1. He was elected ... deputy ... the local Soviet last 
year. 2. He belongs ... the standing comission ... educa­
tion which deals ... different problems ... education ... 
our town. 3. The next session of the Tartu Soviet of Peo­
ple's Deputies will be held ... the 15th ... January. 4. 
The local Soviets have a special role ... developing the 
socialist state as they are closest ... the population. 5» 
Local Soviets draw ... local budgets. 6. The Executive 
Committees are accountable ... the local Soviets. 7« Local 
Soviets are concerned ... various problems.
V. Fill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. Who is ... Chairman of ... Executive Committe of ... So­
viet of ... People's Deputies of ... Tartu. 2. ... 
local Soviets ensure that ... rights and ... lawful inter­
ests of ... citizens are observed. 3* •«. local Soviets are 
... most numerous organs of ... state power. 4. ... last 
session of ... Soviet of ... People's Deputies шв 
held on ... 5th of ... August. 5. ••• local Soviets exer­
cise ... control over ... activities of ... local enter­
prises.
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences» us­
ing the vocabulary of the text:
1. The local Soviets form the political basis of our state.
2. Local Soviets check the work of local enterprises and 
deal with town improvement and other problems. 3* Repre­
sentatives of all social strata are deputies of the local 
Soviets. 4. Local Soviets ensure that pensions are paid
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without delay» 5. In accordance with the Constitution of 
the USSS, the local Soviets are local organs of state pow­
er.
VH. Give the three forms of the following verbs:
to pay, to see, to observe, to hold, to take, to know, to 
develop, to deal, to draw, to ensure.
VIII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs:
to decide, to employ, to wish, to found, to con­
trol, to improve;
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
IX. a) Give antonyms to:
central, executive, lawful, direct, rural local­
ity, correct, close;
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own.
X. Explain the meaning of the following:
1. local; 2. the political foundation of a state; 3. a bud­
get; 4. town improvement; 5. public catering; 6. lawful In­
terests; 7. a standing commission; 8. a rural locality; 9« 
to be accountable to.
XI. Find in the text the words answering the following def­
initions :
1. a person who has full rights in a state; 2. the system 
of laws according to which a state is governed; 3. an es­
timate of probable future income and expenditure; 4. al­
lowed by law, according to law; 5. a meeting of a local 
Soviet; 6. a person working in an office.
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XII. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases (see Sr. HI, p. 19 )*
1. Local Soviets constitute the economic foundation of our 
state•
2. The Chairman of the Executive Committee forms standing 
commissions.
3. Local Soviets are the mass organs of power.
4. Sessions of the local Soviets are held twice a year.
5. Local Soviets are elected for a term of four years.
XIII. Translate into English:
1. Nõukogude riigi poliitiliseks aluseks on töörahva saa­
dikute nõukogud. 2. Kohalikud nõukogud koostavad kohaliku 
eelarve ja tegelevad kõikide probleemidega oma territooriu­
mil. 3. Kes on Tartu Linna RSN TK aseesimehed? 4. Töölised, 
kolhoosnikud, teenistujad ja intelligentsi esindajad on 
kohalike nõukogude saadikud. 5- Järgmine Tartu Linna HSN 
istungjärk toimub 21. augustil. 6. Kohalikud nõukogud te­
gelevad hariduse, elamuehituse, tervishoiu, kultuuri, kau­
banduse, linna heakorra, teeninduse ja muude probleemide­
ga.
XIV. Speak on the following topics:
1. Local Soviets as the most numerous and the mass organs 
of power.
2. The role of the Soviet of People’s deputies in Tartu.
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SUPPIEMENTARY READING
The Status of a Deputy
The USSR Supreme Soviet adopted the Law "On the Status 
of Deputies to the Soviets of People's Deputies in
the USSR" on September 20, 1972. It sums up, for the first 
time in our legislation, the main propositions on the activ­
ities and authorities of all deputies to all the various 
Soviets. The law stresses that in his activities the deputy 
shall be guided by the interests of the entire state, and 
take into account the needs of his electorate, as well as 
the economic, cultural, national and other features of the 
Union or Autonomous Republic, Autonomous Region »Autonomous 
Area, from which the deputy was elected or on the territory 
of which his electoral area is situated.
In keeping with the new law deputies' powers have great­
ly broadened and better conditions for their work have been 
created. The new law also includes provisions for greater 
deputy responsibilities (the system of reporting back to 
the population, the right of recall).
The Role of the Soviets of people’s 
Deputies Is Growing
The Communist Party of the Soviet Union has always paid 
great attention to problems of the development of socialist 
democracy. It proceeds from Lenin's idea that socialism and 
democracy are inseparable, that "there can be no victorious 
socialism that does not practice full democracy".
The ?7th Congress of the CPSU paid special attention to 
the growing role of the Soviets of People's Deputies 
which are both state and social organizations.
The Soviets are the most democratic and representative 
system of government.
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The deputies have extensive rights and powers« On a 
Soviet commission, for instance, they check up on the work 
of industrial enterprises, offices, etc., and the manage­
ment is obliged to give them all the necessary information. 
A deputy has the right to submit his suggestions% additions 
and amendments with regard to the Soviet's decisions,to in­
terrogate executive government bodies, etc.
7
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L В S S 0 JJ 6
THE PROCURATOR'S OFFICE
The Procurator's Office exercises general supervision 
over the observance of laws on the part of ministries and 
institutions subordinated to them, the executive organs of 
the Soviets, cooperative and public organizations, offi­
cials and citizens«
The Procurator's Office controls the legality of the 
court's activities and it has the right of protest in a 
higher court. But the procurator himself has no right to 
cancel a sentence or a decision*
The procurator's supervision protects the citizens' 
political, labour, housing, property and other rights. Any 
Soviet citizen can complain to the Procurator's Office of 
the violation of his rights.
Supreme supervisory power to ensure the strict observ­
ance of the law by all ministries and institutions subor­
dinated to them, as well as by officials and citizens of the 
USSR generally, is vested in the Procurator-General of the 
ГОЕВ. The Procuarator-General of the USSH is appointed by 
the Supreme Soviet of the USSH for a term of five years and 
is accountable to it.
Procurators of Union Republics, Territories, Regions, 
Autonomous Republics and Autonomous Regions are appointed 
by the Procurator-General of the USSR for a term of five 
years.
Area, district and city procurators are appointed by 
the Procurators of the Union Republics, subject to the ap­
proval of the Procurator-General of the USSR, for a term of 
five years,.
The organs of the Procurator's Office perform their 
functions independently of local organs and are subordinate 
solely to the Procurator-General of the USSR.
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Hotes to the Text
exercises general supervision - teostab uldjare1valvet 
the observance of laws on the part of ministries and insti­
tutions subordinated to them - seadusest kinnipidamise mi­
nisteeriumide ja sende all­
asutuste poolt
official - ametiisik
the legality of the court's activities - kohtute tegevuse
seaduslikkus
the procurator's supervision - prokuröri jare1valve
the violation of the rights - õiguste rikkumine
is vested in the Procurator-General of the USSB - kuulmb
HBYL peaprokurörile
subject to the approval of the Procurator-General of the 
USSR - JBVb peaprokuröri kinnitusel
perform their functions independently of local organs -
teostavad oma funktsioone sõltumatult 
kohalikest organitest
B x e r c i s e s
I« Bead the following words:
to supervise, supervisory, supervision, observance, legal­
ity, housing, violation, general, subject, approval, inde­
pendently, to caneel, decision.
П. Answer the following questions:
1« What is tbs chief task of the Procurator's Office?
2. How does the Procurator's Office control the court's 
activities?
3* In what way does the procurator's supervision protect 
the citisens' rights?
4# Yhom is the suprene supervisory power vested in?
5- Who is the Procurator-General of the USSR?
6« Who is the Procurator of the BBSS (Tartu)?
7« By whom is the Procurator of the BSSB (Tartu) appoint­
ed?
8. lor what tern is the Procurator-General of the DBSB 
appointed?
9* Bor what tern is the Procurator of the BSSB (Tartu) 
appointed?
10. Who» are the organs of the Procurator's Office subor­
dinate to?
IH. Bill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1« The of the ШБВ is appointed for a ... of five 
years« 2« Area, city and district procurators ••• by the 
Procurators of the ..», ... to the ... of the Procurator- 
General of the UEU5B. 3* The organs of the Procurator's Of­
fice should ••• the ••• of the law. 4. The organs of the 
Procurator's Office ... their functions ... of any local 
organs. 5. The procurator's supervision protects the citi- 
sens* ..., ••• and •.. rights. 6. The Procurator's Office
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controls the ... Of the court's ••• 7. The procurator h u  
no right ••• a decision or a ••• •
(to ensure, independently, sentence, to cancel, aefcLvLtiee, 
subject, observance, labour, Procurator-General, to Ъе ap­
pointed, approval, to perform, political, legality, bow­
ing, term, Union Republics}
IT, Pill in the blanks vith prepositions wherever neoee- 
sary:
1. The Procurator-General ... the OBSS is appointed .—  the 
Supreme Soviet ... the USSR ... a term ••• five years. 2* 
The Procurator's Office exercises general snpervisiom 
the observance ... laws ••• the part ••• ministriee«& in­
stitutions subordinated ••• them. 3* The Procurator's Of­
fice has the right ... protest ... a higher coart. Amy 
Soviet citizen has the right to complain ••• the Proonrm- 
tor's Office ... the violation ... bis rights. 5. The ею- 
gans ... the Procurator's Office are subordinate ... the 
Procurator-General ... the USSR. 6. The Procuratox—Generel 
... the USSR is accountable ... the Supreme Soviet ••• the 
USSR.
7. Pill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary>
1. ... Procurators of ... Union Republics are appointed ty 
... Procurator—General of ... UBSR for ... term ef flee 
years. 2. ... Procurator-General of ... UBS® is appoinch­
ed by ... Supreme Soviet of ... UBSR. 3* ••• i n o n t e  hm  
no right to cancel ... sentence or ... decision ef 
court. 4-. ... procurator's supervision protects ••• rights 
of all ... Soviet citizens. 5* ••• Procurator's Office ex­
ercises ... general supervision over ... observance ef 
laws.
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TI* Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1* The Procurator's Office controls whether the court's ac­
tivities are legal, 2. Any Soviet citizen has the right to 
inform the Procurator's Office of the violation of his 
rights* 3* The organs of the Procurator's Office are not 
controlled b.y local organs of state power* 4* The organs of 
the Procurator's Office should guarantee the strict observ­
ance of the law, 5. The Procurator-General of the ШБЕ is 
provided with the highest supervisory power*
VII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs*
to supervise, to observe, to organize, to violate, 
to approve, to decide}
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own*
Till* a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following 
nouns:
execution, cooperation, legality, politics, super­
vision, independence;
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own*
Ц. Explain the meaning of the following:
1* to exercise general supervision over something; 2. to ob­
serve a law; 3* to control the legality of the court's ac­
tivities; 4* to have the right of protest; 5* to violate 
somebody's rights; 6. to be accountable to somebody; 7. the 
executive organ of a local Soviet; 8. property rights.
X* Find in the text the words answering the following defi­
nitions :
1* a person who has full rights in a state; 2* to say that 
something already decided upon will not be done or will not 
take place; 3. alone; only; 4. to watch and direct*
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H. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases (see Hbc. Ill, p. 19 )*
I. District and city procurators are subordinate to the 
Soviets of People1s Deputies,
2. Procurators of Republics are appointed for a tern of 
seven years*
3. The Procurator-General of the USSR is accountable to the 
Supreme Soviet of the USSR.
4. The procurator has the right to cancel a court decision«
5. District and city procurators are appointed by the So­
viets of People’s Deputies.
HI. Translate into English:
1. Prokuröri järelvalve tagab kõigi nõukogude kodanike va­
raliste, poliitiliste, töö-, elamu- ja teiste õiguste kait­
se. 2. HBVL Peaprokurörile kuulub kõrgeima järelvalve õi­
gus HSV Liidus. 3. NSVL Peaprokurör peab jälgima, et kõik 
ministeeriumid ja nende allasutused järgiksid täpselt sea­
dusi. 4. Iga nõukogude kodanik võib pöörduda kaebusega pro­
kuratuuri. 5* Liiduvabariigi prokuröri määrab H5VL Peapro­
kurör tähtajaga viieks aastaks. 6. Prokuratuuriorganid 
funktsioneerivad sõltumatult kohalikest riigivõimuorgani­
test ja alluvad BS7 Liidu peaprokurörile.
XIII. Speak on the following topics:
1. The functions of the Procurator's Office«
2. The Procurator's Office and the court.
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Supervision Over the Observance of Laws 
by Institutions, Organizations, Officials 
and Citizens of the USSR
The Procurator-General of the USSR as well as other 
procurators subordinated to the Procurator-General of the 
USSR within their competence exercise supervision over the 
conformity of legislative acts issued by ministries, de­
partments, institutions and enterprises subordinated to 
them as well as by the executive and administrative bodies 
of the local Soviets of the People's Deputies, co­
operative and other public organizations to the Constitu­
tions and laws of the Union and Autonomous Republics, to 
the decisions of the Council of Ministers of the USSR and 
the Councils of Ministers of the Union and Autonomous Re­
publics* The Procurator-General of the USSR, procurators 
of Union and Autonomous Republics, procurators of territo­
ries, regions, autonomous regions, autonomous areas, dis­
tricts and towns exercise supervision over the strict ob­
servance of laws by officials and citizens of the USSR.
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L E S S O N  7
THE SOVIET MILITIA
The Soviet militia was established on the third day 
after the victory of the Great October Socialist Revolu­
tion to protect the interests of the working people and the 
state•
The Soviet militia comes under the jurisdiction of the 
USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs. At the same time, local 
departments of the militia are also departments of the ex­
ecutive committees of the Soviets of People's Dep­
uties at either the district, city or regional level. The 
militia personnel is trained at specialized secondary and 
higher educational establishments.
The main tasks facing the militia are the maintenance 
of public order, the suppression of anti-social actions, the 
guaranteeing of citizens' safety and the protection of 
their property. The militia registers foreign citizens re­
siding in the Soviet Union and issues them permits for mov­
ing from one place to another.
One of the main problems facing the militia is crime 
prevention. In this work the militia is greatly helped by 
the entire population. A characteristic feature in the 
work of the Soviet militia is that broad masses of people 
are drawn into the protection of law and order. Factory 
and office workers and students are members of public order 
squads. Public traffic controllers are voluntary asaiat- 
ants of the militia's road safety service.
The humanity of the Soviet militia is evident in its 
policy as regards those persons who have served their sen­
tences, and have returned to honest ways. In coordination 
with the local Soviets, the militia helps former criminala 
find a job, place of residence, etc.
8
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Jotea to the Text
сове under the jurisdiction of the ШВЕ Ministry of Inter­
nal Affairs — a Hub BSVL Siseministeeriumile 
departments of the executive committees - tlitevkomiteede
osakonnad (valitsused) 
at either the district, city or regional level - kas ra­
jooni, linna v8i ob­
lasti tasemel
at specialised secondary and higher educational establish­
ments - erikeskkoolides ja kõrgemates õppeasutustes 
the maintenance of public order - avaliku korra kaitsmine 
citiiens' safety - kodanike julgeolek 
crime prevention - kuritegude ärahoidmine 
public order squads - rahvamalev
public traffic controllers - ühiskondlikud liiklusins­
pektorid
road safety service - autoinspektsioon
as regards those persons who have served their sentences -
nende isikute suhtes, kes on 
oma karistuse kandnud
honest ways - aus eluviis 
in coordination with - koos
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Bead the following words:
jurisdiction, regional, personae 1, maintenance, вирргоавкп, 
to reside, residence, to issue, squad, service, honest,
criminal, to reside, residence,
II. Answer the following questions:
1. When was the Soviet militia established?
2. Under whose jurisdiction does the Soviet militia come?
3. Who is the Minister of Internal Affairs of the USSR
(ESSR)?
4. Who is the head of the Department of Internal Affairs of 
the Executive Committee of the Tartu Soviet of people's
Deputies?
5. What are the main tasks of the Soviet militia?
6. Which is the most important of them?
7. Who are the militia's voluntary assistants?
8. Are you a member of a public order squad?
9. Who help the militia's road safety service?
10. In what ways does the militia help those persons who 
have served their sentences?
III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. The Soviet militia comes under the ... of the Ministry 
of ... . 2. The militia ... is trained at specialised
schools. 3. The main task ... the militia is ... prevention.
4. The militia issues ... to foreign citizens. 5, Gee of 
the ... tasks of the militia is the ... of ... actions, 6. 
A characteristic ... in the work of the Soviet militia is 
that the ... population is drawn into the •.. of law and osv 
der. 7* The militia's policy as ... those persons who have 
served their ... is of ... character.
8*
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(personnel, to face, suppression, main, humane, protection, 
regards, jurisdiction, feature, entire, Internal Affairs, 
crime, anti-social, sentences, permits)
IV. Pill in the blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1. The Soviet militia comes ••• the jurisdiction ...the Mi­
nistry ... Internal Affairs ... the USSR. 2.The militia is­
sues permits ••• foreign citizens .•• moving ••• one place 
... another ... the USSR. 3* The Soviet militia is greatly 
helped ••• the Soviet people. 4. ... coordination ... the 
local Soviets, the militia helps former criminals find a 
job, a place ... residence, etc. 5. The Soviet militia was 
established ... October , ••• 1917.
V. Pill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... Soviet militia was established on ... third day af­
ter ... victory of ... Great October Socialist Revolution.
2. It is ... characteristic feature in ... work of ... So­
viet militia that ... broad masses of ... people take part 
in ... protection of ... law and ... order. 3« He studied 
at ... specialized higher educational establishment. 4. This 
student is ... member of ... public order squad. 5. One of 
... main tasks facing ... militia is ... crime prevention.
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1. The Soviet militia was set up in 1917. 2. Persons employ- 
яД in the militia study at specialized educational estab­
lishments. 3. The militia must guarantee the protection of 
citizens' property. 4. The militia registers foreign citi­
zens liviT>ft in the UBSR. 5. Members of public order squads 
are voluntary helpers of the militia.
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VII* Give the three forms of the following verbs:
to come, to train, to reside, to draw, to issue, to find, 
to establish*
VIII* a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs:
to execute, to maintain, to suppress, to protect, 
to permit, to reside, to prevent, to act, to as­
sist;
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
IX. a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following
nouns:
safety, humanity, execution, region, education, 
honour;
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own.
X. a) Arrange the following words and phrases in syn­
onymous pairs:
to establish, entire, to live, activities, wide, 
assistant, clear, helper, to return, whole, to re­
side, broad, to come back, to set up, work, evi­
dent;
b) use the synonyms in sentences of your own.
XI. Explain the meaning of the following:
to come under the jurisdiction of somebody; 2* at the city 
level; 3* a higher educational establishment; 4* public or­
der; 5* anti-social actions; 6* a permit; 7* crime preven­
tion; 8* a public order squad; 9» the militia's safety ser*- 
vice; 10. to serve one's sentence.
XII. Find in the text the words and phrases answering the 
following definitions:
1* to undergo a period of iii^ risonnent; 2. an extent of !»+• 
gal authority; 3* freedom from danger; 4. the place whnr#
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one lives; 5* a document giving permission to travel, enter 
a building, etc.
XIII» Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
son* of the following phrases (see Ex. XII, p. 19 )s
1. The Soviet nilitia comes under the jurisdiction of the 
^Procurator's Office of the USSR.
2. The nilitia issues permits to foreign citizens for mov­
ing fron one place to another in the Soviet Union.
3. Members of public order squads are voluntary assistants 
of the nilitia's road safety service.
4. In 1972 we celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Soviet 
nilitia.
5. The most important task of the Soviet militia is to main­
tain public order.
XI?. Translate into English:
1. üks tahtsanaid nõukogude miilitsa ees seisvaid ülesan­
deid on kuritegude arahoidmine. 2. Miilitsa funktsioonideks 
on avaliku korra kaitsmine, ühiskonnavastaste tegude maha­
surumine ja kodanike julgeoleku ja nende omandi kaitse. 3» 
ühiskondlikud liiklusinspektorid abistavad autoinspektsioo­
ni, 4. Jõukogude miilitsale iseloomulikuks jooneks on tema 
humaansus. 5* Kes on Tartu Linna fiSH TK siseasjade osakon­
na ülem? 6. Miilits aitab inimestel, kes on oma karistuse 
kandnud, leida töökoha ja elamispinna.
XV. Speak on the following topics:
1. The functions of the Soviet militia.
2. Crime prevention in the USSR.
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING
Prevention of Crime: Socialist Humanism im Action
Grime prevention is the main trend of combating crime 
in socialist society. The public and the orgsne standing 
on guard of law and order exert every effort to prevent 
crime and recidivism.
She militia, together with social organisations, sat 
under the guidance of local Soviets, seeks to remove tbs 
conditions that may breed crime. Great attention is at­
tached to propagation and explanation of the lam, and te 
tbe education of citizens in the spirit of strict observ­
ance of the regulations of the socialist community.
If, in spite of all this, a crime has been committed, 
every measure is taken to prevent a relapse. In our cor­
rective labour institutions, the very work processes when 
the prisoners are engaged in socially useful laboar, paid, 
for in accordance with the usual rates, and the reforming 
measures pursue the aim of helping the offender to return 
to an honest life.
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L E S S O N  8
PEOPLE'S COURTS
The judicial system of the USSR consists of district 
(city) People's Courts, regional and territorial courts, 
the courts of Autonomous Regions and Autonomous Areas, the 
Supreme Courts of the Union Republics, military tribunals 
(for servicemen) and the Supreme Court of the USSR.
In 1970 the Union-Republican Ministry of Justice was 
set up to assure better guidance of the courts and other 
judicial organs.
The elective principle of courts in the IE3SR and the 
provision that they have to report to the population is an 
indication of socialist democracy. The people's judges are 
elected by the citizens on the basis of universal, direct 
and equal suffrage by secret ballot for a term of five 
years. The people's assessors are elected at general meet­
ings of industrial and office workers and peasants for a 
term of 2.5 years. Citizens of the USSR who have reached 
the age of 25 are eligible for election as judges or peo­
ple's assessors.
Judges are independent and subject only to the law. 
Legal proceedings are conducted in the language of the giv­
en Republic, but if a person taking part in the proceed­
ings does not know this language, he has the services of 
an interpreter.
In all courts of the USSR cases are heard in public, 
unless otherwise provided for by law, and the defendant 
has the right to defence.
People apply to People's Courts on matters affecting 
their interests and rights in the spheres of labour, hous­
ing, civil, family and marriage, property and other af­
fairs.
The courts hold a special place in the system of state 
bodies which safeguard socialist legality.
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It is the prerogative of the court to administer jus­
tice. The court has the right, on behalf of the state, to 
adjudge people guilty of an offence and to subject the* to 
punishment; to pronounce final decisions on matters con­
nected with the restoration of violated rights and legiti­
mate interests of citizens. Court deeisioae assume the 
force of law and are obligatory for state and public or­
ganizations, officials and all citizen«, and must be ob­
served throughout the country.
Notes to the Text
the judicial system - kohtusüsteem
the Union-Republican Ministry of Justice - liidulis- vaba­
riiklik justiitsministeerium 
the elective principle of courts - kohtute valitavuse
printsiip
to report to the population - annavad aru valijatele 
on the basis of universal, direct and equal suffrage by 
secret ballot - üldise, otsese ja ühetaolise valimisõi­
guse alusel salajase hääle­
tamise teel 
are eligible for election - võidakse valida 
subject only to the law - alluvad ainult seadusele 
legal proceedings - kohtulik menetlus 
the services of an interpreter - tõlgi abi 
cases are heard in public - asjade arutamine on avalik 
unless otherwise provided for by law - väljaarvatud seadu­
ses ettenähtud juhtudel 
safeguard socialist legality - kindlustavad sotsialistlik­
ku seaduslikkust 
to administer justice - teostada õigusemõistmist 
on behalf of the state - riigi nimel
to adjudge people guilty of an offence and to subject them 
to punishment - inimesi kuriteos süüdi tunnistada ja mõis­
ta neile karistus
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9
to pronounce a decision - otsust kuulutama
the restoration of violated rights and legitimate interests
of citizens - kodanike rikutud Ciguste ja seaduslike huvide
taastamine
assume the force of lav - omandavad seaduse jöu
S z e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words:
judicial, principle, provision, indication, democracy, suf-» 
frage, secret, ballot, assessor, eligible, interpreter, de­
fendant, justice, judge, to adjudge, guilty, legitimate, 
obligatory.
II. Answer the following questions:
1. What kinds of courts are there in the USSR?
2. What is the chief function of the Union-Republican Min­
istry of Justice?
3. Which juridical organs come tinder the jurisdiction of 
the Ministry of Justice?
4. Who is the Minister of Justice of the UBSR (the BSSR)?
5. »by can we say that the People's Courts are democratic?
6. When were the last elections of the People's Courts 
held?
7. When will the next elections of the People's Courts 
be held?
8« In what language are the legal proceedings held?
9« Are there any exceptions to it?
10, that cases are heard in People's Courts?
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III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. The ... of the USSR is the highest ... organ in the Ш8&;
2. The Ministry of • •• was set up to assure better •*« of 
the courts and other ...organs. 3* • •• proceedings are held 
in 4. The defendant has the right to ••• 5* It is the 
• •• of the court to administer ••• 6. The court has tbs 
right ... people ••• of an • 7# Court decisions ••• the 
force of law and are ... for state and public organisatiaes*
(public, justice, juridical, judicial, Justice, lsgal, tc 
adjudge, Supreme Court, guidance, to assume, guilty, oblige 
atory, defence, offence, prerogative)
IV. Fill in the blanks with prepositions wherever. neces­
sary:
1. The court pronounces its decisions ••• behalf ••• the 
state. 2. The judges are elected ... the citizens ... the 
basis ... universal, direct and equal suffrage ... secret 
ballot and they have to report ... the population. 3* la 
Soviet courts cases are heard ... public, unless otherwise 
provided ... ... the law. 4. Court decisions mast be ob­
served ... the country. 5* She judges subject ... the law*
6. Court decisions are obligatory ... state and public or­
ganizations.
V. Fill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... judges subject only to ••• law. 2* If ... parson doee 
not know ... language of ••• given Bepublic, he has ... ser­
vices of ... interpreter. 3* ••• courts hold ... special 
place in ... system of ... juridical organs. 4. ... courts 
administer justice. 5» ••• court has ••• right to adjudge 
... people guilty of ... offence.
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9*
TI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the texts
1. The democracy of our judicial system lies in that all 
the courts are elected. 2. Any Soviet citizen who is 25 
years of age may be elected a people's assessor. 3* In all 
courts cases are heard openly and publicly. 4. It is a spe­
cial right of the court to administer justice. 5* The court 
officially declares the restoration of lawful interests of 
citizens.
VII. Give the three forms of the following verbs:
to set, to assure, to subject, to give, to take, to know, 
to hear, to conduct, to hold, to observe.
VIII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs:
to punish, to decide, to restore, to organize, to 
indicate, to elect, to interpret, to defend, to 
guide;
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
U. a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following 
nouns:
region, territory, autonomy, nation, republic, 
election, industry, independence, legality; 
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own.
I. Explain the meaning of the followingt
1. The elective principle of courts; 2. the judical system;
3. to report to the population; 4. secret ballot; 5* uni­
versal, direct and equal suffrage; 6. an interpreter; 7« in 
public; 8. socialist legality; 9» on behalf of somebody. 10» 
to adjudge somebody guilty of an offence.
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IU. Find in tbe text the words answering the following def­
initions:
1. the right of voting in political elections; 2« a person 
against whom a legal action is brought; 3« in accordance 
with the law; 4. not dependent on other persons or organs|
5. in another way.
XII. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases, (see Er. HI, p. 19 )*
1. The Ministry of Justice of the USSH was set up in 1965.
2. Any citizen of the USSB is eligible for election as a 
judge or a people's assessor.
3. The defendant has the right to defence.
4. The Supreme Court of the BBSS is the highest judicial or­
gan in our Republic.
5. Judges subject to tbe local organs of state power.
XIII. Translate into English:
1. Kohtud teostavad õigusemõistmist. 2. Kohtunikud on sõl­
tumatud ja alluvad ainult seadusele. 3* Kohtul on õigus, 
riigi nimel, tunnistada inimest suudi kuriteos ja nõiata 
talle karistus. 4. Inimesed pöörduvad kohtusse töö—, elan»-, 
tsiviil-, abielu ja perekonna asjades. 5. Asjade arutamine 
kõikides kohtutes on avalik, väljaarvatud seaduses ettenib- 
tud juhtudel.
XIV. Speak on the following topics:
1. The democracy of the judicial syetem of the USSR.
2. The democracy of legal proceedings in the USSR.
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SUPPIBMEJITARY READING
People's Assessors In the USSR
The participation of the working people in the admin­
istration of justice is legislatively sealed in Article 154 
of the Constitution of the USSR: "In all Courts cases are 
tried with the participation of People's Assessors, except 
in cases specially provided for by law."
People's assessors are elected for a term of 2.5 years 
at general meetings of workers or residents of an area« 
They sit in court on a rotation basis for a total of two 
weeks a year.
The Soviet court consists of three people: the Stand­
ing President Judge and two judges - people's assessors. 
The three have equal powers at the session, in making a 
decision or delivering a verdict and in determining the 
measure of punishment. This collective manner of trying 
cases, with the participation of people's assessors in the 
administration of justice in the lower courts is a prin­
ciple of Soviet civil and criminal procedure. The equal 
rights enjoyed by the people's assessors lend a truly pop­
ular character to the Soviet court. It is the best guaran­
tee against red tape and stagnation in the administration of 
justice. In case of a division of opinion In pronouncing 
judgement, the decision is taken by a majority vote.
Conviction, Consciousness
Article 155 of the UBSR Constitution states: "Judges 
are independent and subject only to the law". Judges donot, 
nor can they, share the supreme responsibility for the cor­
rectness and objectiveness of the sentence pronounced by 
them. It is a matter of their inner conviction, their con­
sciousness and their sense of responsibility to the people
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and to tbe state. Ho one has the right to intervene 1л deal­
ing with a case in court. Nvery attempt to influence er 
bring pressure to bear on tbe court is cut short by lew end 
those guilty of such actions are punished.
The prestige and strength of Soviet justice lies, above 
all, in that it is genuinely of the people. Lenin laid the 
foundations of tbe organisation and the operation of the 
courts. In November 1917, he signed the historic Decree 0« 
the Courts, which initiated the new, socialist judicial 
system and the organization of People's Courts. Noting the 
importance of the Decree, Lenin said at the Third All-Rus­
sian Congress of Soviets that tbe bourgeois court: "olalned 
to maintain order, but which, as a matter of fact, was a 
blind, subtle instrument for the ruthless suppression Vf 
the exploited, and an instrument for protecting the rights 
of the measy-bags. Soviet power acted in tbe way all the 
proletarian revolutions had shown that it must act; it im­
mediately threw the old court on to the sorap-heap ... we 
paved tbe way for a real people's court, and not so much hy 
the force of repressive measures as by massive example, the 
authority of tbe working people •••N
Comrades' Courts
The public plays a prominent role in combating crime 
in the USSR. Under Soviet criminal law, a person guilty of 
a misdemeanor, may be released from criminal proceedings end 
punishment, and his case may be transferred to a comrades' 
court for examination. But the comrades' court examines only 
the cases of those offenders who have no previous cr£jaLnal 
record and have good references from their place of employ­
ment and domicile. Tbe comrades' courts employ such mea­
sure a as persuasion and corrective education.
Comrades' courts are set up not only at enterprises, 
but also in residential areas. Basically, they examine oases 
of misdemeanors committed in the offender's residence ia the 
heat of a quarrel, etc.
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L В S S О N 9
BAB
Guidance of the Soviet legal profession rests with the 
Ministry of Justice of the USSR, the Ministries of Justice 
of the Union Republics, and their agencies in territories 
and regions.
All lawyers are incorporated in a republican or re­
gional (territorial) bar* The Regulations governing the ob­
jectives, forms and methods of lawyers' work stress that the 
bar is designed to facilitate the protection of the rights 
pnd legal interests of citizens, institutions and organiza­
tions, and ensure the observance and promotion of legality 
in the country and the execution of justice.
The presidium of a bar is elected by a general meeting 
every three years. The presidium is responsible for
the selection of lawyers, their professional training, and 
other matters. It is accountable to the general meeting of 
the bar. The presidium of a bar regularly checks on the pro­
fessional standards of bar members, studies their work, and 
decides on their qualifications.
Members of the bar work at legal advisory offices. The 
chief of a legal advisory office is appointed by the bar's 
presidium.
Before being instituted as a lawyer, the young spe­
cialist takes a course of probation training. On completing 
it, the presidium of the bar decides whether the person in 
question is ready for independent practice.
Lawyers provide legal assistance to state establish­
ments, enterprises and public organizations which have no 
legal consultants on their staff.
The work of a lawyer is quite diversified. He may act 
as defence counsel during the preliminary investigation and 
in court; he may represent the interests of the plaintiff,
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the defendant or of third parties in civil or criminal 
suits, or act as a consultant or a propagandist of law. An 
important duty of a lawyer in the field of legal assist­
ance is that of consultant.
Soviet lawyers take an active part in legal proceed­
ings on housing, labour, property, family and marriage and 
other disputes, representing the interests of clients.
Notes to the Text
guidance of the Soviet legal profession rests with - nõu­
kogude advokaatide töö juhti­
mine lasub
lawyers are incorporated in a ... bar- - advokaadid on
koondatud advokaatide kollee­
giumi
the Regulations governing the objectives, forms and methods 
of lawyers' work - advokaatide kolleegiumi põhimäärus,
mis hõlmab advokaatide töö 
ülesandeid, vorme ja meetodeid 
the observance and promotion of legality - seaduslikkusest
kinnipidamine ja süle taga­
mine
the professional standards of bar members - kolleegiumi
liikmete professionaalne tase 
decides on their qualifications - otsustab nende kvalifi­
katsioonitaseme üle 
legal advisory offices - õigusnõuandlad
before being instituted as a lawyer - enne advokatuuri vas­
tuvõtmist
a course of probation training - stažeerimine 
on completing it - peale selle lõpetamist 
provide legal assistance - annavad juriidilist abi 
have no legal consultants on their staff - puudub koossei­
suline juriskonsult
defence counsel - kaitsja 
preliminary investigation - eeluurimine
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B z e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words:
objectives, to facilitate, execution, standards, qualifi­
cation, advice, advisory, probation, consultant, plaintiff, 
defendant, defence counsel, client.
II. Answer the following questions:
1. What organs guide the lawyers* work in the USSR?
2. What are the chief functions of the bar?
3. Who is the chairman of the Presidium of the Bar in the 
ESSE?
4. Where do lawyers work?
5. Who directs the work at a legal advisory office?
£. What are the functions of the presidium of a bar?
7. How are young lawyers trained?
8. Whom do lawyers provide legal assistance to?
9. Why can we say that the work of a lawyer is diversi­
fied?
10. Which is one of the most important duties of a lawyer?
III. Pill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. Lawyers ... in a bar. 2. The ... of the bar define the 
... of lawyers' work. 3. The lawyers are to ensure the ... 
and ... of legality in the country, 4. Members of the bar 
work at ... . 5* The ... of a bar decides on the lawyers' 
... . 6. A young lawyer takes a course of ... .7* Lawyers 
represent the interests of the ..., ... or of ... in civil 
and criminal ... .
(observance, defendant, suits, to incorporate, qualifica­
tions, Regulations, probation, training, plaintiff, objec­
tives, third parties,promotion, presidium, legal advisory 
Offices).
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IV. Pill in the blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1. Lawyers take an active part ... legal proceedings ... 
labour, property and other disputes. 2. A lawyer may act 
as defence counsel ... the preliminary investigation and 
... court. 3. All lawyers are incorporated ... a bar. 4. 
The presidium ... а Ъаз? is elected ... a general meeting 
...every three years.5* The presidium is responsible .«• 
the professional training ... lawyers. 6. This enterprise 
has no legal consultant ... the staff.
V. Fill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... lawyer may represent ... interests of ... plaintiff, 
... defendant or of ... third party in ... civil and crim­
inal suits. 2. ... very important duty of ... lawyer is 
that of ... consultant. 3. Before being instituted as ... 
lawyer, ... young specialist takes ..V course of ... pro­
bation training. 4. ... Ministry of ... Justice guides ••• 
lawyers' work in ... Soviet Union. 5. ... lawyers are to 
protect ... legal interests of ... citizens, ... institu­
tions and ... organizations.
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1. The Ministry of Justice is responsible for the guidance 
of the Soviet legal profession.
2. Lawyers are united in a bar.
3. The selection of lawyers rests with the presidium of a 
bar.
4. The presidium of a bar controls the work of bar nembere.
5. A number of enterprises in our town have no legal con­
sultants of their own.
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10*
VII, a) Give nouns corresponding to the following adjec­
tives :
republican, regional, territorial, executive, pro­
fessional, advisory, legal;
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
VIII. a^ Give verbs corresponding to the following nouns:
guidance, protection, observance, organization, 
assistance, establishment, consultant, represen­
tative;
b) use the verbs in sentences of your own.
Ц. Krplain the meaning of the following:
1. a republican bar; 2. the promotion of legality; 3* a 
general meeting of a bar; 4. a legal advisory office; 5» 
the professional standards of bar members; 6. to be insti­
tuted as a lawyer; 7« probation training; 8. a legal con­
sultant; 9• the preliminary investigation; 10. a criminal 
suit.
I. Find in the text the words answering the following def­
initions:
1. All those who have the right to act as lawyers; 2. the 
work of a lawyer (a doctor); 3» a person who brings a le­
gal action; 4. a person against whom a legal action is 
brought; 5» a case in a court.
И. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases (see Ex. XII, p. 19 ):
1. The presidium of the bar is appointed by the Minister 
of Justice.
2. Every five years a general meeting of the bar is held.
3. The work of a lawyer is quite diversified.
4. There is a legal consultant at each enterprise.
5. Lawyers are trained at specialized higher educational 
establishments.
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HI. Translate into English:
1. Advokatuuri põhimäärus määrab kindlaks advokatuuri üles­
anded, töövormid ja - meetodid. 2. Advokaatide kolleegiumi 
üldkoosolekul valitakse kolleegiumi presiidium. 3. Advokaa­
did esindavad nii hagejate, kostjate kui ka kolmandate isi­
kute huve tsiviilasjades. 4. Advokaadi töB on üsna mitmeke­
sine. 5. Advokaat võib esineda kohtus kaitsjana ja mõnin­
gatel juhtudel vctab ta osa eeluurimisest. 6« Advokaadid an­
navad juriidilist abi asutustele, kellel puudub koosseisu­
line juriskonsult. 7» Enne advokatuuri vastuvõtmist on noor 
spetsialist stažöör.
XIII. Speak on the following topics:
1. The work of a lawyer.
2. The professional standards of lawyers.
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING
Right to Defence
In keeping with the Code of Criminal Procedure the de­
fendant has the right, in most cases, to a defence counsel 
already at the stage of preliminary investigation, and to 
conduct confidential talks with him. In quite a number of 
cases the participation of the defence counsel in the pre­
liminary investigation is obligatory. The defendant has the 
right to choose his defence counsel.
Whenever the State Prosecutor or a public prosecutor 
(a person officially delegated by a public body to uphold 
the prosecution in a given case) participates in a trial, 
the court is obliged to provide a defence counsel for the 
defendant, even if the latter had not applied.
The right to defence, however, does not make a defence 
counsel compulsory. The defendant has the right to refuse 
his services and himself defend his interests. In the ab­
solute majority of cases such a refusal is obligatory for 
the court.
There are cases of a lawyer participating in court pro­
ceedings as a representative of the plaintiff, i.e., the 
person who had sustained material or moral damage as a re­
sult of the offence.
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L E S S O N  10
FUJTOAMBETAL EIGHTS AND DUTIES OF SOVTET CITIZENS
According to tbe Constitution of tbe USSR all Soviet 
citizens have equal rights and are equal before the law. So-* 
viet women have equal rights with men.
The right to work is one of the very first rights guar­
anteed by the Constitution, Every Soviet person is obliged 
to work in one field or another. Every working person is 
guaranteed pay depending on the work he does. For several de­
cades there has been no unemployment in our country. The 
state not only provides employment for Soviet citizens, but 
also regulates the work and creates the necessary conditions 
for rest and leisure. There is a seven-hour working day for 
the majority of factory and office workers. Every working 
person is granted a paid leave, and the minimum holiday is 
15 working days. The state and the trade unions strive to 
create the most favourable conditions for rest and leisure. 
The network of sanatoriums, rest homes and boarding-houses 
is steadily growing.
Education is available to eveiy Soviet citizen. In the 
Soviet Union all students, of both secondary and higher
schools, do not pay tuition fees. Students study free of 
charge and receive scholarships. At the present tine the plan 
for universal secondary education has been implemented.
The Soviet Constitution proclaims and guarantees the 
right to maintenance in old age and in case of sickness or 
disability.
The right to vote is one of the fundamental rights of 
Soviet citizens. Each citizen, who has reached the age of 
eighteen, irrespective of sex, age, nationality, religion, 
property status, domicile, etc., has the right to vote. Any 
citizen who is 21 years of age may be elected a deputy to the 
USSR Supreme Soviet. Persons who are 18 may be elected to the 
Supreme Soviets of the Union and Autonomous Republics 
to the local Soviets,
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The Constitution of the UBSR also guarantees the in­
violability of the person. No person may be placed tinder 
arrest except by a court decision or with the sanction of 
the procurator. The law protects the inviolability of the 
citizens" homes and the privacy of correspondence.
Our Constitution provides all democratic freedoms for 
all citizens as well, for example, freedom of conscience 
is guaranteed by the Constitution.
There are also articles in the Soviet Constitution 
which determine the duties of Soviet citizens. Every citi­
zen must observe all Soviet laws, maintain labour disci­
pline, perform public duties, and respect the rules of so­
cialist society. The sacred duty of every citizen is to 
defend the country.
Notes to the Text
every working person is granted a paid leave - iga töötaja
saab palgalist puhkust
tuition fee - õppemaks
universal secondary education - üldine keskharidus 
the right to maintenance in old age and in case of sick­
ness or disability - õigus ainelisele kindlustusele nii
vanaduses kui ka haiguse või 
töövõimetuse korral 
the inviolability of the person - isikupuutumatus 
no person may be placed under arrest except - kedagu ei
tohi vahistada muidu kui 
the inviolability of the citizens’ homes - kodanike korte­
ri puutumatus
the privacy of correspondence - kirjavahetuse saladus 
freedom of conscience - südametunnistuse vabadus 
maintain labour discipline - pidama töödistsipliini 
perform public duties - täitma ühiskondlikke ülesandeid 
respect the rules of socialist society - austama sotsia­
listliku ühiselu reegleid
the sacred duty - püha kohus
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words:
leisure, favourable, tuition, scholarship, universal, main­
tenance, disability, domicile, inviolability, privacy, con­
science, discipline, sacred.
II. Answer the following questions:
1. What document guarantees the Soviet people their rights?
2. Why is there no unemployment in our country?
3. Where do Soviet people spend their rest and leisure?
4. What rights does the Constitution of the USSR proclaim 
and guarantee?
5. What right have the old people in our country?
6. Who have the right to vote in the USSR?
7. What is the minimum age limit for a deputy to the Supreme 
Soviet of the USSR?
8. What democratic freedom does the Soviet Constitution 
guarantee?
9. What are the fundamental duties of Soviet citizens?
Ю. What is the sacred duty of every Soviet citizen?
III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. The ... to work is one of the ... rights of Soviet ... .
2. Education is ... to everybody in the USSR. 3. Soviet stu­
dents do not pay ... and receive ... . 4. ... secondary edu­
cation ... in our country. 5« Every Soviet citizen ... to 
work. 6. Our Constitution ... all democratic freedoms. 7. 
It is necessary ... the laws. 8. Old people have the right 
to ... . 9» The state and the trade unions ... to create 
favourable conditions for rest and ... . 10. It is neces­
sary ... the rules of socialist ... .
(maintenance, available, leisure, right, to strive, tuition 
fees, universal, to be obliged, to provide, to respect, fun­
damental, citizens, scholarships, to observe, society, to 
implement).
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II
IV. Pill in the blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1« The right ••• work, ••• education, *** maintenance *** 
old age are the rights guaranteed *** the Soviet Con­
stitution* 2* Education is available ••• everybody and our 
young people study free ••• charge. 3. All Soviet citizens, 
irrespective *•* race or nationality, are equal ••• the Jaw. 
4* The pay depends *** the work the worker does. 5* Free­
dom **• conscience is one *** the democratic freedoms pro­
vided •** the Constitution *** all citizens. 6* A person 
may be placed ••• arrest only *.* a court decision or *•* 
the sanction ••• a procurator*
V* Pill ia the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1* ... right to vote is **. important political right* 2* 
There is **. seven-hour working-day for *** majority of *** 
office employees. 3« Every worker in ... USSR is granted... 
paid leave* 4* Bach citizen who has reached *** age of 21 
may be elected *** deputy to ... Supreme Soviet of .** 
USSR. 5* ... sacred duty of every Soviet citizen is to de­
fend *(* country* 6* ... Soviet government creates.** nec­
essary conditions for *** rest and .*. leisure*
VI* Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of Jhe text:
1* All Soviet citizens, regardless of nationality or race, 
have equal rights* 2* The greater part of office employees 
work seven hours a day. 3* Every worker is granted a holi­
day with full pay. 4* The state develops the necessary 
conditions for rest and leisure* 5. Soviet students do not 
hüve to pay tuition fees. 6* The Constitution guarantees 
that no citizen may be placed under arrest except by a 
court decision or with the sanction of a procurator*
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VII. Give adjectives corresponding to the following nouns:
a) privacy, democracy, autonomy, equality, basis, fa­
vour, universe;
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own.
VIII. a) Give autonyms to:
employment, maximum, ability, respective, viola- 
bility, equal, publicity; 
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own.
IX. a) Arrange the following words and phrases in synony­
mous pairs:
fundamental, in accordance with, to get, irrespec­
tive of, constantly, now, correspondence, stead­
ily, to receive, basic, according to, letters, re­
gardless of, at the present time;
b) use the synonyms in sentences of your own.
X. Explain the meaning of the following:
1. free of charge; 2. universal secondary education; 3« 
disability; 4* property status; 5* domicile; 6. freedom of 
conscience; 7. to perform public duties; 8. to respect the 
rules of socialist society; 9* the inviolability of the per­
son (bis home); 10« the privacy of correspondence.
XI. Find in the text the words answering the following def­
initions :
1. state of being unemployed; 2. a period of ten years; 3. 
the smallest possible quantity; 4. a monthly grant to a stu­
dent; 5. the place where a person lives permanently. 6. a 
separate item in a constitution.
XII. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases (see Ex. Ш ,  p« 19 )*
1. Each citizen who has reached the age of 18 may be elect­
ed a deputy to the UBSE Supreme Soviet.
2, All democratic freedoms are guaranteed by the Soviet 
Constitution*
3* There has never been unemployment in the USSR.
4. All students, of both secondary and higher schools, study 
free of charge and receive scholarships,
5* The law protects the privacy of correspondence,
XIII, Translate into English:
1, Nõukogude Liidus on lai sanatooriumide, puhkekodude ja 
pansionaatide võrk, ja NLKP KK ja nõukogude valitsus poora-* 
vad suurt tähelepanu soodsate puhkamistingimuste loomisele. 
2* Oigus tööle on üks põhilisi nõukogude kodaniku õigusi*
3, Iga nõukogude kodanik peab pidama töödistsipliini ja aus­
tama sotsialistliku ühiselu reegleid, 4, Haridus on katte­
saadav kõigile, 5, Valimisõigus on tähtis poliitiline õi­
gus, 6, H3V Liidu konstitutsioon kindlustab isiku- ja kor­
teripuutumatuse ning kirjavahetuse saladuse, 7. Meie maal
on ellu viidud üldisele keskharidusele üleminek.
XIV, Speak on the following topics:
1, The right to work in the USSR,
2, The right to vote in the TBSR,
3, The right to education in the USSR,
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING
Freedom of Conscience
The Soviet Union secures freedom of conscience, i.e., 
the right of an individual to decide religious questions 
in keeping with his or her beliefs. The fundamental prin­
ciples of our policy in this sphere were formulated in the 
Decree on the separation of the church from the state and 
the school from the church, adopted in January 1918.
The church in the Soviet Union is free and sovereign 
in performing its direct duty of meeting the religious re­
quirements of believers. This right is protected by Soviet 
law. Discrimination against believers is also banned. Any 
attempts to eradicate religious beliefs by administrative 
methods are regarded as a serious offence. But the need to 
wage atheistic propaganda still remains. Scientifically 
demonstrating that religious belief is built on shifting 
sand, Soviet atheists help people to broaden tbeir hori­
zons and open the way to genuine knowledge of thewarM and 
to all spiritual values amassed by mankind.
Extramural Education
It is possible in our country to attend evening classes 
at an institution of higher learning, or to become an ex­
tramural student, living thousands of kilometres from the 
establishment of learning. There is a broad system of high­
er and specialized secondary education, which allows peo­
ple to study without dropping their jobs. Along with the 
daytime departments the evening and extramural systems of 
education are very important in the training of special­
ists. At present, approximately half of all students at So­
viet higher schools combine their studies with work. It ie 
difficult to find a plant or a collective farm without ex­
tramural students, or those who attend the evening depart­
ments of higher schools. Centres for consultations have
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been established for them in the most remote parts of the 
country. Students of extramural and evening departments 
enjoy certain state privileges: additional paid leave for 
the period of examinations; those attending evening de­
partments of higher educational establishments or evening 
higher schools of learning get 20-30 days extra leave, 
while those attending extramural establishments receive 30- 
40 days. The students are granted four months' leave of 
absence from work for the preparation and presentation of 
their graduation papers. During this period they continue 
to draw their average wage or salary.
National Service in the Soviet Union
Under the Universal Conscription Act, all Soviet men 
of 18 are obliged to serve in the Soviet Armed Forces, ir­
respective of race, nationality, religion, education, so­
cial origin and property status. Call-up takes place twice 
a year, in May-June and November-December, by order of the 
USSR Minister of Defence.
The district (city) military recruiting offices or­
ganize the medical inspection of the draftees, determine 
their fitness for military service, distribute them among 
the arms and services, grant deferments and exemption from 
military service for health, family reasons, etc.
In the Universal Conscription Act the following terms 
of military service are set out:
a) for rank and file and sergeants of the arny, coast­
al units and naval air force, border and internal troops - 
two years;
b) for sailors and petty officers on ships and coast­
al units providing combat security and support to the Navy 
and for naval frontier guards - 3 years;
c) for privates, sailors, sergeants and petty officers 
of the Soviet Army, Navy, frontier and internal troops, 
who have higher education - 1 year.
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L В S S О N 11
SOVIET CRIMINAL LAW
As distinct from criminal lair in many other countries, 
Soviet criminal law proceeds not from the formal, hut from 
the material concept of crime» At the same time, the prin­
ciple of analogy, which is a specific feature in the Anglo- 
Saxon system of law, is categorically rejected.
Only acts clearly defined in the criminal law can be 
qualified criminal. Furthermore, Soviet legislation lays 
down that though penal punishment is a penalty for a crimi­
nal offence, its main objective is correction and reeduca­
tion of the convicted person. This is another Important fea­
ture of Soviet criminal law which reflects the humanity of 
Soviet law and justice.
Soviet criminal legislation consists of the Fundamen­
tals of Criminal Legislation of the USSR and the Union Re­
publics, which is common for the whole country, the laws on 
treason and military crimes, certain other all-Union laws 
and the Republican Criminal Codes adopted in 1959-1961. Bach 
of the 15 Union Republics has its own Criminal Code* The 
criminal laws are adopted by the highest legislative bodies.
The Fundamentals of Criminal Legislation establish a 
uniform system of criminal proceedings and qualification of 
criminal offences. It lists and characterizes modes of
punishment, the regulations for their designation and the 
procedure for pardoning offences.
The Fundamentals of Criminal Legislation secure uni­
form criminal jurisdiction and uniform application of the 
basic principles, concepts and statutes of criminal law. For 
example, criminal proceedings in all the Republics may be 
instituted only against persons from the age of 16. All the 
Republics interpret in the same way such concepts as self- 
defence, complicity, etc. Maximum and mi nimm» sentences «пД 
aggravating circumstances are uniform throughout the USSR.
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The stipulations for conditional release before the expira­
tion of a prisoner's term are also uniform.
However, the Republics have the right to introduce 
their own provisions into the general codes.
Soviet criminal law applies strict sanctions against 
hard criminals and especially dangerous recidivists. (Trea­
son, sabotage, banditry, desertion in time of war, looting, 
premeditated murder, rape under aggravating circumstances 
and certain other singularly dangerous social crimes are 
qualified as particularly grave offenses. In such an event 
deprivation of liberty of up to 15 years may be applied or 
the death sentence which, on the whole, is regarded as an 
exceptional measure. Capital punishment is never applied in 
all other cases and in respect to persons under 18.
The law provides also for the application of a number 
of public measures which are not criminal punishment.
Notes to the Text 
as distinct from - erinevalt
proceeds not from the formal, but the material concept of 
crime - lähtub mitte kuriteo formaalsest, vaid materiaal­
sest kontseptsioonist 
correction and reeducation of the convicted person - süüdi­
mõistetu parandamine ja ümber­
kasvatamine
the Fundamentals of Criminal Legislation of the USSR and the 
Union Republics - NSV Liidu ja liiduvabariikide krimi­
naalseadusandluse alused 
a uniform system of ciiminal proceedings — kriminaalkohtu­
menetluse ühtne süsteem 
qualification of criminal offences - kriminaalkuritegude
kvalifikatsioon 
modes of punishment - karistuse liigid
the procedure for pardoning offences - armuandmise protse­
duur
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criminal proceedings may be instituted only - kriminaal­
vastutust kohaldatakse ainult 
тятн шиш and mi тИтпт sentences - kõrgeimad ja madalaimad ka­
ristusmäärad
aggravating circumstances - vastutust raskendavad asjaolud 
conditional release before tbe expiration of a prisoner's 
term - tingimisi enne tähtaega karistusest vabastamine 
hard criminals - isikud,kes panevad toime raske kuriteo 
especially dangerous recidivists - eriti ohtlikud retsidi­
vistid
rape under aggravating circumstances - vägistamine rasken­
davatel asjaoludel 
singularly dangerous social crimes - eriti ohtlikud ühis­
konnavastased kuriteod 
deprivation of liberty - vabadusekaotus 
the law provides also for - seadus näeb samuti ette
E x e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words:
analogy, penal, penalty, convicted, treason, to interpret, 
complicity, aggravating, expiration, recidivist, deser­
tion, sabotage.
II. Answer the following questions:
1. What is the difference between Soviet criminal law and 
the Anglo-Saxon system of law?
2. What acts can be defined criminal under Soviet criminal 
law?
3. What is the main objective of penal punishment under 
Soviet criminal law?
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4. Why can we say that Soviet criminal law is humane?
5. What are the chief documents of Soviet criminal legisla­
tion?
6* What organ adopted the Criminal Code of the ESSB?
7. What do the Fundamentals of Criminal Legislation estab­
lish?
8. What principles are uniform for the whole of the USSR?
9. Which crimes are qualified as particularly grave of­
fences?
10. Who are the most distinguished specialists in criminal 
law in the ESSR (dr.iur.)?
III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. Treason( ... murder and rape under ... circumstances are 
... offences. 2. ... of liberty is ... punishment. 3. ... 
punishment is not applied in ... to persons under 18. 4. 
Soviet criminal law ... strict sanctions against ... 5. The 
laws on ... and military ... were adopted in 1958. 6. The 
stipulations for ... before the ... of a prisoner's term 
are uniform. 7. The criminal laws are adopted by the high­
est ... bodies.
(treason, to apply, premeditated, conditional release, de­
privation, expiration, crimes, aggravating, particularly 
grave, penal, capital, respect, especially dangerous recid­
ivists, legislative).
XV. Fill in the blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1. Soviet criminal law proceeds ... the material concept of 
crime. 2. Soviet criminal legislation consists ... the Fun­
damentals ... Criminal Legislation ... the USSR and the Un­
ion Republics, the laws ... treason and military crimes and 
the Republican Criminal Codes. 3. The Fundamentals ... Crim­
inal Legislation characterize the procedure ... pardoning
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... offences. 4. The stipulations ... conditional release 
... the expiration ... a prisoner's term are uniform ••• 
the USSR. 5. Capital punishment is not applied ... re­
spect persons ••• 18. 6. The law provides ••• the ap­
plication ... a number ... public measures.
Y. Pill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... Criminal Code of ••• JSSSR was adopted by ... Su­
preme Soviet of ... ESSR on ... 6th of ••• January, 1961*
2. ... criminal proceedings may be instituted aaly'against 
... persons from ... age of 16« 3» Such ••• concepts as 
... self-defence and ... complicity are also interpreted
4. ... strict sanctions are applied against ••• especial­
ly dangerous recidivists. 5* ••• treason, ... sabotage, 
... banditry, ... desertion at ... time of ... war, ... 
looting, ... rape under ... aggravating circumstances are 
qualified as ... particularly grave offences,
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, us­
ing the vocabulary of the text:
1« The chief aim of penal punishment is the correction and 
reeducation of the convicted person. 2* There are also 
stipulations for discharging a criminal from prison before 
he has served his sentence. 3» The sentence of the court 
was 15 years' imprisonment. 4. The death sentence is ap­
plied only in exceptional cases. 5» The Republics intro­
duce their own provisions into the general codes (wife the 
exception of the laws on treason, military and certain 
other offences).
VII. a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following
nouns:
crime, penalty, legislation, basis, condition, 
danger, exception; 
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own.
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VIII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs:
to correct, to reeducate, to qualify, to punish, 
to regulate, to apply, to defend, to expire, to 
desert, to deprive;
Ъ) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
IX. a) Give antonyms to:
formed, to include, maximum, different, to accept, 
patriotism, imprisonment;
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own.
X. Explain the meaning of the following:
1. the material concept of crime; 2. correction and reedu­
cation of a convicted person; 3. a uniform criminal juris­
diction; 4. to pardon an offence; 5» a maximum sentence; 6. 
conditional release; 7. a dangerous recidivist; 8. premedi­
tated murder; 9. under aggravating circumstances; 10. an 
exceptional measure.
XI. Find in the text the words and phrases answering the 
following definitions:
1. talcing part with another person in crime; 2. the betray­
al of one's country; 3» a murder planned in advance; 4. 
punishment by death; 5« the defence of one's own body, pro­
perty, etc. while defending oneself against attack.
XII. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases (see Er. XII, p. 19 ):
1. Soviet criminal law proceeds from the formal concept of 
crime.
2. The main objective of penal punishment under Soviet crim­
inal law is the correction and reeducation of the con­
victed person.
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3. Capital punishment is never applied in respect to per- 
sons under 16.
4. The Republics have the right to introduce their own pro­
visions into the general codes.
5. The Criminal Code of the ESSR was adopted in 1959*
XIII. Translate into English:
1. Deserteerimine ja marodeerimine on sõjaväelised kuri­
teod. 2. Tahtliku tapmise eest karistatakse vabadusekaotu­
sega kolmest kuni kaheteistkümne aastani. 3« Tingimisi en­
ne tähtaega karistusest vabastamist võib kohaldada pSrast 
seda, kui süüdimõistetu on tegelikult ara kandnud vähemalt 
poole mõistetud karistusajast. 4. KohuB tunnistab kurjate­
gija eriti ohtlikuks retsidivistiкв. 5« Surmanuhtlus on 
erakordne karistus.
XIV. Speak on the following topics:
1. The humanity of Soviet law.
2. Particularly grave offences.
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SUPPLEMENTARY HEADING 
Can Criminals Be Reformed?
In the USSR we understand the reforming of prisoners 
not as simply fostering definite civic ideas in them, but 
as the radical remoulding of their minds and the turning of 
yesterday'e lawbreakers into conscious and active members 
of society. We consider that this has been achieved when we 
are convinced that the prisoner, on release, will abide by 
the norms of behaviour which exist in Soviet society, and 
that he will do so consciously and not merely because he is 
afraid of punishment.
Our corrective labour institutions direct their entire 
activities towards reforming the prisoners. Socially useful 
labour and political-educational means are the main methods 
used to this end. These methods, naturally enough, go hand 
in hand with strict discipline.
All the prisoners work, receiving wages in accordance 
with the amount and quality of their output. Training for a 
trade and a compulsory secondary general education,according 
to the curricula in operation throughout the country, is 
given in prisons and similar institutions. Just like all 
other roSR citizens, the prisoners have the right to free 
medical services.
The prisoners are confined in jails, several types of 
corrective labour colonies and labour colonies for minors 
(persons under 18), Confinement in jail - a building with 
special cells for keeping the persons who have been deprived 
of their freedom - is restricted to a certain number of the 
most hardened criminals. Since a jail is the least suitable 
place for arranging for the work and reformation of prison­
ers, you will find in specialized Soviet publications more 
and more persistent demands that this type of deprivation 
of freedom be abandoned altogether.
We must bear in mind that the law now forbids the jail
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confinement of minors and persons who commit lesser crimes* 
Only a small percentage of people sentenced to impris­
onment serve their sentences in jails. This is the consis­
tent expression of the general trend - transition trm pris­
ons to reformatory institutions, a trend which was formu­
lated by Lenin, the founder of our state, and which has been 
reflected in our legislation.
The main form of detention is the corrective labour 
colony, of which there are various types. The court states 
the degree to which the prisoner shall lose his freedom and 
the type of corrective labour colony he shall be sent to 
when it passes the sentence.
The reform work is done with account taken of the dif­
ferences found in each category of criminals. Moreover, the 
educational work must take into account the personality of 
each prisoner. Soviet juridical bodies pay much attention 
to evolving the most effective ways and means of bringing 
educational influence to bear on individual prisoners.
There is a special type of corrective labour colony - 
the so-called settlements - which are intended for those 
prisoners who have definitely taken to the road of rrflwe- 
tion and, therefore, need to be trained to live in the out­
side world. The prisoners at these colonies are not guard­
ed, have the right to bring their families there, te have 
their own house and plot of land, and do whatever they like 
with the money they earn, etc. They must not, however, leere 
the area of the colony without the administration's permis­
sion, and must abide by certain limiting rules* 111 types 
of corrective labour colonies, in fact, are organized so as 
to provide all the conditions for reforming the criminal*.
The corrective labour institutions come under the Ju­
risdiction of the USSB Ministry of Internal Affairs, end the 
Ministries of Internal Affairs of the Union Republics. Sec­
ondary and higher law schools train teachers and adminis­
trators for work with the criminals. People who graduate 
from other higher schools, usually teachers' training in­
stitutes, are also drawn into the work of reforming crimi­
nals.
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Tbe corrective labour institutions' personnel work on 
a contract basis* The educational staff and administrators 
are selected not only for their qualifications, but also 
for their knowledge of the basics of the criminal and cor­
rective labour codes, psychology and pedagogics.
At the corrective labour colonies the prisoners live 
in hostels, have the right to move freely in the grounds, 
use libraries (for example, they can subscribe to periodi­
cals), and sports facilities. As a rule, the prisoners work 
at enterprises built along the lines of ordinary enter­
prises. Each colony has a club, a school, and other cul­
tural and communal institutions.
Wide research work is done in the USSR on the various 
aspects of the activities of corrective labour institu­
tions* We maintain the optimistic view that it is possible 
to reform criminals; this helps us to constantly improve 
the functioning of Soviet corrective labour institutions, 
a fact which is recognized by literally all the foreign 
specialists who have visited our country.
Juvenile Delinquency Commissions
Under Soviet law, criminal proceedings can be insti­
tuted against offenders who were 16 years old at the time 
they committed the crime.
In most cases, compulsory reform measures, instead of 
criminal punishment, are carried out by juvenile delin­
quency commissions. These commissions function under every 
Executive Committee of the Soviets of People's Dep­
uties. They are comprised of the deputies of the Soviets, 
representatives from trade union, YCL and other public or­
ganizations, workers in public education and health pro­
tection systems, and others.
Depending on the concrete circumstances of a case and 
the personality of the young offender, the decisions adopt­
ed by the juvenile delinquency commissions vary. For in­
stance, they may oblige the offender to offer his apologies
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to the victim in public or to compensate for the damage 
done, They may also administer a warning to the offender 
and place him under bis parents' strict supervision.
Public Warranty
There are different forms of public participation in 
correcting offenders.
For example, when handling the case of an offence of 
no great social danger, the organs of preliminary investi­
gation and the court of law may, if the offender is repent­
ant, accept a warranty for the corrective reeducation of 
the offender from his collective or public organisation.
Sometimes this applies even to rather serious crimes 
which cannot be considered misdemeanors and are punishable 
by two to four years in jail.
The warranty period is one year. The collective which 
stands guarantor for such an offender does all it can to 
correct and reeducate him. He is placed in the charge of 
those of his workmates who command great respect in the 
collective, and they carry on reeducation work.
Collectives of working people can similarly take dmrge 
of offenders on suspended sentences.
Public participation in combating crime and offenoe 
is effective. Practice shows that recidivism among those 
offenders released from criminal responsibility and to whom 
measures of public influence were applied is less than 
among parsons who served prison terms.
13
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L В S S О N 12
PBOPEBTY BELATIOHS M D  FEBbOMAL HON-PBOPEBTY 
BELATIOHB
Soviet civil legislation regulates property and perti - 
nent personal non-property relations. In cases stipulated 
by law civil legislation also regulates other personal 
non-property relations. For example, Art. 1 of the Funda­
mentals of Civil Legislation of the U8SB and the Union 
Bepublics and Art. 1 of the Civil Codes of the Union Be- 
publics state that civil legislation regulates two kinds 
of social relations: property relations and personal non­
property relations. The latter are in turn divided into 
two categories: personal relations linked to and not 
linked to property relations.
Property relations are social relations which bear upon 
some property. They concern the ownership, use and dis­
tribution of property. Some of these relations arise from 
commodity-money relations and therefore have a commodity 
equivalent and involve compensation. Sale and purchase 
leasing of property, carriage, rendering of mending ser­
vices and so forth are relations in which one party pro­
vides, in exchange, money or other property. Other prop­
erty relations are not characterized by exchange, far 
example, relations involving a contract of bestowal or 
inheritance of property.
Property relations arise between socialist organizations 
as juridical persons, between juridical persons and indi­
vidual citizens, and between individual citizens.
Personal non-property relations, subject to regulation 
by law, arise in connection with citizens' interests in a 
spiritual, as opposed to material, sense. Every citizen 
has the right, as affirmed and protected by the law, to 
enjoy lifa, health, name, honour, integrity, reputation, 
personal inviolability and privacy. Thus, there arise 
social »nd* accordingly, legal relations pertaining to 
th••• rights. These are juridical relations covering the
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rights and obligations of a non-property character as well 
as the responsibility for having damaged a citizen's right 
and tot having: encroached upon his non-property inter­
ests.
(N.Malein, Civil Law and the protec­
tion of Personal Bights in the USSB. 
Moscow 1985I pp. 18-19.)
Notes to the Text
pertinent personal non-property relations - nendega seo­
tud isiklikud mittevaralised suhted 
bear upon some property - on sefctud mingi varaga 
сommodity-money relations - kaubalis-rahalised suhted 
rendering of mending services - tõõettevõtt 
contract of bestowal - kinkeleping
subject to regulation by law - kuuluvad seadusega regulee­
rimisele
as opposed to - vastandina
for having damaged a citizen’s rights - kodaniku oiguBte 
rikkumise eest
13*
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Bead the following words:
to regulate, legislation, category, commodity, purchase, 
equivalent, exchange, to characterize, bestowal,juridical, 
individual, spiritual, integrity, inviolability, privacy, 
responsibility, to encroach,thus.
II. Answer the following questions:
1. What does civil legislation regulate?
2. What does Article 1 of the Fundamentals of Civil Legis­
lation of the USSB and the Union Bepublics state?
3* .Which categories are personal non-property relations 
divided into?
4. What do property relations concern?
5. Which property relations are characterized by exchange?
6. Which property relations are not characterized by ex­
change?
7. In what case do personal property relations not arise?
8. What rights do Soviet citizens enjoy?
9. How are the rights of Soviet citizens guaranteed?
10. What is the difference between property relations and 
personal non-property relations?
III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in 
brackets below:
1, Personal non-property relations are diyided into two. 
... . 2. Property relations concern the.,., use and ... 
of property. 3. Belations arising from ... relations in­
volve compensation. 4. The rights of Soviet.citizens are 
... and ... by the law. 5. The rights and ... of Soviet 
citizens are guaranteed by the law.
( affirmed, distribution, commodity-money, obligations, 
ownership, protected, categories)
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IV. Pill in the blanks with prepositions wherever necess­
ary:
1. Personal non-property relations are divided ... two 
categories. 2. Property relations bear ... some property
3. These relations arise ... commo-dity-money relations and 
involve ... compensation. 4. In sale and purchase one party 
provides ... property and the other party provides ... 
money or other property. 5* Some property relations are 
characterized ... exchange, 6. property relations are 
subject ... regulation ... law. 7. These relations arise 
... connection ... citizens' interests. 8. These juridical 
relations cover the responsibility ... having encroached 
... a citizen's non-property interests.
V. Pill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary: , 
1*... property relations are protected by . law. ,.2* 
... every.citizen h*s,... right to enjoy ... life, ... 
health,. ... name, ... honour..3, ... personal inviolabil­
ity is ... important right of ... Soviet citizen. 4.
Soviet civil legislation regulates ... property and ... 
pertinent non-property relations. 5» ••• Article 1 of 
Fundamentals of ... Civil Legislation of ... USSB and ..« 
Union Bepublics states that ... civil legislation regu­
lates ... property relations and ... personal non-proper­
ty relations.
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, us­
ing the vocabulary of the text:
t*. Sale and purchase, leasing of property, carriage, etc. 
are characterized by exchange. 2. Personal non-property
Jrelations arise in connection with citizens' interests 
in a spiritual, contrary to material, sense. 3» Some 
property relations result from commodity-money relations 
and for that reason have a commodity equivalent. 4. 
Selling and buying are property relations. 5. Personal 
non-property relations come into existence in connection 
with citizens' interests. 6. It is of a property nature.
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VII. a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following 
nouns:
person, material, society, spirit , individual, 
socialism;
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own.
VIII* a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs: 
to own, to distribute, to carry, to bestow, to 
inherit, to compensate, to relate, to organize, 
to use, to regulate; 
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
II. a) Arrange the following words in antonymous pairs: 
sale, property, inviolability, illness, meaning, 
purchase, spiritual, health, non-property,sense, 
material, violability; 
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own.
I. Explain the meaning of the following:
I. civil legislation; 2. ownership; 3* commodity-money re­
lations; 4. carriage; 5. contract; 6. inheritance; 7.juri­
dical person; 8. personal inviolability; 9. pertinent; 10. 
equivalent.
II. Find in the text the words and phrases answering the 
following definitions:
1. to let somebody have the use of one's property; 2. per­
son who has full rights in a state; 3. things owned; 4. of 
law or legal proceedings; 5* duty.
III. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases ( see Ex. Ill, p. 19):
1. Everybody can encroach upon a citizen's personal non­
property interests in the USSR.
2. In most cases property relations are not regulated by 
law.
3. The Civil Code of the Estonian SSB was adopted in 1965.
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4. Property relations are social relations which bear upon 
some property.
5. Personal non-property relations arise from commodity- 
money relations.
UII. Translate into English:
1. Tsiviilseadusandlus reguleerib varalisi ja nendega seo-i 
tud isiklikke mittevaralisi suhteid. 2. Tsiviilseadu*audio— 
sega reguleeritakse suhteid riiklike, kooperatiivsete ja 
ühiskondlike organisatsioonide vahel, kodanike suhteid riik­
like, kooperatiivsete ja ühiskondlike organisatsioonidega 
ning suhteid kodanike vahel. 3. ühiskondlikud organisatsioo­
nid võivad olla juriidilisteks isikuteks. 4. Seega vSlvad 
kohustised tekkida lepingutest. 5. Ostu-muagi lepinguga an­
nab üks pool.omandiõiguse varale ule teisele poolele.
XIV. Speak on the' following topics:
1, Property relations.
2* Personal non-property relations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
THE PROPERTY RELATIONS
The subject-matter of civil law includes every proper­
ty relation of autonomous nature.
Ry property relations we understand such social rela­
tione affecting assets or things as permit for society, or 
its groups, or individuals to acquire things wholly or par­
tially, to consider these as their own, i.e., possess and 
use them, and take dispositions regarding them. The sub­
jects of such property relations are, e.g., the owner, the 
person bolding land in usufruct; an organization vested with 
extended rights on the grounds of economic autonomy; the 
lessee, the leaseholder, or the loaner, etc. The property 
system concerning the means of production defines the whole 
system of property relations.
From the point of view of the regulation of property 
relations by civil law, the subject's belonging to a defi­
nite sector of national economy may have a certain signifi­
cance. This significance manifests itself in the property 
organization of the particular sectors, in their internal 
relations, and, in another way, in the contractual and lia­
bility relations between a given sector and another.
The following main distinctions between contracts may 
be made:
(aa) within the socialist sector:
the contracts of production, delivery and other service re­
lations among state enterprises, cooperatives and institu­
tions financed from the budget;
(ЪЪ) contracts for the supply of the population signed be­
tween the agencies of socialist trade and supply, in the 
one hand, and the citizens, on the other;
(oc) contracts of citizens signed mostly with governmental 
agencies, in order to realize their rights of property aris~ 
ingj from their intellectual products;
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(dd) contracts signed by a citizen with another, within thei 
scope of personal property, for the satisfaction of person­
al needs.
( G.Eörsi, Fundamental Probiens 
of Socialist Civil Law. Buda­
pest 1970, pp. 45-46)
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L E S S O N  13
TYPES OF INSURANCE IN THE USSR
Tbe chief types of insurance in the USSR are personal 
insurance and property insurance.
Personal insurance is effected by the USSR State In­
surance agencies. There are several forms of life insur­
ance, with mixed insurance and accident insurance being the 
most widespread. The citizens who take out a mixed insur­
ance policy are guaranteed payment in the following casess 
if they survive till the time laid down in the policy, or 
if they sire disabled as a result of an accident. If a per­
son dies before the policy expires, the insurance is paid 
to the person or persons indicated in the policy.
Citizens of 16 to 70 years of age are insurable for
5, 10, 15 or 20 years, for a sum of 100 roubles or more* 
Insurance fees depend on the length of insurance, the age 
of the person and the sum assured.
Property insurance is also handled by the USSR State
Insurance agencies. This type of insurance covers domestic 
property, cars and other items of personal property, and 
houses, outhouses and animals belonging to citizens. When 
domestic property is insured, the policy may be made out 
for any sum, not exceeding the actual value of the proper­
ty. The policy can be made out for a time of up to one 
year. The same principles form the basis for insuring other 
types of personal property.
The agencies of the USSR State Insurance also insure 
public property and the property of cooperative and public 
organizations against natural calamities. This is done at 
the expense of the insurance fund which is built up out of 
the fees paid by these organizations.
In the 1980s several new types of insurance have been
introduced.
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Notes to the Text
personal insurance - isikukindlustus 
property insurance - varakindlustus
with mixed insurance and accident insurance being the most 
widespread - kusjuures sega-elukindlustus ja kindlustus
õnnetusjuhtumite vastu on 
kõige enam levinud 
this type of insurance covers - see kindlustuse liik hõlmab 
not exceeding the actual value of the property - milline ei
ületa vara tegeliku väärtust
natural calamities - loodusõnnetused
which is built up out of the fees - milline moodustub osa­
maksudest
E x e r c i s e s
I, Read the following words:
to insure, insurance, insurable, accident, policy, agency, 
calamity, principle.
II. Answer the following questions:
1. What are the chief types of insurance in the Soviet Un­
ion?
2. What organs are responsible for insurance systems?
3. Which types of insurance are the most widespread ones?
4. In what cases are people guaranteed payment?
5. Whom do the insurance agencies pay the insurance if a 
person dies before the policy expires?
6. Which are the age-limits for insurance?
Щ*
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7. What do the insurance fees depend on?
8. What kind of domestic property does property insurance 
cover?
9. What else can be insured?
10, At whose expense is the insurance fund of public pro­
perty built up?
III. Pill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below*
1. ... insurance and ••• insurance are the most ... forms 
of ... insurance. 2. The insurance is paid if the person 
... till the time laid down in the ... . 3« Citizens of 16 
to 70 years of ... are insurable for a ... of 100 roubles 
or more. 4. The property of ... and public organizations
is insured against ... . 5» Property insurance covers ... 
property, cars and other ... of personal property. 6. The 
policy must not ... the ... value of the property.
(age, natural calamities, actual, personal, to survive, mix­
ed, domestic, to exceed, accident, widespread, policy, sum, 
cooperative, items, property)
IV. Jill in the blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1. The insurance ... the property ... cooperative and pub­
lic organizations is carried ... ... the expense ... the
insurance fund which is built........ the fees paid •••
these organizations. 2. The property insurance policy can 
be made ... ... a time ... ... ... one year. 3* Property 
insurance covers ... domestic property, 4. If a person sur­
vives ... the time indicated ... the policy, he will be 
paid the insurance. 5« Insurance fees also depend ... the 
age ... the person.
V. Jill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. If ... person is disabled as ... result of M . accident,
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be will be paid ... part of ... insurance. 2. ... nixed in­
surance and ... accident insurance are ... nost widespread 
forms of ... personal insurance. 3. ••• citizen* of 16 te 
70 years of ... age are insurable for ••• sua of 100 rou­
bles or more. 4. ... insurance fees depend on ... length of
... insurance. 5» ... USSB State Insurance agencies also in­
sure ... public property.
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using
the vocabulary of the text:
1. Life insurance is handled by the UBSE State Insurance 
agencies.
2. The policy was written out for a sua of 100 roubles*
3. Public property is also insured against catastrophes.
4. The insurance to cooperative and public organisations is 
paid out of the insurance fand.
5. If a person dies' before the expiration oi[ the policy. Ше 
person or persons indicated in the docuaonde receive the 
insurance.
VII. a) Give verbs corresponding to the fallowing помпа t
insurance, survival, payment, disability, expira­
tion, organization} 
b) use the nouns in sentences of your она.
VIII. Sip lain the meaning of the following:
1. mixed insurance; 2. accident insurance; 3. an inaoranoe 
policy; 4. to be disabled as a result of aa accident; 5* the 
expiration of a policy; 6. a State Insurance aganoy; 7. do­
mestic property; 8. a natural oalaaity; 9. as insurance fee;
10. public property.
IX. Agree or disagree with the following statement* aalng 
some of the following phrases (see feu 2XT, >. 19 )t
1. ftitisens of 18 to 80 years of age are lawsblo фа» <M|
15 or 20 years.
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2. Mixed insurance and accident insurance are the most wide­
spread forms of insurance.
3. A property insurance policy can be made out for a time 
of up to 5 years.
4. The insurance of the property of cooperative and public 
organizations is carried out at the expense of the state.
5. Insurance fees are the same for all types of insurance.
X. Translate into English:
1. Sega-elukindlustus ja kindlustus õnnetusjuhtumite vastu 
on kõige levinumad elukindlustuse liigid. 2. Kindlustussumma 
makstakse välja, kui isik kaotab töövõime õnnetusjuhtumi ta­
gajärjel. 3. Kindlustusmaks sõltub kindlustuse kestusest ja 
inimese east. 4. NSVL riikliku kindlustuse agentuurid kind­
lustavad isikuid ja vara. 5« Varakindlustuse poliisi summa 
ei või ületada vara tegelikku väärtust.
XI. Speak on the following topics:
1. Personal insurance in the USSR.
2. The insurance of the property of cooperative and public 
organizations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY HEADING 
The Responsibility of Owners of Sources of Increased 
Hazard
Article 90 of the Fundamentals of Civil Legislation pro­
vides a special rule: organizations and citizens whose ac­
tivity is attended with increased hazard to other persons 
( transport organizations, industrial enterprises,building 
sites, owners of motor-cars, etc.) must repair the harm 
caused by the source of increased hazard, unless they prove 
that the harm was the result of 'force majeure' or intent 
on the part of the injured person. Thus, the owner,or man­
ager, of a source of increased hazard must make reparations 
for injuries regardless of whether or not he is at fault 
for such harm.
Enterprises, construction sites, transport organizations 
and automobiles, motorcycles, dangerous substances ( incl. 
radioactive substances, explosives, and flammables), wild 
animals ( not domesticated animals) and so forth are all 
considered sources of increased hazard. They are deemed so 
because they are harmful and not fully controllable, con­
temporary science and technology have progressed to the 
point where some objects of the material world and as­
pects of human activity are not fully controllable by man 
and, therefore, the ri3k of accidents occurring due to 
possession of transport or such materials is not excluded. 
Such objects and activities are thus considered to be in­
creased hazards to human life and health.
For example, a driver, despite his automobile's maneu­
verability, cannot always prevent an accident if someone 
from the street suddenly runs in front of his moving ve - 
hide or if an automobile in front of him suddenly deceler­
ates. Contemporary technology still offers no solutions to 
the problem of stopping a moving vehicle in an instant, a 
vehicle moving at great velocity with significant weight 
and inertia in order to prevent an accident.
In our opinion, what Art. 90 of the Fundamentals of Ci­
vil Legislation stipulates is not increased responsibility
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(without fault) for owners of sources of increased haaard, 
but their obligation to compensate for the harm.
The concepts ’responsibility* and ’obligation* are not 
identical. Any legal responsibility ( criminal»administra­
tive, or civil) can ensue on the condition that there ex­
ists some guilt on the part of the lawbreaker .Responsibil­
ity ensues ae «he «täte'a negative response to the illegal 
behaviour of private citizens, officials, and juridical 
persons. The application of measures of responsibility is 
the state's condemnation of reproachful, guilty behaviour 
which violates the interests of society, collectives, and 
individual citizens.
As opposed to responsibility, the concept of obligation 
is not connected with the guilty illegal behaviour of 
воле obligated party, and the state's condemnation of this 
party. The distinction between these two concepts is of 
serious social significance. After all, the inflictor of 
harm is not indifferent to the social, moral and juridical 
evaluation of his behaviour. He may have to bear the res­
ponsibility for guilty, harmful behaviour, condemned by 
society, or he may have the obligation to make restitu­
tion for some random harm, even though his behaviour was 
declared reproachless.
The law imposes the obligation to make restitution fro 
harm on owners of sources of increased hazard.
(N.Malein, Civil Law and the 
Protection of Personal 
Bights in the USSR, Moscow 
1985, pp. 103-105.)
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L I Б 6 О N 14 
EIGHT OF INHERITANCE ПТ THE ШВЕ
Soviet citisems, Irrespective of age, sax and nation­
ality, have the right to inherit personal property. This 
right is protected by Soviet lavs. The right of inheritance 
applies also to persons in prison, and persons recognised ty 
court as incapable in lav due to sental illness or imbecil­
ity. At the same time, the lav recognizes unborn ■ children 
of a decedent as successors if they were conceived in his 
lifetime.
Only on the strength of a vill may a juridical person, 
like a cooperative or a social organization, be recognised 
as a successor. The following juridical facts are taken as 
legal grounds for recognizing the right of the state to take 
over an inheritance: when such has been legally bequathed 
to the state, when the decedent has no heirs-at-law or tes­
tamentary beneficiaries, when all heirs are disinherited by 
the testator, or when all successors refuse to accept the 
estate.
Notary's offices undertake to protect inherited pro­
perty and issue certificates attesting to the right to suc­
cession. The certificate is necessary when the estate in­
cludes a dwelling, a car subject to obligatory registration, 
or a bank deposit.
The order of priority of successors is provided by the 
law: the first group consists of the children, and adopted 
children, the surviving spouse, parents, and stepparents. 
The second group consists of brothers and sisters, grand­
mothers and grandfathers. Grandchildren and great-grand- 
children inherit the shares of their parents if they have 
passed away.
There are cases when an heir-at-law or a testamentary 
beneficiary dies, without having accepted an open estate 
within the stipulated term. In this case the successors
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should receive a certificate about their right to succeed 
at a notary'« office, at the place of opening of succes­
sion after the primary testator.
ggteg to the Teort
the right of inheritance applies also - pärimisõigus laie­
neb samuti
persona recognized by court as incapable in law due to 
mental illness or imbecility - isikud, kes on kohtu poolt
tunnistatud teovõimetuks vai­
muhaiguse või nõrgamõistuslik­
kuse tõttu
only on the strength of a will - ainult testamendi järgi 
legal grounds - juriidiline alus, seaduslik alus 
to take over an inheritance - pärandit vastu võtma 
notary's offices undertake - notariaalkontorite ülesan­
deks on
certificates attesting to the right to succession - päri­
misõiguse tunnistus, tunnistus 
pärimisõiguse kohta 
heir-at-law - seadusjärgne pärija 
testamentary beneficiary - testamendijärgne pärija 
without having accepted aua open estate within the stipu­
lated term - jõudmata avanenud pärandit ettenähtud täht­
aja jooksul vastu võtta 
at the place of opening of succession after the primary 
testator - esialgse pärandaja järgi pärandi avanemise
kohas
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words:
to inherit, inheritance, incapable, imbecility, decedent, 
juridical, to bequathe, heir-at-law, beneficiary, certifi­
cate, priority, primary, testator
II. Answer the following questions:
1. What property do Soviet citizens inherit?
2. How is the right of inheritance guaranteed?
3* In what case are unborn children recognized as succes­
sors?
4. In what cases is a juridical person (a cooperative or a 
social organization) recognized as a successor?
5. In what cases does the state take over an inheritance?
6. What are the functions of notary's offices?
7. In what cases is it necessary to issue a certificate?
8. Who belong to the first group of successors?
9. Who belong to the second group of successors?
10. What happens if an heir-at-law or a testamentary bene­
ficial^ dies without having accepted an open estate?
III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1, Unborn children of a . are recognized as successors 
if they ••• in his lifetime. 2. A ... person may also ♦ 
as a successor. 3* The state has the right to take over an 
... when all heirs ... by the • •• or when all successors 
refuse to 'accept the ... . 4. Notary's offices ... to pro­
tect inherited ... . 5. The order of ... of successors is 
provided by the law. 6. Notary's offices ... certificate* 
of inheritance. 7* The children, tbfe ••• spouse, parent* and 
... belong* to the first group of ... .
(to undertake, surviving, decedent, inheritance, priority,
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15*
successor«, stepparents, to issue, to conceive, juridical, 
to disinherit, to reoegmise, testator, estate, property)
IV. fill in tbs blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1. The right ... inheritance is protooted ... Soviet laws*
2. Persons recognised ... court ••• incapable ••• law due 
... mental illness or imbecility have also the right ... 
inheritance. 3« A juridical person may be recognised ... a 
successor only ... the strength ... a will. 4-. notary's of­
fices issue certificates when the estate includes ... a 
car subject ... obligatory registration. 5* The second 
group ... successors consists ... brothers, sisters and 
grandparents. 6. He bequathed his property ... the state.
V. Fill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
4
1. ... state has ... right to take over ... inheritance 
when all ... heirs are disinherited by ... testator. 2, 
notary's offices issue certificates attesting to ... right 
of succession. 3* ••• order of ... priority of... suc­
cessors is provided by ... law« 4-. When ... heir-at-law 
dies without having accepted ... open estate, ... succes­
sors get ... right to inherit ••• property. 5* ••• right of 
... inheritance applies also to ... persons in ... prison.
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, us­
ing the vocabulary of the text:
1. All the heirs—at-law were taken away the right to in>- 
herit. 2. He arranged by making a will to give his proper­
ty after his death to the state. 3* The state takes over 
an inheritance when all successors reject the estate. 4. 
There should be a certificate when the state includes a 
dwelling, a car or a bank deposit. 5* Grandchildren re- 
rtfliу* the shares of their parents if they have passed away.
(
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VII* a) Give nouns corresponding to the following adjec­
tives:
ill, imbecile, strong, legal, prior, testamentaryj 
b) use tbe nouns in sentences of your own*
VIII. a) Give verbs corresponding to tbe following nouns:
inheritance, protection, succession, registration, 
survival, successor;
b) use the verbs in sentences of your own.
П. a) Give antonyms to:
respective, capable, bom, to inherit, heizvob-tiaw, 
to agree;
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own.
X* Sxplain the meaning of the following:
I
1* A person recognized by court as incapable in law; 2* a 
decedent;* 3* a juridical person; 4. to take over an in­
heritance; 5* an heir-at-law; 6. a testamentary benefici­
ary; 7. an open estate; 8. the priority of successors; 9* 
within a stipulated term; 10. a primary testator.
XI. Find in the text the words answering the following def­
initions :
1. a statement in writing stating how somebody wishes hi» 
property to be distributed after his death; 2. a person 
with the legal right to receive a property when the owner 
dies; 3* a person who has made a testament; 4* a person who) 
receives money, property under a will at somebody's deathя
5. husband or wife*
XII. Agree or disagree with the following statements 
some of the following phrases (see Sr. XII^p. 19.):
1. Brothers and sisters belong to the first group of success 
sore.
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2. The state has the right to take over an inheritance only 
in exceptional cases.
3. Unborn children of a decedent are not recognized as suc­
cessors.
4. Notary's offices issue certificates attesting to the 
right to succession.
5. The right of inheritance does not apply to persons in 
prison.
£111. Translate into English:
1. Tsetaator jättis köik pärijad pärandist ilma. 2. Kui ei 
ole seadus- ega testamendi-järgseid pärijaid, läheb surnu 
vara ule riigile. 3« Pärijaiks võivad olla ka pärandaja lap­
sed, kes on sündinud pärast tema surma. 4. Lapsed, abikaa­
sa ja vanemad on esimese ringi pärijad. 5« Kui pärija loo­
bub pärandist, peab ta esitama avalduse notariaalkontorile.
6. Riigil on öigus ule vötta pärandit, kui see on riigile 
testeeritud.
HV. Speak on the following topics:
1. The right of inheritance in the USSR.
2. The order of priority of successors.
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SUFPIEMEHTABY BEADING
Disinheritance
Inheritance law defines the group of people liable to 
disinheritance. They include the so-called unworthy heirs,
i.e., citizens guilty of deliberate offences against the 
decedent, children neglecting assistance to parents with ma­
licious intent, and parents denying support to children with 
malicious intent. The last two cases involve disinheritance 
by operation of law. However, if a testator wills, never­
theless, to make such a person his successor, he does so in 
a disposition of his property, to take effect after his 
death, by making a will in keeping with the legal stipula­
tions.
The Tasks of "Iniourcollegia"
Soviet lawyers of the "Iniourcollegia" work in dose 
contact with lawyers' firms in many countries, being com­
missioned by them to handle cases for their client* in the 
Soviet Union, while they act for Soviet lawyers in their 
countries.
Defending foreigners' rights forms a large share of the 
Association's work. Thousands of letters pour into the ‘Tni- 
ourcollegia" from all over the world. As a rule, they con­
cern inheritance problems. Is it possible to Inherit in the 
USSR from a brother, sister, aunt or father? The "Iniour- 
collegia" does the so-called search work free of charge and 
even forwards money in advance for legal expenses. The re­
lations with the clients are based on the 'conditional fee*
- i.e., if a lawyer wins the case up to 10 per cent of the 
inheritance is paid to the Association, If lawyers don't, 
they get nothing.
\
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L E S ß О Ж 15 
THE LABOUB CODE
The fundamental Legislation of the USSR and Union Re­
publics on Labour, adopted in 1970 by the Supreme Soviet, 
came into force on January 1, 1971*
The Labour Code hot only absorbs all the 
main legislative propositions, which control the labour of 
factory workers and office employees, but at the same time 
has considerably expanded and enriched them. It also coa~ 
tains propositions which create additional guarantees for 
factory and office workers.
fits chapters and articles of the Labour Code cos­
tain clauses on collective agreements, on labour contracts 
concluded between an Individual and an enterprise, on
working hours and leisure, on wages and labour protection, 
on female and youth labour, on labour disputes, on state 
social maintenance, etc.
The right to rest, and the right to healthy and safe 
labour conditions belong to the more important labour
rights of Soviet man. The five-day working week, the ei^ xb- 
hour working day, with overtime strictly limited by law, 
the reduced working day for a number of categories of work­
ers, the right to paid leave, to free and discounted ac­
commodation at rest homes and sanatoriums, additional 
rights and advantages for women and young people - these 
most important social gains of Soviet citizens have been 
reaffirmed in the labour code. It guarantees workers 
old-age pensions and material compensation in case c£ sick­
ness or disability.
The code opens up broad opportunities for workers 
and employees to improve their skills and to be promoted. 
They are guaranteed the right to free professional train­
ing and improvement in their qualification. The USSR has a
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wide network of evening and extramural schools, special 
secondary technical schools and higher educational estab­
lishments. The management of an industrial enterprise or 
an office must create the necessary conditions for extra­
mural students. Young specialists are provided with a job 
according to the speciality acquired when they graduate.
Notes to the Text
the Fundamental Legislation of the USSR and the Union Re­
publics on Labour - NSV Liidu ja liiduvabariikide töö­
seadusandluse alused
came into force - jSustus
all the main legislative propositions - köik põhilised sea-
dusesatted
working hours and leisure - töö- ja puhkeaeg 
labour disputes - töövaidlused
the right to healthy and safe labour conditions - öigus
tervislikele ja ohututele töö­
tingimuste le
with overtime strictly limited by law - kusjuures ületun­
nitöö on rangelt seadusega 
piiratud
additional rights and advantages - soodustused 
to improve their skills and to be promoted - tösta kvali­
fikatsiooni ja olla edutatud 
a job according to the speciality acquired - töö vastavalt
omandatud erialale
•16
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words:
legislation, legislative, employee, leisure, category, ac­
commodation, advantage, qualification, extramural, spe­
ciality.
II. Answer the following questions:
1. When was the Fundamental Legislation of the USSR and 
Union Republics on Labour adopted?
2. When did it come into force?
3. How many chapters and articles are there in the Labour 
Code of the Estonian SSR?
4. What is the difference between a collective agreement 
and a labour contract?
5* What rights for the workers are fixed in the new code?
6. Who enjoy the right to a reduced working day?
7. What additional rights and advantages are there for 
women and young people?
8. What clauses are there on the state social maintenance? 
9* What rights have people who study without leaving their
jobs?
10. What rights have extra-mural students?
III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. The labour code has ... enriched all the main legis­
lative ... on labour. 2. ... guarantees are also created.
3. The code ... clauses on ... and ..., the latter ... 
between an individual and an ... . 4. Soviet workers have 
the right to ... and ... labour conditions. 5. There are 
additional ... for women and young people. 6. Workers get 
... in old age and ... in case of sickness or ... . 7. Good 
workers, as a rule, ... . 8. There is a wide ... of eve­
ning and extra-mural schools in the USSR.
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(pensions, healthy, network, considerably, additional, safe, 
to contain, labour contracts, to promote, advantages, col­
lective agreements, disability, to conclude, material com­
pensation, propositions, enterprise).
IV. Fill in the blanks with prepositions wherever necessary:
1. A labour contract is concluded ... an individual and an 
enterprise. 2. The Fundamental Legislation ... the USSR and 
tinion Republics ... Labour was adopted ... the Supreme So­
viet ... I97O and came ... force ... January l.f ... 1971*
3. The Labour Code pf the ESSR contains,,.267 articles.4. 
There are clauses...labour protection,...female labour .
5. All Soviet workers have the right ... pension ... old 
age. 6. When young specialists graduate ... higher educa­
tional establishments, they are provided ..* a job accord­
ing ... their speciality.
V. Fill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. There is ... reduced working day for ... number of *** 
categories of ... workers. 2. ... labour code has absorbed 
all ... main legislative propositions on ... labour, 3* ••• 
chapters of ... Code » contain clauses on ... woridng hours 
and ... leisure, on ... labour disputes, etc. 4. Our work­
ers get ... material compensation in ... case of ... sick­
ness or ... disability. 5. There is ... wide network of ... 
special secondary technical schools and ... higher educa­
tional establishments in ... USSR. 6. ... young specialist 
is provided with ... job.
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1.There are 267 articles in our Labour Code. 2. The
management of an enterprise is obliged to create the neces­
sary conditions for the people who study without leaving; 
their .jobs. 3. There are very many evening and extramural
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16*
schools in the USSR. 4. There is a shorter working day for 
a number of categories of workers. 5. The new code con­
tains clauses on the labour of women and young people.
VII. a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following
nouns:
legislation, addition, health, importance, sick, 
able, profession, industry, woman;
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
VIII. a) Arrange the following words and phrases in synon­
ymous pairs:
to graduate, wide, shorter, working day, labour, 
leisure, broad, work, working hours, rest, to fin­
ish, reduced;
b) use the synonyms in sentences of your own.
IX. Explain the meaning of the following:
1. the labour code; 2. a collective agreement; 3. labour 
protection; 4. a labour dispute; 5» overtime; 6. discount­
ed accommodation; 7* material compensation in case of sick­
ness or disability. 8. to be promoted; 9* an extramural 
student; 10. the management; 11. a reduced working day.
X. Find in the text the words answering the following def­
initions :
1. a collection of laws arranged in a system; 2. time free 
from work; 3» affirm again; 4. to give somebody higher 
position or rank; 5» a person employed in an office.
XI. React to the wrong statements below using some of the 
following phrases (see Ex. XII, p. 19 )•
1. A collective agreement is concluded between an individ­
ual and an enterprise.
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2, The overtime is not limited in the labour code.
3* All workers have the right to free accommodation at sen­
ator iums and rest homes.
4. The workers have no opportunities to improve their skills 
and to be promoted.
5. The new labour code will be adopted next year.
XII. Translate into English:
1. NSVL ja liiduvabariikide tööseadusandluse alused jõus­
tusid 1. jaan. 1971.a. 2. Töötaja ja ettevõtte või asutuse 
administratsioon sõlmivad töölepingu. 3. ületunnitöö on 
seadusega rangelt piiratud. 4. Töökoodeksis on satted töö­
vaidluste, noorukite ja naiste tttÖ ning töö- ja puhkeaja 
kohta. 5« Administratsioon peab looma tervislikud ja ohutud 
töötingimused. 6. Nõukogude Liidus on 5-paevane töönadal.
7. Töölisi võidakse edutada.
XIII. Speak on the following topics:
1. Basic clauses in the labour code.
2. Ertramural studies.
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1SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
The Labour Code and the Trade Unions
The granting of broader rights to the trade unions, 
which today unite over 93,000,000 factory and office work­
ers, is one of the specific features of progress of Soviet 
socialist democracy. The new Labour Code seals the right 
of the trade union organs to take part in the elaboration 
and implementation of the state economic development plans 
and in making decisions on distribution and utilization of 
material and financial resources. The trade unions direct­
ly and actively participate in the legislative activities 
of the organs of the Soviet state. The new code reasserts 
the right of the trade unions, in the person of the AUCCTU 
to undertake legislative initiatives. The factory and of­
fice workers take part in production management through 
the trade unions, organs of people's control, general meet­
ings, standing production conferences and in various other 
ways. The trade unions control state social maintenance. 
They are also directly entrusted with a number of other im­
portant state functions pertaining to the social and every­
day needs of the working people, including the management 
of sanatoriums and holiday homes.
The Labour code stresses that labour rights are protect­
ed by state organs, as well as by trade unions and other 
public organizations. The state safeguards the labour
rights of the Soviet citizen because it is a state where 
everything is owned by the working people. To make sure 
that the Labour Code, the rules and norms on labour protec­
tion and safety techniques are observed, the trade unions 
maintain a body of technical inspectors and voluntary la­
bour safety inspectors.
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Trade-Union Committees and the Administration
The trade unions have become an important factor in 
production management in the USSB. Trade-union committees of 
enterprises,institutions and organizations, sign on behalf of 
industrial and office workers,collective agreements with the 
administration,enjoy the right to ask for reports by adminis­
tration smd managements of enterprises on the results a£pro­
duction work, on improvements in labour conditions, the 
everyday life of the workers, etc.
The administration cannot dismiss an industrial or of­
fice worker without the consent of the TUC, and the TUC has 
a say in nominating people for leading posts in an enter­
prise .
The role and rights of the primary trade-union organi­
zations were considerably expanded after the USSR Supreme 
Soviet adopted the Fundamental Legislation of the USSB and 
Union Republics on Labour and the new Statute on the Bights 
of the Trade-Union Committees of Enterprises,Institutions and 
Organizations.The Legislation proclaimed the right of 
workers to take part in production management. The adminis­
tration establishes the working conditions and wages, em­
ploys the Labour Code and decides how to use public consump­
tion funds at industrial enterprises and in offices, either 
jointly with the trade unions or with their consent.
The Collective Agreement
The collective agreement is a document establishing 
the reciprocal obligations of the administration and the 
Staff. The agreement is signed on behalf of the working peo­
le, at the beginning of each year, by the trade-union com-t 
mittee.
The document contains several headings, dealing with 
the responsibilities of the administration and the trade un­
ions regarding the observance of the state programme and the
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promotion of socialist emulation, with questions of wages 
and salaries, and work rates, hourly tariffs, depending on 
the type of work and the skill of the worker, the concrete 
obligations of the management regarding the training of 
personnel and the raising of the workers' skill, provision 
and repair of dwellings and improvement of public catering. 
The trade-union committee is obliged to supervise the ful­
filment of these decisions. The agreement pays great at­
tention to educational and cultural activities, and to de­
velopment of physical culture and sport. This is natural, 
because these factors relate to the health of workers, and 
to the widening of their horizons.
As a rule, the collective agreement is supplemented 
by an agreement on labour protection and safety measures, 
and indicates methods for the scientific organization of 
labour.
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L E S S O N  16
LABOUR CONTRACT
Broad guarantees of the right to work are found, in the 
Fundamental Legislation of the USSR and Union Republics on 
Labour, It is exercised, in particular, through labour con­
tract between an individual and an enterprise or an office. 
In this way an enterprise undertakes to provide the labour 
conditions as fixed in the Labour Code, a collective agree­
ment, and in the contract between the two parties concern­
ed. Transfer to another job inside the enterprise, to an­
other enterprise or another area, even in the same enter­
prise, is possible only with the consent of the worker.
A similarly important guarantee is the inadmissibility 
of dismissing a worker on the unilateral decision of the 
management. A worker is free to terminate a labour contract 
concluded for an indefinite period of time, by giving the 
management a two months' written notice.
The termination of a labour contract on the initiative 
of the management is possible only in strictly defined
cases: closing down of the enterprise, unfitness of the per­
son for the job owing to an inadequate level of skill or 
state of health, or because of absenteeism without valid 
grounds. But in these cases, as well, the consent of the 
trade-union committee has to be obtained beforehand. Even 
if this consent has been given, the fired worker may apply 
to court, which will consider the essentials of the case and 
may reinstate the worker if he or she was dismissed on in­
correct grounds. Officials found guilty of unlawful dismis­
sal, or of delaying the carrying out of a court decision on 
reinstatement are held materially responsible. They are 
bound to reimburse the enterprise the damages incurred in 
paying a worker for the period of involuntary absence.
17
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it is exercised, in particular, through labour contract - 
see tagatakse eelkõige töölepinguga 
an enterprise undertakes to provide the labour conditions
- ettevõte kohustub kindlustama töötingi­
mused
the two parties concerned - mõlemad lepingu pooled 
transfer to another job - üleviimine teisele tööle 
on the unilateral decision of the management - adminis­
tratsiooni algatusel 
a labour contract concluded for an indefinite period of 
time - maaramata ajaks sõlmitud tööleping 
absenteeism without valid grounds - mõjuva põhjuseta töölt 
puudumine, tööluus 
was dismissed on incorrect grounds - vallandati ilma sea­
dusliku aluseta 
are held materially responsible - kannavad materiaalset 
vastutust
are bound to reimburse the enterprise the damages incur­
red - on kohustatud hüvitama ettevõttele tekitatud kah­
ju
the period of involuntary absence - sunnitud töölt puudu­
mise aeg
Notes to the Text
E x e r c i s e s
I. Head the following words:
contract, transfer, consent, inadmissibility, unilateral, 
inadequate, absenteeism, essential, to reinstate, to re­
imburse, to incur, materially, damages.
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II. Answer the following questions:
1. What does the Fundamental Legislation of the USSB and 
Union Bepublics on Labour guarantee?
2. What is a labour contract?
3. In what cases is it allowed to transfer a worker to 
another job inside the enterprise?
4. What must a worker do to terminate the labour contract 
concluded for an indefinite period?
5. Why is it necessary to give a two weeks' written no­
tice?
6. In what cases may the management terminate a labour 
contract?
7. What is absenteeism?
8. What is the role of the trade union in the termination 
of a labour contract?
9. What will the court do if the worker was discharged on 
incorrect grounds?
10. What must the officials guilty of unlawful dismissal 
do?
III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below.
1« The ... of the trade-union committee should be obtained 
... . 2. The ... worker may apply to ... . 3. The court 
will consider the ... of the case and may ... the work­
er. 4. Officials found guilty of ••. the carrying out of a 
court decision on ... are held ... • 5* A worker cannot be 
dismissed on the ... decision of the ... . 6. A worker 
must give the management a two months’ written... 7. If 
the dismissal of the worker was ..., the court will rein­
state the worker.
(unilateral, unlawful, essentials, notice, court, to rein­
state, consent, to delay, fired, beforehand, reinstatement, 
management, materially responsible)
17*
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IV. Pill in the blanks with prepositions wherever neces­
sary:
1. A labour contract is concluded ... an individual and an 
enterprise, 2. It is possible to terminate a labour con­
tract ,,, the initiative ... the management only,,, strict­
ly defined cases, 3. A worker may be dismissed owing .,, an 
inadequate level ,,, skill or because ... absenteeism ,,, 
valid grounds. 4, A worker dismissed .,, incorrect grounds 
will be paid ... the period ,,. involuntary absence, 5* It 
is allowed to transfer a worker ... another job ,,, the en­
terprise only ... the consent ... the employee.
V. Pill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... enterprise undertakes to provide ... conditions as 
fired in ... labour code, ... collective agreement and ... 
labour contract concluded between ... two parties concerned.
2. ... worker cannot be dismissed on ... unilateral deci­
sion of ... management. 3. ... officials found guilty of... 
unlawful dismissal are bound to reimburse ... enterprise... 
damages. 4. ... worker has ... right to terminate ... la­
bour contract concluded for ... indefinite period of ... 
time. 5. ... court will consider ... essentials of case«
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1. The management is free to terminate the labour contract 
.if the worker is un-fit far that .job. 2. The trade-union com­
mittee should agree with the dismissal. 3. The court may 
put the worker back to bis former .job. 4. The officials 
found guilty of unlawful dismissal should pay back the money 
to the enterprise. 3. A worker may be dismissed if he is of­
ten away from work without any reason to do so.
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VII. Give the three forms of the following verbs:
to find, to undertake, to transfer, to give, to apply, to 
delay, to hold, to incur, to bind.
VIII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs:
to reinstate, to absent, to terminate, to dis­
miss, to agree, to consent, to decide, to manage; 
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
IX. a) Give antonyms to:
to conclude a labour contract, fitness, adequate, 
correct, possible, lawful, voluntary, definite, 
admissibility, bilateral; 
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own.
X. Explain the meaning of the following:
1. a labour contract; 2. a collective agreement; 3* trans­
fer to another job; 3* a unilateral decision; 4-. a two 
months' written notice;5.unfitness of the person for the 
job; 6. absenteeism without valid grounds; 7* to reinstate 
somebody; 8. to be held materially responsible; 9« to be 
bound to reimburse the enterprise the damages; 10. involun­
tary absence.
XI. Find in the text the words answering the following def­
initions:
1. to agree to do something; 2. something that cannot be al­
lowed; 3* to put an end to something; 4. to send away from 
one's employment; 5« done by one side or party only«
XII. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases (see Er. XII, p« 19 ):
1. The management is free to terminate the labour contract« 
2« A collective agreement is concluded between an individ­
ual and an enterprise«
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3. A worker bas the right to terminate a labour contract 
concluded for a definite period of time*
4* A fired worker may apply to court.
5* The court may reinstate the worker.
ХП1. Translate into English:
1« Töölistel ja teenistujatel on õigus lõpetada maäramata 
ajaks sõlmitud tööleping, teatades sellest administratsi­
oonile kirjalikult kaks kuud ; ette. 2« Administratsioon 
võib lõpetada maaramata ajaks sõlmitud töölepingu mõjuva 
põhjuseta töölt puudumise korral. 3. Vallandamine on luba­
tud, kui töötajat ei ole võimalik tema nõusolekul üle viia 
teisele tööle. 4. üleviimine teiöele tööle samas ettevõt­
tes, üleviimine tööle teise ettevõttesse või teise paik­
konda on lubatud ainult töötaja nõusolekul» 5* Tööleping 
on töötaja ning ettevõtte, asutuse või organisatsiooni va­
heline kokkulepe, mille kohaselt ettevõte kohustub kind­
lustama töötajale töötingimused, mis on ette nähtud töö- 
seadusega, kollektiivlepingu ja poolte kokkuleppega.
XIV. Speak on the following topics:
1. The termination of a labour contract.
2. Transfer to another job.
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING
Labour Disputes at Soviet Enterprises
Labour disputes that arise at our enterprises are con­
sidered by commissions on labour disputes« It is composed 
of equal numbers of permanent representatives from the TU 
and the management. If the commission fails to agree or if 
its decision does not satisfy the interested party, the 
question is forwarded for consideration to the TUC.Tbe rul­
ing by the TUC is obligatory for the management and can be 
appealed against only through the court.
The worker who does not agree with the decision of the 
TUC or the management can appeal to the People's Court oar to 
the Procurator's Office. The organs of justice must resolve 
the labour conflict within ten days. If the court decides 
the dismissal from work illegal, the management has to pay 
the wages of the person concerned for the whole of the time 
he or she was laid off.
How Labour Disputes Are Settled by the TUCs
Any enterprise or office that has a trade union com­
mittee, i.e., where over 15 people are employed, has a com­
mission on labour disputes. The commission's decision is 
final and requires no further endorsement. If the worker 
does not agree with it, he can appeal to the TUC within 10 
days of being banded a copy of the proceedings at the com­
mission's meeting. Only the worker concerned can dispute tbe 
commission's decision. The management may not, because it im 
represented on the commission. If the dispute is taken to 
the TUC, the second stage, it must be considered at a meet­
ing attended by no less than two-thirds of its members mltb* 
in 7 days. It is illegal for the TUC to consider a labour
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dispute without a quorum or for the chairman of the TUC to 
decide the matter alone. The interested party should be in­
formed well beforehand when his case is to be considered. 
If he fails, for some good reason, to attend the hearing, 
it is postponed. Having considered all aspects of the case, 
the TUC makes a substantiated decision, which must be read 
out at the same meeting« This decision, like that of the 
commission, is final and requires no endorsement. If the 
interested party does not agree with it he may, within 10 
days of receiving a copy of the proceedings of the TUC 
meeting, apply to a People's Court in the area where his 
enterprise is situated.
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L E S S O N  17 
SOVIET STATE SOCIAL MAINTENANCE
Soviet social maintenance is of state character, for 
it is carried out at the expense of the state and is guaran­
teed by the the letter's financial power. The social main­
tenance funds are part of the country's state budget.
There are three main forms of social maintenance In the 
Soviet Union - the payment of temporary disability grants 
and maternity benefits; pensions; health activities - re­
sort treatment, holiday facilities, special diets, the care 
of children after school hours.
The right to maintenance in old age is a basic consti­
tutional right of the citizens of the USSR. Approximately 
two—thirds of the total sum of the social maintenance funds 
are paid out as pensions. In the Soviet Union men have the 
right to retire on pension at the age of 60 and women at 55. 
The required length of service to an old-age pension is 25 
years for men and 20 for women. A partial old-age pension 
may be received in case of incomplete length of service up­
on reaching the pensionable age. In many cases, if people 
have worked in arduous trades, or in arctic regions or in 
localities equated with these regions, they can retire on 
pension earlier.
A pension can range from 50 to 100 per cent of the 
wages a person was receiving during his last year at work 
or - at his will - over any five-year period in the course 
of the ten years preceding retirement. If a non-working 
pensioner has dependents, his pension is increased.
Factory and office workers receive grants in case of 
temporary disability. Those with an uninterrupted length of 
service over 8 years receive a temporary disability grant 
of 100 per cent of their wages.
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Every year millions of factory and office workers get 
free or discount accommodation vouchers to sanatoriums and 
rest homes; millions of schoolchildren spend their summer 
holidays at Young Pioneer camps. These suns also come out 
of the state's social maintenance budget.
Motes to the Text
temporary disability grants - ajutise töövõimetuse toetused 
maternity benefits - rasedus- ja sünnitustoetused 
the required length of service - nõutav tööstaaž 
a partial old-age pension - osalise tööstaažiga pension 
upon reaching the pensionable age - pensioniikka jõudmisel 
in localities equated with these regions - nendega -võrdsus­
tatud paikkondades 
an uninterrupted length of service - pidev tööstaaž
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Read the following words;
maintenance, character, financial, budget, maternity, fa­
cilities, to retire, partial, to equate, to precede, tempo­
rary, voucher, locality.
II. Answer the following questions *
1. Why can we say that social maintenance in the Soviet 
Union is of state character?
2. What are the three main forms of social maintenance in 
our country?
3. At what age do men (women) retire on pension in tbeUBSK?
4. How many years is the required length of service to an 
old-age pension for men (women)?
5. In what cases do people retire on pension earlier?
6. How is the old-age pension calculated?
7« In what cases is the pension increased?
8. What do workers receive in case of temporary disability? 
How much is it?
9. Who pay for the vouchers to eanatorinms and reet homes?
10. What have you received out of the social maintenance
fund?
III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. Workers get free or ... accommodation to sanatoria« 
and rest homes. 2. Social ... in our country iв carried out 
at the ••• of the state. 3* The social maintenance • *. are 
part of the state ... . 4. Health activities include resort 
•••, holiday ..., special diets and the care of children 
after school ... . 5. In case of • length of service a ••• 
old-age pension is received. 6« People who have worked ia
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... trades can on pension earlier. 7. If a pensioner has 
..., his pension is increased.
(facilities, incomplete, dependents, expense, discount,
treatment, partial, arduous, vouchers, maintenance, hours, 
to retire, budget, funds).
IV. Pill in the blanks with prepositions wherever necessary:
1. ... the Soviet Union men retire ... pension ... the age 
... 60* 2. The required length ... service ... men is 25 
years. 3. A pension can range ... 50 ... 100 per cent... the 
wages a person was receiving ... his last year ... work. 4. 
Workers ... an uninterrupted length ... service ... 8 years 
receive a temporary disability grant ... 100 per cent ... 
their wages. 5* People who have worked ... arctic regions or 
... localities equated ... them can retire ... pension ear­
lier. 6. Millions ... Soviet children spend their summer 
holidays ... young Pioneer Camps.
V. Pill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. In ••• Soviet Union ... women retire on ... pension at ... 
age of ... 55* 2. ... required length of ... service for ... 
women is 25 years. 3* In case of ... incomplete length of ... 
service ... partial old-age pension is received. 4. If ... 
pensioner has ... dependents, hie pension is increased. 5w ... 
people who have worked in ... arduous trades retire on ... 
pension earlier.
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the icabulary of the text:
1. In tl* Soviet Union women have the right to retire on pen­
sion at >he age of 55. 2. They must have worked before re- 
tiremerE for 25 years. 3* People who have worked in partic­
ularly hard jobs can retire on pension earlier. 4. Quite of­
ten a pension is calculated over any five-year period during 
the oen years before retirement.
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VII. Give the three forms of the following verbs;
to get, to spend, to carry out, to pay, to equate, to re­
ceive,
VIII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs:
to maintain, to treat, to retire, to disable, to 
accommodate, to vouch;
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own,
II. a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following 
nouns:
finance, basis, constitution.'., length, part, pen­
sion;
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own,
X. a) Give antonyms to:
interrupted, whole, young, complete, after, t- to 
decrease;
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own,
XI. Explain the meaning of the following:
1. at the expense of the state; 2, holiday facilities; 3, 
the required length of service; 4, an old-age pension; 5* 
a disability pension; 6. a partial old-age pension; 7« a 
pensionable age; 8. at one's will; 9* a temporary disabil­
ity grant; 10, a discount accommodation voucher.
XII. Find in the text the words answering the followim®
definitions:
1. regular payment made by the state to somebody old or 
disabled; 2, an estimate of probable future income and ex­
penditure ; 3, somebody who depends upon another for a borne, 
food etc. ; 4, lasting for a short time only.
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Illi. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases (see Ex. HI, p. 19 ):
1. Most of the ТЗБ8Е citizens have the right to maintenance 
in old age.
2. A pension can range from 10 to 100 per cent of the work­
er's wages.
3* People who have worked in arduous trades can retire on 
pension earlier.
4. All workers get free vouchers to sanatoriums.
5. Men have the right to retire on pension at the age of 60.
XIV. Translate into English:
Kõikidel HSV liidu kodanikel on õigus saada ajutise töövõi­
metuse toetust Hing naised saavad rasedus- ja sünnitustoe- 
tust. 2. Ajutise töövõimetuse toetust antakse ka sanatoorse 
ja kuurordiravi puhul. 3* Mittetäieliku töBetaafi puhul saab 
töötaja osalist pensioni. 4. Kuna tema pidev tööstaai sel­
les ettevõttes on 12 aastat, saab ta ajutise t6frf6imetuse 
toetust 100 % palgast. 5. Ligikaudu 2/3 sotsiaalkindlustuse 
summadest makstakse välja pensionidena. 6. Sotsiaalkindlus­
tuse summad kuuluvad riigieelarvesse.
XV. Speak on the following topics:
1* The right to maintenance in old age.
2. The state character of Soviet social maintenance.
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SUFPIEMEHPARY HEADING
Lower Aga Limite for Pensione
Pensionable age in the TJSSR is 55 for women and 60 for 
men. Workers in a number of trades have even lower age lim­
its, because of the specific features of their profession.
Men in the mining trade - coal-hewers, drift miners, 
etc., a big number of people in the metallurgical industry 
and engineering, as well as a number of workers in other in­
dustries, enjoy the right to go on pension at 50. Electric 
welders, geologists, fishermen, lumberjacks, men and women 
workers engaged in the production of antibiotics, diesel- 
and electric-locomotive drivers, railway dispatchers, inter- 
urban telephone-exchange operators, stokers and engine-room 
men on vessels of the river fleet and merchant marine, as well 
as workers in many other trades, can go on pension 5 years 
earlier than the conventional age. Women X-ray doctors go on 
pension at 45. It is not obligatory for the entire length of 
service to be spent exclusively in the trade providing these 
special rights. Half of the time served is quite sufficiemt,
Maternity Leave
Our state pays special attention to the needs of preg­
nant women and of mothers who have children of up to one yeer 
of age. Special lawyers are attached to women's advisory 
clinics, maternity homes and children's polyclinics. Their 
task is to protect the rights of expectant mothers, materni­
ty4* and babyhood. They see to it that women receive all the 
benefits granted them by the state, throughout pregnancy and 
childbirth.
If need be the future mother is transferred to am easi­
er job or granted an easier or shorter schedule. In erooh e 
case the woman is guaranteed her normal previous wage. Be­
sides this, it is forbidden to employ pregnant women* nurs—
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ing mothers and mothers with babies less than a year old for 
overtime or night work, neither may they be sent on business 
tripe.
Women are given 56 days leave prior to, and the same 
number of days after childbirth. If the delivery is prema­
ture or with complications, or if two or more babies are been, 
the postnatal leave is extended to 70 days. Maternity leave 
is granted to all women, irrespective of their length of ser­
vice, During this period the woman receives her normal 
wage. Her annual paid holiday can be added to her maternity 
leave if she so desires«
The woman may take a paid leave until her baby is 12 
months old« The women who adopt a baby from a maternity 
home enjoy this right as well. This leave is added both 
to the woman*s general and the uninterrupted service re» 
cord and throughout the period of her leave her job re­
mains reserved for her.
A special intermission for feeding their babies is grant­
ed to nursing mothers who return to their job. It is given 
at intervals of not more than three hours each, and it must 
be of not less than JO minutes' duration. In cases where the 
woman has twins, the intermission time is doubled. The
mothers preserve this right throughout the entire period they 
feed the baby. The intermissions are included in the woman's 
working hours and are paid accordingly.
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L E S S  0 IT 18
THE SOVIET IEGISLATION ON MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY
The main aims of the Soviet legislation on marriage and 
the family are the consolidation of the family, the basing of 
family relations on the voluntary marital union of a man and 
a woman, bringing up children in accordance with public in­
terests, the protection of the righte of mothers and chil­
dren and the removal of harmful survivals in family rela­
tions.
The Fundamentals of the Legislation on Marriage and the 
Family fix a uniform marriage age - 18 years. This Is the 
age when a person assumes full rights as a citizen, and can 
independently exercise his or her rights and duties in per­
sonal and property relations. Besides this, from the age of 
eighteen, Soviet citizens enjoy political righte, the right 
to elect to all bodies of state power and the right to be 
elected to local Soviets.
Another obligatory condition is monogamy, which means 
that the given marriage must be the sole one for each of the 
two persons.
The third obligatory condition is that the persons must 
not be close relations. Hence relatives in the direct Hn+ 
of ascent or descent (the line of ascert - father, mother, 
grandfather, grandmother, etc.; the line of descent - son, 
daughter, grandson, granddaughter, etc.), and also brothers 
and sisters, whether of full blood or half blood, and also 
adoptive parents and adopted children are not allowed to en­
ter into marriage.
The persons who enter into marriage should be informed 
of each other's state of health.
Finally, one other condition. Marriage is not register­
ed if one of the persons has been recogniseA by the court as
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Incapable In lav doe to mental illness or imbecility. This 
does not mean that people suffering from mental diseases are 
denied marriage in general. The law prohibits entry into 
marriage in those cases when a person is not conscious of 
his actions, in appropriate ruling is made by a court based 
on an expert testimony.
The entry into marriage is effected at state registry 
offices.
Notes to the Text
the voluntary marital union of a man and a woman - me he ja
naise vaheline vabatahtlik 
abieluline liit 
the removal of harmful survivals in family relations - kah­
julike igandite väljajuu­
rimine perekondlikest su­
hetest
can independently exercise his or her rights and duties
vöib iseseisvalt teostada 
oma õigusi ja kohustusi 
relatives in the direct line of ascent or descent - otse­
joones ülenevas või alane­
vas liinis sugulased 
has been recognized by the court as incapable in law due to 
mental illness or imbecility - on tunnistatud kohtu poolt
teovõimetuks vaimuhaiguse 
või nõrgamõistuslikkuse 
tõttu
is not conscious of his actions - ei ole võimeline oma te­
gudest aru saama ja neid 
juhtima
state registry office - perekonnaseisuorgan
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Head the following words:
marriage, marital, removal, survival, uniform, obligatory, 
monogamy, ascent, descent, finally, imbecility, conscious, 
testimony, registry.
Ц. Answer the following questions:
1. What are the main aims of the Soviet legislation on mar­
riage and the family?
2. At what minimum age is it allowed to enter into marriage?
3. Why has this age been chosen?
4. What political rights do people assume at the age of 18?
3. What is monogamy?
6. Who are relatives in the direct line of ascent (desoent) ?
7. Who are not allowed to enter into marriage?
8. In what cases are people Buffering from mental diseases 
denied marriage?
9. On whose testimony is a court ruling in these cases hand ?
10. Where is the entry into marriage effected?
III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1. The ... of the rights of mothers and children and the ... 
of harmful ... in family relations are among the main aims 
of the Soviet ... on marriage and the family. 2. There is a 
... marriage age in our country. 3* At the age of 18 a par­
son ... full rights as a *4. ... means that the given 
marriage must be the sole one for husband and wife. 5.
Father, mother, grandfather Itod grandmother are ..• im tba 
direct line of ... . 6. Brothers and sisters, whether of*,, 
blood or ... blood, are not allowed to marry. 7. Itorsooe who 
have been recognised by the ... as ... in law due to 
illness or ... are not allowed to marry.
19*
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(uniform, relatives, imbecility, half, protection, to as­
sume, monogamy, ascent, full, removal, court, mental, sur­
vivals, legislation, citizen, incapable).
IV. fill in the blanks with prepositions wherever necessary:
1. ••• the age ... 18 a person assumes ... full rights ... 
a citizen. 2. ... the age ... 18 Soviet citizens can inde­
pendently exercise their duties ... personal and property 
relations. 3. One ... the political rights is the right to 
elect ... all bodies ... state power. 4. The given marriage 
must be the sole one ... each ... the two persons. 5. Per­
sons who have been recognized ... the court ... incapable 
... law due ... mental illness are not allowed to enter ... 
marriage. 6. People suffering ... mental diseases are not 
denied ... marriage ... general.
7. Pill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... Fundamentals of ..*• Legislation on ... Marriage and 
... Family fix ... uniform marriage age. 2. ... Family re­
lations are based on ... voluntary marital union of ... man 
and ... woman. 3. ... children must be brought up in ... ac­
cordance with ... public interests. 4. ... persons who en­
ter into ... marriage must not be ... close relations. 5w ... 
son, ... daughter, ... grandson, ... granddaughter are 
relatives in direct line of ... descent.
71. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
la The given marriage must be the only one for husband and 
wife. 2. The persons who enter into marriage must know each 
other's state of healtha 3. Mentally defective people are 
not denied marriage. 4. One of the chief aims of the Soviet 
laws on marriage and ths family is to strengthen the family,
5. Parents must bring up their children in accordance with 
the interests of Soviet society.
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VII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs:
to marry, to consolidate, to protect, to remove, to 
survive, to ascend, to descend, to enter, to regis­
ter;
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
VIII. a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following
nouns:
independence, person, politics, harm, incapability, 
consciousness;
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own.
IX. a) Arrange the following words in synonymous pairs:
body, sole, adoptive parents, relative, only, obli­
gatory, illness, chief, to deny, relation, neces­
sary, disease, main, organ, stepparents, to refuse;
b) use the synonyms in sentences of your own*
X. Explain the meaning of the following:
1. a voluntary marital union; 2. harmful survivals; 3* «uni­
form marriage age; 4. to assume full rights as a citisen; 3* 
monogamy; 6. relatives in the direct line of ascent; 7* re­
latives in the direct line of descent; 8. to be conscious of 
one's actions; 9* an expert testimony; 10. a state registry 
office.
XI. Find in the text the words and phrases answering the 
following definitions:
1. a union of a man and a woman as husband and wife; 2« net 
controlled by other persons; 3« to take somebody into oat's 
family as a son or a daughter; 4. a person with special
knowledge, skill, or training; 3. mental defectiveness«
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HI, Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of tbe following phrases (see Sz. XII, p, 19):
1. There is no uniform marriage age in the Soviet Union,
2. Son, daughter, grandson and granddaughter are relatives 
in the direct line of ascent,
3. People suffering from mental diseases are not allowed to 
marry*
4. Prom the age of 18 Soviet citizens can independently ex­
ercise their rights in personal and property relations.
5. State registry offices are departments of the executive 
committees of local Soviets.
XIII. Translate into English:
1. Perekondlikud suhted tuginevad mehe ja naise vabatahtli­
kule abielulisele liidule* 2. Nõukogude seadus kaitseb ema 
ja lapse õigusi. 3* üldine abiellumisiga saabub lö-aasta­
se lt. 4. Nõukogude perekond põhineb monogaamial. 5» Abiel­
lujad ei tohi olla omavahel lähedases suguluses. 6. Abiel­
lujad peavad olema teadlikud teineteise tervislikust sei­
sundist. 7. Abielu ei registreerita, kui üks abiellujatest 
on tunnistatud kohtu poolt teovõimetuks vaimuhaiguse või 
nõrgamõistuslikkuse tõttu* 8. Seadus tunnistab ainult riik­
likus perekonnaseisuorganis registreeritud abielu.
XIV. Speak on the following topics:
1. The aims of the Soviet legislation on marriage and the 
family.
2. Obligatory conditions of marriage.
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SÜPPIßMEHTARY HEADING 
Sntry into Marriage
Persons desiring to enter into carriage submit an ap­
plication to a state registry office, present documents 
which identify them, certify that they are informed of each 
other's state of health, and that they are not bound by any 
obstacles (under the law) for contracting marriage. More­
over, they must indicate whether they have been married pre­
viously, and whether they have children«
The registration takes place one month after submit­
ting the application. In individual cases, provided there 
sore valid reasons, this period may be reduced or extended* 
What is the reason for this provision? Practice has shown 
that not all applicants appear later for registration. The 
period of a month gives the applicants another chance to con­
sider the projected action.
When marriage is contracted a note is made in the pass­
ports and a marriage certificate is issued.
Bights of Partners
All relatione between the spouses are founded on tbs 
principle of equality« The partners in a marriage are free 
to choose an occupation and place of residence« Qieations 
relating to the upbringing of children and other questions 
of family life are jointly resolved by husband and wife* 
Property acquired by husband and wife during their marriage 
is their joint property. They enjoy equal rights to proper­
ty, even if one of them has been engaged in running the 
household and has had no independent earnings«
Property belonging to either of the partners prior to 
their marriage, or received during the marriage as a gift, 
is the property of the partner concerned«
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The legislation devotes much attention to the duties 
of husband and wife with regard to mutual maintenance dur­
ing the marriage and after its termination.
Termination of Marriage
The Soviet laws on marriage and the family proclaim 
the freedom of divorce upon the wish of both or either of 
the partners in the marriage.
The dissolution of marriage takes place at the state 
registry office when the spouses express mutual consent to 
divorce and have no children under age. In these cases an 
application is submitted to the state registry office and 
the documents certifying the dissolution of the marriage are 
handed out three months later. Besides this, the state
registry office dissolves marriages where one of the part­
ners is legally established as lost without trace, or as be­
ing incapacitated as a result of mental illness or imbecil­
ity, or sentenced for a crime to a term of imprisonment of 
not less than three years.
When arguments arise in these cases, a marriage is dis­
solved by court. An appeal may be made against the court 
decision. The law provides that the husband is not entitled 
to apply for divorce without the consent of his wife during 
her pregnancy and for one year after the birth of the child.
A marriage is terminated on the death of either of the 
marriage partners.
When dissolving a marriage the court determines with 
whom of the divorcees the children under age should remain, 
by which of the parents, and in what amount, alimony is to 
be paid, the order and the share of the division of proper­
ty (if there is an appeal for this).
A spouse taking the name of another spouse when enter­
ing into marriage has the right, after the dissolution of 
the marriage, to retain this name, or on requeet to keep 
the premarital name.
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▲ state tax of varying size is levied for the regis­
tration of the dissolution of marriage at the state regis­
try office, and for the issuance of a certificate shoving 
the dissolution of the marriage hy a court.
While considering divorce, it is necessary to note the 
existence of the principle of the nonvalidity of a mar­
riage. This principle is involved if the partners in a mar­
riage have violated any of the conditions fixed hy the lav, 
and also in cases of registration vithout the intention of 
creating a family (fictitious marriage). The nonvalidity 
of a marriage is established by a court.
Marriages between Soviet Citizens and Aliens
The legislation vhich is operative within the terri­
tory of the USSR does not lay down any limitations or pro­
hibitions for marriages between Soviet citizens and aliens. 
Such marriages are contracted under the general rules which 
cover Soviet citizens.
Marriage between a Soviet citizen and an alien may be 
contracted outside the Soviet Union. Such a marriage would 
be regarded valid, even if it is not registered at a Soviet 
consular office or embassy, provided all the condition« es­
tablished by the lav of the country concerned are obeerved.
A Soviet person retains Soviet citizenship after en­
tering into marriage vith an alien.
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L E S S O N  19
THE MODEL RÜIES OF THE COLLECTIVE FARM
A collective farm is a cooperative organization of 
peasants who voluntarily unite for the joint management of 
large-scale socialist agricultural production, on the basis 
of common means of production and collective labour. Col­
lective and state farms constitute the two organizational 
fone of Soviet agriculture.
The Model Rules of the Agricultural Artel operative in 
our country up to 1969 were adopted at the 2nd All-Hiicri Con­
gress of Collective Farmers in 1935* Since tremendous 
changes had taken place in our agriculture it was necessary 
to amemft the old rules. The new Model Rules were adopted at 
the 3rd All-Union Congress of Collective Farmers held in 
Moscow in lovember, 19б9.к
The new Rules lay down the main regulations governing 
the colleetive farmland, its utilization, and the public 
property of the collective farms. Public property ie the 
basis of the strength and durability of the collective-farm 
system. The indivisible funds of the collective farms con­
stitute the tremendous public wealth of the collective ferne« 
A collective farm has the right to set up its own aux­
iliary enterprises, and to take part in the setting up of 
enterprises owned jointly by several collective farms, or by 
colleetive farms and the state.
The Model Rules of the Collective Farm also specify 
the sis* of the supplementary husbandries of collective 
farmers* ^
The Model Rules point out the most rational paths for 
production, managerial and financial activities of the col­
lective farms, organisation of labour, remuneration and dis­
cipline, and the distribution of the farms' overall output 
and incomes*
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Such vitally important questions as the social mainte­
nance of the collective farmers and the rights and duties of 
the collective farmers, the specialists working on the farm, 
and team-leaders are also reflected in the Model Buies.
Notes to the Text
large-scale socialist agricultural production - sotsialist­
lik põllumajanduslik suurtoot­
mine
operative in our country up to 1969 - milline kehtis meie
maal kuni 1969.a. 
the indivisible funds - jagamatud fondid 
auxiliary enterprises - abiettevötted
specify the size of the supplementary husbandries of colleo- 
tive farmers - maarab kindlaks kolhoosnikute abimajan
suuruse
the distribution of the farms' overall output and incomes -
kolhoosi kogutoodangu ja sis­
setulekute jaotamine
20*
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E x e r c i s e s
I. Bead the following words;
cooperative, peasant, voluntarily, managerial, agriculture, 
agricultural, tremendous, utilization, durability, wealth, 
auxiliary, husbandry, activities,
II, Answer the following questions:
1, What is a collective farm?
2, What organizational forms of production are there in 
Soviet agriculture?
3, When was the 2nd All-Union Congress of Collective Farm­
ers held?
4, Why was it necessary to adopt the new Rules of the Col­
lective Farm?
5, When and where were -the new Rules of the Collective Farm 
adopted?
6, What do the Model Rules of the Collective Farm lay down?
7, What is the basis of the strength of the coilecose- farm 
system?
8, What right has a collective farm?
9, What do the Model Rules of the Collective Farm specify? 
10* What are the chief rights that the collective farmers
have?
HI, Pill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1, The ,,, Rules of the Collective Farm became ,., in 1969* 
2* The ••• funds constitute the tremendous public ,,, of 
the collective farms. 3. A collective farm may set up 
enterprises. 4. Collective farmers have ... husbandries, 5« 
A collective farm is organized on the basis of ,,, means 
of ••• , 6. The Rules point out how ... the farms' •••
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output and incomes« 7. A collective farm is a ••• organiza­
tion of peasants#
(auxiliary, common, to distribute, operative, cooperative, 
wealth, Model, indivisible, supplementary, production, over­
all).
IV. Pill in the prepositions wherever necessary *
1. The Model Buies ... the Collective Farm were adopted 
the 3rd All-Union Congress .«• Collective Farmers «•• 1969.
2. The new Rules lay ... the main regulations governing the 
utilization ... collective farmland. 3* A collective fazm 
has the right ... take part ... the setting up ••• enter­
prises owned ... several collective farms. 4. The Model 
Buies point ... the most rational paths ... organisation of 
labour ... collective farms. 5* Thousands ... specialists 
... higher and secondary special education work ... our col­
lective farms.
V. Fill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... collective farm has ... right to set up •.. auxiliary 
enterprises. 2. Such ... important questions as ... rights 
and duties of ... collective farmers are also reflected in 
... Model Buies of ... Collective Farn. 3« • •• collective 
farmer has ... right to have ... supplementary husbandry.4* 
... collective farm is ... cooperative organization of «•« 
peasants. 5* ••• Model Buies of ... Agricultural Artel ho-, 
came operative in ... USSB in ... year 1935*
- ■ ■ 1 , IVJ. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1. It was necessary to change and improve the old Buies. 2. 
The distribution of the collective farms' incomes is of 
preme importance for the collective farmers. 3. A collec­
tive farm has the right to take part in the setting up of
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auxiliary enterprises belonging to several collective farme.
4. The rights and duties of collective-farm members are also 
fixed in the Model Rules. 5* The Model Rules determi»e in 
detail the sise of the supplementary husbandries of collec­
tive farmers*
VII* a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs and 
adjectives:
to manage, to produce, to regulate, to remunerate, 
to distribute, strong, durable;
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
VIII* a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following
verbs:
to supplement, to collect, to organise, to operate, 
to cooperate, to finance;
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own«
U. a) Give adverbs corresponding to the following adjec­
tives:
joint, voluntary, legal, vital, tremendous; 
b) use the adverbs in sentences of your own.
X* a) Give antonyms to:
individual, private, the least, output, divisible; 
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own.
XI. Explain the meaning of the following:
1. common means of production; 2. a collective fax®; 3* a 
state farm; 4* the collective farmland; 5. the indivisible 
funds of a collective farm; 6. an auxiliary enterprise; 7* 
remuneration; 8* a supplementary husbandry; 9* the social 
maintenance of the collective farmers; 10. to own jointly.
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III. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases (see Ex* Ill, p. 19 )*
1. Collective and state farms are cooperative organisations 
of peasants.
2. The 2nd All-Union Congress of Collective Farmers adopted 
the Uodel Buies of the Agricultural Artel.
3. The Model Buies of the Agricultural Artel became opera­
tive in I932.
4* A collective farm is free to distribute its incomes*
5. Collective farms set up auxiliary enterprises*
m i .  Translate into Bnglish:
1. Põllumajandusliku artelli naidispõhikiri kehtis Nõukogu­
de Liidus 1935* -1969.a. 2* Kolhoosi näidispõhikiri määrab 
kindlaks abimajandi suuruse* 3* Igal kolhoosi liikmel on Qb- 
gus tööle, töötasule ja sotsiaalkindlustusele* 4* Peamiseks
töö organiseerimise vormiks kolhoosis on brigaadid* 5. Bri­
gadiride õigused on kohustused on ära näidatud kolhoosi nii­
di spõhikir jas *
IIV. Speak on the following topics:
1. The organizational forms of production in Soviet agri­
culture.
2* The Model Buies of the Collective Farm*
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING
Supplementary Husbandry
The supplementary husbandries of collectire farmers are 
an important source of agricultural production. The size of 
such supplementary holdings is specified by the Model Rules 
of the Collective Farm. The collective farmers are allowed 
to have a plot of land for their own use up to 0.6 hectare 
per household. A collective farm family may keep one cow 
with a calf of up to one year old; one sow with a piglet up 
to three months old, or two pigs being fattened; up to ten 
sheep or goats; and may keep bees, poultry and rabbits.
All the products of crop-farming and cattle-breeding ob­
tained from the small holdings are the property of the peo­
ple who work the land. The greater part of this produce is 
consumed by the families of the workers who till the land. 
Besides that, the produce from the subsidiary economy is sold 
to the state, to consumer cooperatives and at collective farm 
markets.
The Rights of Collective Farmers
Citizens of 16 years of age, evincing a desire to take 
part in the common economy of the collective farm through 
their labour, can become members of a collective farm. As 
such they enjoy the right to work in the common economy of 
the collective farm, with guaranteed remuneration in conform- 
ty with the quality and quantity of the work done« They have 
the right to take part in managing the collective-farm af­
fairs and to elect and to be elected to the managing bodies 
of the farm. A collective farmer enjoys the right to assist­
ance from the farm in raising his production qualifications, 
end learning a trade. He may have a small plot of land for.
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his own use, with a dwelling house and outbuildings,
A collective-farm member enjoys the right to annual 
paid holidays, to social security and social maintenance, 
cultural and communal services, to assistance from the farm 
in building and repairing his dwelling house, and to be sip- 
plied with fuel.
The collective farm shows comprehensive concern for 
women collective farmers, young people and the farmers' 
children. According to Article 33 of the Model Rules of the 
Collective Farm, women collective farmers enjoy the right 
to maternity leave; pregnant women are assigned to easier 
jobs, and women with babies can be given additional leave. 
The collective farm establishes shorter working hours and 
other privileges for teen-agers. The collective farmers who 
study by correspondence at higher educational establish­
ments and special secondary schools enjoy the right of pri­
vileges laid down in the current legislation.
The State's Help to the Collective Farms
The collective farm system is the embodiment of Lenin's 
idea about the socialist reorganization of the countryside.
Having a sound material and technical foundation and a 
large number of qualified specialists, the collective fans 
developed into large collectively-owned enterprises, capable 
of making effective use of all the advantages of large-scale 
mechanized enterprises for further increasing agricultural 
production.
The state finances land improvement operations as well 
as afforestation and soil erosion control measures on col­
lective farmland. Under the governments guidance я«П elec­
tric generators are being liquidated and the collective 
farms are being switched to state electric grids. The state 
bears the bigger part of the current collective farm ex­
penses associated with raising harvest yields. Mineral fer­
tilizers are sold to the collective farms at a lower prioe 
than wholesale prices in industry, япн the difference 1»
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made up out of the state budget. The sowing of varietal seed 
considerably increases the yield and income of the collec­
tive farm. All expenditures involved in the growing of varie­
tal seed are covered by the state. Tractors, motor vehicles 
and other types of machinery as well as combined feeds, are 
sold on privileged terms. A considerable part of the expenses 
related to veterinary services for collective farms, and to 
pest control are borne by the state, which results in a con­
siderable saving of collective farm funds. In keeping with a 
government decision, grain^cotton and some other types of 
collective farm produce are purchased by the state at a price 
8-10 per cent higher than the prices of such commodities 
fixed for state farms and other state-owned agricultural en­
terprises. The government extends great financial assistance 
to collective farms in the form of short- and long-term cred­
its for current production expenditures and capital invest­
ment.
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L E S S O N  20
THE WATER CODE
In December, 1970 the USSR Supreme Soviet adopted the 
Fundamentals of Water Legislation of the H3SR and Union Re­
publics. The legislation embraces all the essential pro­
positions for utilization and conservation of rivers, seas, 
man-made lakes and other bodies of water, both surface and 
subterranean, on the territory of the USSR. The water
legislation sums up the more than 50-year-long progress of 
Soviet rulings on water utilization and is the beginning of 
their codification.
The USSR has about 775»000 rivers with a total length 
of over 5,000,000 km. The sum total of the river discharge 
in the Soviet Union is the highest in the world and aver­
ages 4,700 cu. km. a year. The USSR has a large number of 
lakes, including Lake Baikal, the deepest (1,620 metres) 
lake in the world. The USSR is a major sea power.
Like the land, all rivers, lakes, seas, man-made lakes 
and other surface and subterranean waters are the property 
of the entire people in the USSR.
The Soviet state takes care of the health and well-be­
ing of the population and allocates large sums of money for 
constructing water-supply systems, for making the environ­
ment healthier, building water purification installations 
and for the preservation of waters from pollution and clog­
ging.
The Water Code defines the concept of the inte­
grated state water reserve. This reserve embraces waters 
whose utilization can be subjected to legal regulation.
The biggest section of the legislation lists the rules 
for the control of water utilisation. This control is ex­
ercised by state organs specially authorized to do so, and 
also by the Soviets of People's Deputies. Persons
guilty of violation of the Water Code bear administrative 
responsibility or are brought to court in keeping with the 
legislation.
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Notes to the Text
the Fundamentals of Water Legislation of the USSE and Union 
Republics - NBV Liidu ja liiduvabariikide vee seadusandlu­
se alused
utilization and conservation of rivers, seas, man-made lakes 
and other bodies of water - jõgede, merede, kunstlike
järvede ja teiste veekogude 
kasutamine ja kaitse 
surface and subterranean waters - pinna- ja põhjaveed 
water-supply systems - vesivarustussüsteemid 
water purification installations - veepuhastusseadmed 
the integrated state water reserve - ühtne riiklik veefond 
whose utilization can be subjected to legal regulation -
mille kasutamist võib allu­
tada õiguslikule režiimile 
state organs specially authorized to do so - vastavad riik­
liku organid
bear administrative responsibility - kannavad administra-
tiiwas tutus t
E x e r c i s e s  
I. Read the following words;
legislation, essential, utilization, subterranean, dis­
charge, average, purification, pollution, installation, to 
subject, to authorize, responsibility, administrative*
Ц. Answer the following questions:
1. When was the legislation on water adopted?
2* In what does the importance of the legislation lie?
3, How many rivers are there in "ehe USSR?
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4. Which is the deepest lake in the world?
5. Whom do all waters belong to in the Soviet Union?
6. In what ways does the Soviet state take care of the 
health of the population?
7. Which concept does the legislation define?
8. Which waters make up the integrated state water reserve?
9. Which organs are to control the observance of the Water 
Code?
10, Are there any man-made lakes or seas in Estonia?
III, Fill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1, The control of water ... is exercised by state organs that 
... to do so, 2. People who ... the Water Code ,., adminis­
trative ... • 3. All seas, rivers, lakes, ... lakes in the 
USSH are the ... of the .,. people. 4. The sum total of the 
river ... in the USSR is the highest in the world and •«, 
4,700 cu, km. a year. 5. It is necessary to make the ... 
healthier. 6. Many water purification ... have been built. 7« 
The r Water Code defines the ... of the ... state water.„
(man-made, environment, installations, utilization, to vio­
late, property, concept, discharge, to authorize, reserve, 
to bear, entire, responsibility, to average, integrated)
IV. Fill in the blanks with prepositions wherever necessary:
1. The Water Code was adopted ... the Supreme Soviet ... 
the USSR in ... December, 1969. 2. Persons guilty ,,, viola­
tion .•* the Water Code are brought ... court .., keeping , „ 
the legislation. 3. There are ... 775,000 rivers ... a total 
length .,, 5,000,000 km, 4, The Sovxet state allocates large 
sums ... money ... the preservation ... waters ... pollution 
and clogging. 5. There is a large number ... rivers ... the 
USSR.
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V. Pill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. • •• concept of ... integrated state water reserve is de­
fined in ••• Water Code. 2. ... USSB is ... major sea 
power. 3« ••• bake Baikal is ... deepest lake in ... world.
4. ... Volga is ... longest river in ... Europe. 5» All ... 
surface and ... subterranean waters are ... property of ... 
entire people.
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the text:
1. The integrated water reserve includes waters whose uti­
lization can be regulated legally. 2. The r'Water Code 
regulates the use of all surface and underground waters. 3. 
It is necessary to preserve waters from becoming dirty. 4. 
The control of water utilization is exercised by the local 
Soviets. 5» There are special state organs that have been 
given the right to control water utilization.
VII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following verbs:
to utilize, to conserve, to codify, to purify, to 
install, to preserve, to pollute, to regulate, to 
violate;
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
VIII. a) Give adjectives corresponding to the following
nouns:
essence, length, health, responsibility, adminis­
tration, guilt; 
b) use the adjectives in sentences of your own.
IX. a) Arrange the following words and in synonymous
pairs:
subterranean, whole, important, underground, essen­
tial, entire, section, fundamental, major, part; 
b) use the synonyms in sentences of your own.
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X. Explain the meaning of the fo.lowing:
1. administrative responsibility; 2. the integrated state 
water reserve; 3. the environment; 4. the sum total erf xivar 
discharge; 5« a water purification installation; 6, water 
utilization; 7. surface waters; 8, subterranean waters; 9. 
nature conservation; 10. codification*
XI. Find in the text the words and phrases answering the 
following definitions:
1. a collection of laws arranged in a system; 2. to ex­
plain the meaning of sth.; 3. a large state; 4. a decision 
made by sb. in authority; 5* things owned.
XII. Agree or disagree with the following statements using 
some of the following phrases (see Bx. XII. p. 19 ):
1. The new Water Code was adopted last year.
2* Lake Baikal is 2,620 metres deep.
3. The control of water utilization is exercised by the 
local Soviets,
4. Large sums of money are allocated for making the en­
vironment healthier.
5. There are over a million rivers in the Soviet Union.
XIII. Translate into English:
1. Vee kasutamist kontrollivad selleks volitatud riiklikud 
eriorganid. 2. Nõukogude valitsus assigneerib suuri summa­
sid veevarustussusteemide ja veepuhastusseadmete ehitami­
seks. 3* Veekoodeksis on reguleeritud kõikide pinna- ja 
põhjavete kasutamine. 4. Veeseaduse sätete rikkujad kanna­
vad administratiiwastutust. 5» ühtsesse riiklikku veefon- 
di kuuluvad need veed, mille kasutamist on võimalik seadu­
sega reguleerida.
XIV. Speak on the following topics:
1. The chief aims of the Water Code.
2. The role of nature conservation in the present-day world,
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
Nature and Social Progress
The environment or geographical media (the climate, 
soil, mineral deposits and other natural wealth) is a per­
manent and essential factor in social development. Man, how­
ever, does not exist passively in natural surroundings. He 
acts upon nature, alters it, and creates new conditions for 
existence. It is a fact that the environment influences the 
location and progress of various industries.
In our time, mankind has entered a new stage in ex­
tending its power over nature's forces - the epoch of the 
scientific and technical revolution associated with the mas­
tering of nuclear power, automation, cybernetics, radio­
electronics and man's emergence into outer space.
Under the new socialist system the utilization of the 
natural wealth has been put on a reasonable basis. Man's 
influence upon nature in socialist countries is of an in­
creasingly planned character. The transformation of environ­
ment for the benefit of society and the elaboration of sci­
entific principles for the conservation of nature figure 
prominently in the Programme of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union and are considered to be the cause of the en­
tire socialist state and all the people.
How Nature is Protected in the USSR
In the Soviet Union nature protection is a matter of 
state and nationwide importance. This is indicated in Party 
and government documents,and in the new Constitution of the 
USSR. All work in this field is carried out in keeping with 
the laws adopted by the Supreme Soviets of the Union Repub­
lics. They provide for the protection of all the basic com­
ponents of nature: the soil, the subsoil, the air, forests, 
landscapes, rivers and lakes, flora and fauna, etc.
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These laws demand that the managers of industrial en­
terprises and organizations, and the heads of local gov­
ernment bodies, take effective measures to prevent the pol­
lution of the environment, unnecessary noise, radio sta­
tics, etc. The criminal codes of the Union Republics pro­
vide for strict penalties, including various terms of im­
prisonment, for the pollution of water, the air and land, 
and for the wanton destruction of plants and animals. The 
introduction of production processes which make no provi­
sion for the purification of effluents and exhaust gases is 
banned in the Soviet Union,
State organizations - national-Republican - have been 
set up to exercise control over the use of natural re­
sources and to take measures for their protection. Hature 
Protection Commissions operate in the Supreme Soviets of the 
USSB and each Republic, and in the regional and district 
Soviets of People’s Deputies.
22
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L В S S О N 21
THE IENHTIST FOREIGN POLICY OF THE ТББН
With the birth of the world's first socialist state 
there arose a fundamentally new foreign policy. Its founda­
tions were laid by Lenin, who directly guided the first steps 
of our country in the international arena.
Our foreign policy, which stems from the profoundly 
humane nature of the socialist system, is invariably di­
rected towards establishing relations of peace and friend­
ship among nations. The very first act of the Soviet state 
in the sphere of foreign policy, Lenin's Decree on Peace, 
adopted on October 26th (November 8th), 1917, proclaimed 
principles of equal relations between all states, irrespec­
tive of their social system.
Many events have taken place in the more than half a 
century that has elapsed since, and many changes have taken 
place in the overall balance of world forces. But the line of 
the Soviet Union in strengthening universal peace remains 
invariably clear and consistent.
The USSR foreign policy aims at ensuring, together with 
the other socialist countries, favourable international con­
ditions for socialist and communist construction.
The Leninist foreign policy of the Soviet Union, our al­
liance with the fraternal countries of the socialist communi­
ty, solidarity япЛ cooperation with other progressive and re­
volutionary forces of our day are tremendously influencing 
the world development, serving the cause of preserving and 
strengthening peace, and rebuffing the policy of aggravating 
international tension and aggression.
At the meetings of the representatives of Communist and 
Workers* Parties in Moscow in 1969 the leaders of the social­
ist countries stress that our countries will*-continue 
actively to work for strengthening peace and security of na­
tions, including the peoples of Burope.
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Notes to the Text
irrespective of their social system - hoolimata nende sot­
siaalsest süsteemist 
socialist and communist construction - sotsialismi ja kom­
munismi ehitamine 
the socialist community - sotsialistlik söprusühendus 
the meeting of the representatives of Communist and Work­
ers' Parties. - kommunistlike ja töölisparteide esindajate
nõupidamine
E x e r c i s e s
I. Head the following words;
birth, to guide, arena, humane, invariably, sphere, balance,
favourable, alliance, tremendously, tension, security*
II. Answer the following questions:
1* Who laid the foundations of the foreign policy of the 
Soviet Union?
2. What is our foreign policy aimed at?
3. What was the very first act of the Soviet state in the 
sphere of foreign policy?
4. When was the Decree on Peace adopted?
5. What did it proclaim?
6. What is our foreign policy at the present time aimed at?
7. What kind of relations are there between the USSR and 
other countries of the socialist community?
8. What is the policy of imperialist powers?
9. Why can we say that the USSR stands at the head cf peac&» 
fighters?
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10. Why are meetings of the representatives of Communist 
and Workers' Parties held?
III. Pill in the blanks with suitable words given in brack­
ets below:
1, The USSR is fighting for European ... . 2. Our foreign 
policy is serving the ... of ... and ... peace. 3. We are 
against the policy of ... international tension. 4. The 
overall ... of forces has changed ... . 5. The very first 
... of the Soviet state in the sphere of ... was the adop­
tion of the Decree on Peace. 6. Our foreign policy is di­
rected towards ... equal relatione between states, ... of 
their social system. 7. V.X. Lenin ... the first steps of 
our country in the international ... .
(irrespective, act, security, to aggravate, balance, to es­
tablish, arena, cause, tremendously, to strengthen, foreign 
policy, to guide, to preserve)
IV. Pill in the blanks with prepositions wherever necessary:
1. Lenin's Decree ... Peace was adopted ... the 26th ... Oc­
tober, ... 1917» 2. The foundations ... our foreign policy 
were laid ... Lenin. 3* Our foreign policy is directed ... 
establishing equal relations ... all states, regardless ... 
their social system. 4. The USSR foreign policy aims ... 
strengthening peace all ... the world. 5* Many events have 
taken place ... the period that has elapsed since the birth 
... the first socialist state ... the world.
V. Pill in the blanks with articles wherever necessary:
1. ... foreign policy of ... USSR is serving ... cause of 
strengthening ... peace. 2. ... Leninist foreign policy is 
rebuffing ... policy of ... aggression. 3. Our foreign po­
licy aims at ... solidarity and cooperation with all ... 
progressive and revolutionary forces of our day. 4. Our al-
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liance with ... fraternal countries of ... socialist com­
munity is ••• guarantee for ... peace in ... whole world*
5. Our foreign policy stems from ... humane nature of ... 
socialist system,
VI. Paraphrase the underlined parts of the sentences, using 
the vocabulary of the texts
1. The Decree on Peace was the very first act of the Soviet 
state in the field of foreign policy. 2* More than 60 years 
have passed since the adoption of |^ie Decree on Peace* 3« 
The chief aim of the Soviet Union is to strengthen peace all 
over the world. 4. The peaceful foreign policy of the ГО8В 
and other socialist countries is greatly influencJip the 
world development. 5. The USSR foreign policy aims at en­
suring favourable conditions for bul3<^ "ff onaaunism.
VII. Give the three forms of the following verbs:
to stress, to arise, to lay, to stem, to lie, to сои, to 
build, to strengthen.
VIII. a) Give nouns corresponding to the following adjec­
tives and verbs:
aggressive, revolutionary, socialist, communist, to 
secure, to develop, to construct, to meet, to lead, 
to found, to represent; 
b) use the nouns in sentences of your own.
U. a) Give adverbs corresponding to the following adjec­
tives»
fundamental, direct, profound, invariable, active^  
tremendous;
b) use the adverbs in sentences of your own.
23
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I. a) Give antonyms to*
national, unfavourable, reactionary, to stop, to weak-> 
en, partially;
b) use the antonyms in sentences of your own.
XI* Explain the meaning of the following:
1. the profoundly humane nature of the socialist system; 2. 
principles of equal relations between all states; 3* the 
overall balance of world forces; 4. communist construction;
5. the countries of the socialist community; 6. security.
XII. Find in the text the words and phrases answering the 
following definitions:
1. a union of states (by treaty); 2. a period of 100 years;
3. a condition that exists when two opposing forces are
equal; 4. all socialist countries; 5* freedom from danger.
XIII. Agree with the following statements using some of the 
following phrases (see Ex. XH, p. 19 ):
1. Lenin laid the foundations of our foreign policy.
2. The chief aim of our foreign policy is to strengthen 
peace.
3. The USSR is fighting for. the European security.
4. Lenin's Decree on Peace was adopted on October 26, 1917«
5. Imperialist powers support the policy of aggression.
XIV. Translate into English*
1. HBV Liidu välispoliitika on suunatud solidaarsusele ja 
kaastööle kaasaja kõigi progressiivsete jõududega. 2. HBV 
liidu ja teiste sotsialistliku sõprusühenduse maade välis­
poliitikal on ühised eesmargid. 3* Viimane sotsialistlike ja 
töölisparteide esindajate nõupidamine toimus Moskvas 1969,a.
4. Imperialistlike riikide välispoliitika on agressioonipo- 
liitika. 5. Rahudekreet kuulutas välja võrdsete suhete print­
siibi kõikide riikide vahel.
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IV* Speak; on the following topic* t
1. fundamental principles of the foreign policy of tbe Щ ,  
2* The Socialist Community’s fighting for peace.
23*
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING
The Relatione between the Soviet Union and Other 
Countries of the Socialist Community
The Soviet Union is advancing together with the fra­
ternal socialist countries, whose foreign policy is of the 
ease nature as ours and pursues common aims. The Soviet Un­
ion and the fraternal socialist countries form the powerful 
socialist community« Socialist states are united not by some 
mechanical sum total of coinciding specific interests, but 
by the community of the basic requirements of the develop­
ment of their peoples and of the entire present-day revolu­
tionary movement. The socialist community is an enormous 
force in the struggle for peace and socialism; this is a 
class alliance which provides the opportunity to utilize the 
advantages of the socialist system not only on national, but 
on an international scale as well.
The relations between the Soviet Union and other coun­
tries of the socialist community are based on the inviolable 
principles of Marxism-Leninism, proletarian international­
ism, equality, independence, mutual respect for sovereignty 
and territorial integrity, noninterference in each other's 
internal affairs and comradely mutual assistance. These 
principles compose a single organic whole. They are con­
cretely embodied in the activities of the Warsaw Treaty Or­
ganization, of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, 
in the entire diversity of ties and contacts between so­
cialist countries.
The United Nations Organization
The third Tuesday in September is a day of special 
significance in the life of the United Nations Organization. 
It is the day when the annual sessions of the General As­
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sembly - the world's biggest forum of nations - begin 
their woxk. Bvery session of the United Nations General 
Assembly is a substantial international event. The world 
seems to review the past year and define the prospects fcr 
the foreseeable future.
The United Nations Organization was founded in 194-5 
and has taken many positive peacemaking actions in its 
lifetime. The United Nations Organization has made a use­
ful contribution to the realization of the goals and prinr- 
ciples proclaimed in its Charter. The fundamental provi­
sion of the UNO's Charter is the safeguarding of peace 
and security of nations*
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